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message from the master
ian White  

jesus [college] is to be envied for the size of
its site. they can, if  they wish to, go on for

a long time building new ranges or courts. but
one hopes they will not need to.” The
Buildings of England: Cambridgeshire, sir
nikolaus pevsner, 1954.

the grounds and buildings of  jesus college
are for me a unique treasure, and the
responsibilities of  stewardship are daily of
great concern to those who devote themselves
to the fabric of  the college. nonetheless, the
success of  any organisation depends on
change, which is not uncommonly associated
with challenge, and the need for new facilities
for the college has been a matter of  concern
in recent decades. While it would have been
possible to build more on our current site, building of  scale would have impacted
significantly some of  our existing facilities and affected the beauty of  our grounds.

the purchase of  Wesley house has therefore been of  the greatest importance to
the college and it is pleasing to see how rapidly the new facilities are becoming
integral to the life of  the college. Without encroaching on the historic grounds of
the college, we have access to buildings of  sufficient scale to accommodate a lecture
theatre, dining room and large meeting rooms, and numerous other residential and
social facilities.

this has of  course been the result of  hard work, expertise and great generosity on
the part of  many. it is invidious to thank any individuals, given the commitment
shown by students, staff  and fellows, in advising on the building and giving up their
time. i would however like to thank sincerely christopher pratt, who as bursar
negotiated the purchase and then worked so expertly with professionals to ensure
such a splendid new court. We are indebted to him for his excellent work. i would
also like to thank warmly simon hawkey, the domestic bursar, for early planning
advice and later, his wise day-to-day engagement in the building work, and finally 
dr richard anthony, who we were delighted joined us as bursar following
christopher’s retirement and who has been overseeing the final stages of  the project.
the commitment from the whole college has been appreciated so very much. by
way of  example, i will not forget the exemplary work carried out by the housekeeping,
maintenance and catering staff, who worked well beyond the call of  duty to ensure
that the building was ready for events as soon as it was handed over.

the court would not of  course have been possible, were it not also for the
extraordinary generosity of  donors. the £13m raised in the short time from the
launch to the completion of  the project, far exceeded what we felt possible at the
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outset, and i am deeply grateful to alumni and other friends who were so
exceptionally kind. the level of  generosity that i witnessed really strengthened my
understanding of  the importance of  alumni to the health and success of  the college.
it was truly humbling in june to welcome more than 500 to the garden party
celebrating the handing back of  West court, and the most special part of  West court
actually is the most wonderful donor wall listing the 1800 and more donors. it is very
humbling. may i thank all who gave generously, who served on the campaign
committee chaired by sir david Wootton and richard briance, those who sent advice
and assisted us with the court and finally those who attended alumni events during
the academic year. We are, of  course, delighted that by the time this reaches you the
court will have been opened by our campaign patron, hrh the earl of  Wessex on
tuesday 10 october. Finally may i especially thank richard dennis for his
outstanding work as development director throughout the campaign.

it has been a pleasure as always to witness success and highlights elsewhere within
the college community, including some outstanding achievements by undergraduates,
graduates and alumni. there were, of  course, also times of  great sadness, including
the most sad and premature death of  lord toulson, a jesuan described as a “masterly
judge and utterly polite. he was known for thorough, nuanced judgments that some
lawyers read as much for pleasure as for work.” this college is the poorer for his
most untimely passing just as i believe uK law to be. 

sir leszek borysiewicz completed his term of  office as Vice-chancellor of  the
university this year. he has been an excellent Vice-chancellor, showing a
commitment to collegiate cambridge which has been humbling. We wish him every
success, just as we are delighted to welcome professor stephen toope as the new
Vice-chancellor. 

extracurricular activities have thrived in college this year with music continuing
to excel, now under the first-rate directorship of  richard pinel who joined us from
st george’s Windsor. sport has continued to see successes, and four members of
college were in the successful Varsity rugby team. For the first time the womens’ first
boat was head of  both lents and mays, an outstanding achievement. 

i am delighted that the new facilities of  West court are allowing new activities, with
the intellectual Forum and activities relating to china showing much promise. 
i am also delighted that john cornwell, who has been outstanding in pioneering the
rustat conferences, has been awarded a major grant by the templeton Foundation
which will support the science and human dimension project. 

the past year has clarified the importance of  investing in and caring for the entire
college community. it will continue, therefore, even more to be a priority for us to
ensure that we make the most of  West court for the real and lasting benefit of  the
wider college community, and indeed all who visit.
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Fellows and other senior members
2016-2017

Master
professor i h White Freng

Fellows
professor j m soskice (president) eology
professor j b thompson Social & Political Sciences
professor p h nolan cbe Chinese Management
professor i paterson Frs Chemistry
dr m l s sørensen Archaeology
dr g t parks (senior tutor) Engineering
dr r mengham (curator of  Works of  art) English
professor m m arnot Frsa acss Education
the rev’d dr t d jenkins eology
professor r cipolla Freng Engineering
dr s Fennell Land Economy
dr d i Wilson scd ceng Chemical Engineering
dr j W ajioka Medicine
professor s a t redfern Earth Sciences
professor j p t clackson 

(brian buckley Fellow in classics) Classics
dr m r laven History
dr t s aidt Economics
dr s t c siklos Mathematics
professor t d Wilkinson (graduate tutor) Engineering
dr V mottier Social & Political Sciences
professor lord r j mair cbe Frs Freng Engineering
dr F m green English
professor j a dowdeswell 

(brian buckley Fellow in polar sciences) Physical Geography
professor n g berloff Mathematics
dr s clarke 

(ron davies Fellow in natural sciences) Chemistry
dr m F gill MML (French)
dr W Federle Biology
dr b Walton (dean of  college) Music
professor o a scherman Chemistry
dr r e Flemming Classics
dr c e chambers Philosophy
mr r j p dennis ma (development director 

and Keeper of  the records)
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professor j j baumberg Frs Physics
dr g n Wells Engineering
dr d j Kelly (Keeper of  the plate,

Financial tutor) Social & Political Sciences
dr c m burlinson (Vivian cox Fellow in english,

secretary to council, admissions tutor) English
dr b m b post (admissions tutor) Linguistics
professor a h brand Frs Biology
dr m j edwards (acting deputy graduate tutor)

(gurnee F hart Fellow in history) History
professor K s lilley Chemistry
professor c mascolo Computer Science
mr m t Williams ma (director of  music) Music
dr c-b schoenlieb Mathematics
dr n a rutter (admissions tutor) Materials Science
dr r morieux (tutorial adviser) History
mrs a Künzl-snodgrass (tutorial adviser) MML (German)
dr r reich mml (Russian)
dr m Waibel Law
dr F g stark Law
dr s schnall Psychology
mr c l m pratt ma (bursar)
dr m landgraf Zoology
dr m t conde MML (Spanish/Portuguese)
dr d a cooper History of Art
dr t savin Engineering
professor a c bashford History
professor s j colvin MML (German)
dr l corens History
dr t j hele eoretical Chemistry
professor a Vignoles Education
dr s V stinchcombe Medicine
dr V m p m d carvalho Economics
professor K a steemers Architecture
dr Y peleg (tutorial adviser) AMES (Modern Hebrew Studies)
dr r bashford-rogers Chemistry
ms K jenkins Philosophy
ms d casadei Music
dr m harper Pharmacology
the rev’d p dominiak 

(dean of  chapel, tutorial adviser, praelector) eology
dr u schneider Physics
dr c Fenton-glynn Law
mr j eisler (Yates glazebrook Fellow in law) Law
dr d nally (tutorial advisor) Geography
dr s stacpoole (assistant graduate tutor) Neurology
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dr h Williams Earth Sciences
dr V silvestri Mathematics
ms h taylor History
dr g conti Social & Political Sciences
professor e benvenisti cbe 

(c.c. ng Fellow in law) International Law
professor p j Williamson Management Studies
dr s dutton Physics
dr s andres Mathematics
dr j green Social & Political Sciences
dr m elliott Economics
dr j huppert (director of  intellectual Forum)
mr r pinel (director of  music)
dr r F anthony (bursar)

Emeritus Fellows
dr c j adkins cphys Finstp 
dr j a hudson
dr j e roseblade
professor m j Waring scd Frsc 
dr W c saslaw
mr p r glazebrook ma 
professor j t Killen phd Fba 
professor s c heath littd (Keeper of  the old library and Fellow librarian)
professor p d a garnsey phd Fba 
dr s b hladky 
dr s evans
dr d e hanke
dr m r minden 
mr n ray ma ariba (acting Fellows’ steward)
dr g c harcourt ao littd Fassa acss
professor d K Fieldhouse littd Fba 
dr j r howlett (tutorial adviser)
professor W j stronge
dr r d bowers
professor lord renfrew of  Kaimsthorn ma scd hondlitt Fba (honorary Fellow)
professor r Freeman scd Frs 
dr m c p oldham
professor d a s compston Frcp
professor j r crawford ac sc Fba
professor sir bruce ponder Frcp Frs 
mr a j bowen ma 
professor j c W mitchell
professor j m bacon
mr s j barton ma 
professor h le b skaer
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Honorary Fellows
professor p W anderson ma Frs 
sir samuel brittan ma hondlitt 
miss jessye norman mmus honmusd hondhl honram 
the hon a r gubbay ma llm sc honlld
lord renwick of  clifton ma honlld hondlitt Frsa 
the rt hon lord stewartby of  portmoak pc ma littd Fba Frse 
professor lord rees of  ludlow  Kt om Frs honFreng Fmedsci 
sir alistair horne cb  ma littd 
professor r F tuck ma Fba 
professor dame sandra dawson dbe ma Fiph Fcgi hondsc cim 
sir david hare ma honlittd Frsl 
sir antony gormley obe  ma honlittd 
reverend professor b W silverman ma phd scd Frs 
lord Watson of  richmond cbe ma Frts 
professor lord renfrew of  Kaimsthorn ma scd hondlitt Fba (emeritus Fellow)
dr p j hurford obe ma musb Frco 
mr s chatterjee ma 
the rt hon lord toulson pc ma llb 
mr m perahia Frcm 
professor K e Wrightson ma phd Fba Frhists 
professor e s maskin Fbahon mahon dhl 
professor t F eagleton ma Fba hondlitt 
the rt hon lord justice jackson pc
mr j a o’donnell ma Kcsg Frco Frscm Fgcm Frcm
sir david h Wootton 
the rt hon lord justice treacy pc
mr richard long ra
his excellency j r crawford ac sc Fba
professor robert evans FlsW Fba
sir jonathan ive Kbe

St Radegund Fellows
mr j W hudleston
mr r p Kwok ma (1972)
mr p j Yates ma (1978)
mrs s j Yates ma (1980)
mr b n buckley ma (1962)
mr j shi
ms j m sainsbury ma (1989)
professor p j a Frankopan ma (1990)
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Fellow Commoners
mr j cornwell ma hondlitt Frsl (editor of  the annual report)
professor b a K rider phd hon lld
dr s s saxena
dr j r bellingham
dr p taneja
rev dr j leach

Teaching Bye-Fellow
dr g l taylor

Lectrice
mlle c drappier French

OJM CPDAs
dr a-e schmidt
dr m Wood
dr e camm
dr t Yunusov

College Post Doctoral Associates (CPDA)
dr j day
dr m m gersch
dr d Kotlyar 
dr j hirst
dr b dearlove
dr s Fransen
dr i Quiros-gonzalez
dr m radivojevic
dr t sinnige
dr g di martino
dr m ehrhardt
dr e Fowden
dr s jelbert 
dr j Kieckbusch
dr c tobin

Senior Research Associates (JC SRA)
the rt hon a mitchell mp
dr s steele
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charles rawlinson (1952)
geoffrey granter (1957)
eric robinson (1942)
david bennett 
Firdaus ruttonshaw (1968)
gurnee hart (1994)
andrew sutton (1965)
christopher rodrigues (1968)
alasdair morrison (1968)
tomás carruthers (1986)
richard briance (1971)
michael marshall (1952)
david Wootton (1969)
patrick Wilson (1974)
peter day (1968)
charles hoare nairne (1989)
martin clarke (1975)
adrian Frost (1976)
ron davies (1953)
tony thorne (1958)

michael booth (1959)
paul burnham (1967)
christopher Kirker (1969)
christine jennings
albert goh (1990)
robert marshall
david hibbitt (1962)
susan hibbitt
stephen heath (1964)
bob rao (1972)
Kay ian ng (1986)
james de uphaugh (1985)
edward ma (2000)
john sheldrick (1967)
sandy rattray (1988)
Kay ashton (1982)
james ashton (1982)
james marshall (1986)
duncan martin (1987)

Society of  St Radegund
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Virgin and Child, Umbria, c.1350-1450. 
© The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
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madonnas, miracles and the material
turn
mary laven

our late colleague michael o’brien used to
say that history was a writer’s art. even

though few of  us can aspire to his level of  skill
and style in this regard, many historians pride
themselves on their ability to string together a
decent sentence. at the same time, our research
is predominantly text-based. We gobble up the
writings of  the past – archival records,
newspapers, diaries, letters, laws, theological
tracts, schoolbooks, pamphlets, propaganda –
and then we spew them out again in a form
that suits the structure of  our argument.
Verbosity is certainly not the name of  the
game. nevertheless, historians often write long
books since the weightier the tome, the more

evidence can be conveyed within it. While we
sometimes work with images, tables and
graphs, words are the bread and butter of  our
profession.

over the last few years, i’ve had to set aside
some of  those assumptions about the textual
nature of  my discipline. i’ve been lucky enough
to be working in an interdisciplinary team,
comprising historians of  art and architecture
and literary scholars as well as social and
cultural historians. our project, funded by the
european research council ‘synergy grant’ to
the tune of  €2.3 million, has focused on the
question of  how religion was experienced in
italian renaissance homes. conscious of  the

Fellow and Director of Studies in History, Mary Laven, reflects on 
the intellectual journey that led to the major exhibition 

Madonnas & Miracles at the Fitzwilliam Museum earlier this year

European Research Council ‘Domestic Devotions’ Synergy team on a field trip in the Marche



tendency of  scholars to write the history of  the
catholic church from a clerical or institutional
perspective, we have deliberately turned our
attentions to the laity and their private
household devotions. our research poses
particular challenges. Whereas it is relatively
easy to go into an archive or library and to ask
to see the documents relating to a religious
order, church or convent, we are all too aware
that it would be fruitless to request ‘records
relating to domestic devotion’. private piety
usually goes undocumented and while diaries
afford occasional glimpses into the practice of
religion at home, the shortage of  written
records that directly speak to our research
question has forced us to be far more
imaginative in our approach to sources. 

one of  our key tactics has been to turn
from the verbal to the material. scouring online
catalogues, making speculative visits to
provincial museums and writing emails to
curators and collectors all over the world, our
team members have identified hundreds of
devotional objects that once belonged at the
heart of  the italian renaissance home: rosaries,
little crosses, mass-produced medals from
pilgrimage sites and the ubiquitous ‘agnus dei’
– fragments of  wax, purportedly from the
easter candle that burned in st peter’s rome,

repackaged in tiny ornate metal cases. then
there are the myriad small paintings, sculptures
and reliefs featuring the Virgin mary or saints
that were churned out by artists’ workshops and
displayed most commonly in the bedroom as a
focus for solitary devotions, as well as countless
other everyday items embellished with imagery
of  devotional significance: a drinking cup
crudely painted with the image of  st Francis, 
a workman’s toolkit sporting a simple carving
of  the annunciation, or a maiolica inkwell that
doubles up as a nativity scene.

the weight of  material evidence has left us
in no doubt that the italian home was a
significant place of  religious practice in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. more than
that, it has helped to challenge the idea of  the
renaissance as a key staging-post in the
supposed ‘secularization’ of  the modern world.
on the contrary, the outpouring of  creativity
enabled by the development of  new techniques
of  production and the rise in consumer
spending was often harnessed to devotional
purposes. this in turn fostered a vibrant visual
and tactile approach to religion: a kind of
devotional renewal that is hard to chart in
written records and which seldom features in
textbook accounts of  ‘the age of  renaissance
and reformation’.
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as our own research has progressed, 
we have found ourselves contributing to a
broader ‘material turn’ that is profoundly
influencing the study of  history. For scholars
who are keen to tap into the beliefs and
practices of  non-literate groups or who wish
to break out of  conventional chronologies,
these non-written records have a unique part
to play. 

but the shift to material sources requires an
accompanying shift in the way in which we
communicate our research. Words are not

necessarily the best way to present material
findings. For this reason, we were at once
thrilled and daunted by the opportunity to
mount a major exhibition at the Fitzwilliam
museum as one of  the key outputs of  our erc
project. repeatedly reminded by the museum
staff  that the nationally approved word limit
for exhibition labels is fifty, we felt as though
our security blanket had been whipped away.
there was to be no hiding behind elegantly
crafted sentences. assisted by the highly
experienced and skilled curatorial and

Madonnas & Miracles 
© The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

One-handled cup with 
St Francis, Umbria, c. 1500-1600

© The Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge



exhibition teams at the museum, we gingerly
set about our new challenge: to make an
argument in space.

just as a book is divided into chapters, so an
exhibition progresses through physical spaces,
often created – as at madonnas & miracles –
by the construction of  temporary mdF walls.
through this melding of  an intellectual and a
physical plan, we were able to guide the visitor
through sections devoted to family life,
education, bodily adornment, the protection of
saints and the experience of  miracles. setting
the scene is also crucial, so we worked with
museum staff  to evoke the atmosphere of  an
italian renaissance home: green painted walls,
rusticated doorways; a high hearth and a simple
bed with a bright red coverlet. then there is the
art of  persuasion, which is of  course every bit
as important to an exhibition as it is to an
article or scholarly monograph: how to
convince the visitor of  the validity of  our
argument. We aimed to achieve this through
the juxtaposition of  certain objects and
through the amassing of  others. the placing

of  a crucifix or prayer book above a kneeling
stool suggested the ways in which domestic
space could be animated by rituals and prayers;
the array of  roughly painted votive images
depicting miracles at the end of  the exhibition
communicated to the visitor the deeply felt
presence of  the madonna and saints within the
home.

We have not given up on writing. as our
project draws to an end, the principal
investigators are racing to complete a 
co-authored book for oxford university press;
our three phd students have all written
excellent dissertations; our post-doctoral
researchers have edited two collections of
essays besides producing a number of  articles
of  their own; finally, there is our exhibition
catalogue (which contains rather more than
fifty words, as well as many beautiful images).
however, it is hard to imagine that our
publications will have a greater effect than the
objects in the exhibition. Working with the
Fitzwilliam museum has taught us a new kind
of  eloquence.
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scullions, sweeps and skilled Workers:
Female employees of  jesus college in
the 18th century
robert athol

in october 2016, the archives introduced 
a volunteering programme for postgraduates

to index the colleges account books (or ‘audit
books’) which date from 1556 and continue
into the 20th century. these accounts
summarise the financial transactions made over
the course of  the academic year and record,
amongst other things, business dealings,
stipends paid to Fellows, awards made to
scholars and income from college properties.
however, by the early 18th century, this
information was recorded at the top level only,

with specific details relating to individuals,
including their full name and specifics of  work
they did, often omitted. For example, entries
might state ‘Forster, the bricklayer, a bill’ and
list how much Forster was paid but not make
reference to the fact that, in this instance,
Forster was actually a margaret Forster who
may have done work in the kitchens or on a
staircase. the entry shown here is from the
volume of  accounts for the year 1759-1760 and
is typical of  the type of  entry that can be found
in these volumes.

Our College Archivist tells stories of our woman workers 
two centuries ago – their lives, skills and payments

Image courtesy of 
York Museums Trust: 
http://yorkmuseumstrust.org.uk 



Wanting to know more about these people
led to delving further into the other financial
records in the archives that supplement the
college accounts. bundles of  ‘audit vouchers’,
essentially the original bills submitted by
individuals undertaking work for the college,
survive from 1758, although are patchy until
1837 with the last bundle for the 18th century
covering 1784. Volumes of  ‘steward’s accounts’
which cover 1731 to 1790 list, amongst other
things, work undertaken by unskilled workers,
including scullions and laundresses. a lone
volume of  ‘chapel accounts’ for the early 18th
century notes some work undertaken in the
chapel by individuals. 

all these records tend to be signed by the
individuals to acknowledge receipt of  payment
of  wages. if  they were not able to write their
name then they would ‘make their mark’, such
as margaret Forster shown here from a bill
submitted by her in 1758.

it is from these signatures and making of
marks where names of  individuals are made
clear, that we can tell that many employees of
the college in the 18th century were women.
predictably, the majority of  these women were
laundresses and scullions in the kitchen. From
the descriptions in the bills and the steward’s
accounts, the laundresses’ specific duties
involved routine cleaning of  the Fellows and
scholars’ linen and tablecloths. the scullion
was employed to ‘wash the plates of  the
Fellows and scholars’ and, except for the long
vac, ‘maintain’ the fire in the hall (which was
located towards the dais end in the north wall). 

What is of  note are the jobs undertaken by
women that are slightly less expected such as
chimney sweeps, bricklayers, painters and
suppliers of  oil for lamps. much has been
written about women working during this
period with stephen nicholas and deborah
oxley noting in their article The living standards
of women during the industrial revolution, 
1795-1820: “in pre-industrial and agricultural
economies, gender inequalities were less

pronounced than in modernizing societies.
Women were partners with men, both at home
(as managers of  children and household
financial resources) and in outside work and
paid employment”.

this is reflected through the college
records, both by women who worked alongside
their husbands (such as mary munn, the wife
of  the college ‘oilman’) and through those
women who continued working for the college
in the same capacity as their husband even once
their husband had died (such as sarah holliday,
the wife of  the college clock repairer). 

it is also worth remembering that other
women might have worked in college with
their husbands, but were not listed in their
husband’s invoice and so leave no trace in the
archives. 

as has been observed by maxine berg in
her article What Difference did Women’s Work
Make to the Industrial Revolution?, women
doing unskilled work in this period tended to
earn around two thirds less than men.
however, this is not reflected in the accounts
here for kitchen scullions, with men and
women being paid the same amount for the
same work. there is also an instance of  a
robert chafer, the husband of  ann chafer,
laundress, being paid the same amount of
money as his wife for laundry work, although,
as will be explained, this is not comparable. 

Women carrying out more skilled work are
similarly paid the same as their husbands. like
her husband, sarah holliday was paid 16s a
time for repairing and keeping the chapel
clock. When she was unable to attend the
clock, someone called james staplin was
employed who was also paid 16s. similarly ann
press, a chimney sweep, was paid 6s 8d, the
same as her husband William press, when
sweeping the college kitchen chimneys.  

From the records available, summarising the
women who are mentioned by name as having
worked for the college during the 18th century,
we find that between 1732 and 1790, the
college employed six laundresses, four
scullions, two chimney sweeps, a clockmaker,
an oil supplier, a bricklayer, a painter, a glazier
and a supplier of  a chaise (a light open carriage
for one or two persons). they are listed in the
following paragraphs by profession with
biographical information sourced online, 
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from books, the college archives and other
archives. all baptism, marriage and burial dates
were found via the ancestry website unless
otherwise stated.

Keeping it in the family
the first woman who appears by name in the
records is Ann Brogden (also spelled progden)
in 1732. ann was the college laundress
between 1732 and 1741, being paid £1 10s a
term for washing the laundry of  the Fellows
and scholars. she was buried at st clement’s,
cambridge on 30th september 1741, only a
few months after she was last paid by the
college. ann’s husband was thomas brogden
whom she married on 25th june 1724 at 
st  clement’s church with their daughter, mary,
being baptized on 15th may 1726, also at 
st clement’s. ann herself  was baptised on 6th
may 1694, the daughter of  john and alice
page. Alice Page (née barber) also worked as
the college laundress between 1733 and 1736.
it appears alice and ann had a ‘handover’
period before ann took on the full duties of
laundress. alice married john page on 18th
june 1686 in swavesey. 

laundry work was clearly something of  a
family affair as similarly the laundry undertaken
from the mid to late 18th century was also
carried out by a mother and daughter duo.
entries in the steward’s accounts show two
ann chafers, a mother and daughter, one
showing that ann chafer, the daughter, had
collected part of  her mother’s salary in 1757
and 1758. 

at first glance it appears that ann, the
mother, learns to write her own name, initially
‘making her mark’ when acknowledging receipt
of  wages before then signing her name on later
receipts. however, reading more closely, 
it becomes clear that between 1755 and 1758,
the mother and daughter are working together,

with confirmation of  payment alternating
between a mark, that of  the mother Ann
Chafer (née laurence) who could not write
and the signature of  the daughter who could.
the later bills submitted by the daughter are
very clearly written in the same hand and with
variation in the wording of  the bills, particularly
those for 1761 surviving in the chapel
accounts for the period, indicating she was
basically literate, rather than having simply
learned a formula to write her bills. a surviving
bill illustrates the degree of  their teamwork
being written by the daughter and signed with
a mark by the mother.

as mentioned previously, ann chafer the
mother took breaks from work, her husband
robert appearing to have taken on her laundry
duties, an apparently unique instance of  a man
doing ‘women’s work’ in the college during this
period. the instance between january and
november 1745 is, however, possibly explained
through the death of  their daughter sarah
chafer who was baptized at all saints church
on 30th september 1744 and died on 3rd may
1745. With ann presumably taking part of  this
time off  to have children, the further record of
robert undertaking laundry duties between
december 1741 and december 1743 could
indicate the period when ann chafer, the
daughter, was born. no baptism record appears
to mention ann and if  she was born during
this period it would make her around 18 when
taking over laundress duties from her mother.
ann, the mother, married robert chafer on
13th june 1734 in cambridge. she was buried
on 7th july 1767 in all saints parish,
cambridge whilst robert was buried on 8th
december 1769, also in all saints. 

Ann Chafer, the daughter, married edward
harper on 10th april 1768 and after his death
married again to become ann beaumont as
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appears in the stewards accounts for july 1786. 
of  all the women we know to have been

employed by the college in the 18th century,
the documentary evidence suggests ann
harper/beaumont was the longest serving.
the first invoices submitted by her were in
1755 and she still appears in the accounts in
1789. unfortunately as the records detailing
names do not continue past 1789, it has not
been possible to work out exactly when ann
stopped working for the college. 

as to the wages these women received, pay
rises do not appear to have been forthcoming
with ann harper/beaumont, seeing one pay
rise in her wage from 14 shillings to 18 shillings
a quarter in 1765. 

there is also one single entry for an
Elizabeth Bires who also undertook laundry
work for the college for one term in 1733,
although it has not been possible to determine
her connection to any of  the other laundresses,
if  indeed there was one, nor any further
biographical details for her. 

Sweeps and scullions
unlike the laundresses, women working as
chimney sweeps are fewer in number and have
proved to be trickier to trace. Mary Bangle
appears as the sweep once in 1761 and
apparently cannot write as she makes her mark
rather than signs her bill. she is also recorded as
having swept chimneys at corpus in 1760
according to their online catalogue. mary is
likely to be the same mary bangle as born in
harston on 31st january 1713 to john and
martha bangle, the bangle family appearing to
be quite a large family in harston and
haslingfield at this time. 

our other female chimney sweep is Ann
Press (née standley) who submitted an invoice
and ‘made her mark’ in 1778 for sweeping the
kitchen chimneys. her husband, William press
(sometimes written prisse) swept the college
chimneys in 1777-1784 (excepting 1778) and
was paid an extra shilling for cleaning the hall

chimney in addition to the kitchen chimneys.
ann married William on 11th october 1773 at
st mary’s, Wisbech.

digging further in the college archives
shows the press family were known as the
college chimney sweeps by the early 19th
century, becoming quite prosperous whilst
doing so. a William press, chimney sweep,
possibly the son or grandson of  ann and
William, was a tenant of  college property in
King street from 1808 and acquired the
freehold of  35-37 King street by 1835. robert
press, his son, acquired further property,
building four cottages on land on malcolm
street that he leased from the college.
Furthermore, in 1848, he built two larger
houses in the same area, living in one himself,
splitting the other in two to let out. all these
properties were demolished in 1965 as part of
the wider King street redevelopment. 

the earliest reference to a female scullion is
to Margaret Williamson who worked for the
college between 1741 and 1742. however,
along with Ann Nix, scullion 1762 to 1763, it
has not been possible to find any additional
biographical information. Ann Eaton, the
scullion between 1747 and 1748 is likely to have
been related to isaac eaton who acted as the
college scullion immediately before her,
although the relationship between them is not
clear. 

Sarah Leech (née jagger) worked as the
scullion from 1763 to at least 1789 (when the
records stop). in addition to washing plates,
sarah’s duties differed from the other scullions
as she was also paid for ‘taking care’ of  the hall
fire except over the long vac, presumably,
because it was too warm and the college too
free of  occupants to justify having the fire lit.
she was usually paid £1 15s a term but 10s less
over the long vac.

sarah was buried in all saints parish on 2nd
december 1807 aged 70, making her about 26
when she started working for the college in
1763. she appears to have married a thomas
leach on 26th august 1786 at all saints
church. 

The skilled workers
Sarah Holliday (née harrison) undertook
maintenance of  the chapel clock from 1770 to
at least 1783, the audit vouchers in which she is
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mentioned by name stop in 1784 so she may
well have continued to work for the college
after this date. We know sarah’s maiden name
was harrison as a bill from 30th september
1777 contained within that year’s bundle of
‘audit vouchers’ has a note written on it by john
harrison that reads, “rec[eive]d the contents
for my daughter holiday”. john was no
stranger to the college, however, having
supplied ash trees to the college four years
previously.  

sarah was born on 18th march 1740 to john
and hannah harrison and she married
nathaniel holliday at st bene’t’s church,
cambridge on 29th october 1759. the printed
versions of  the parish registers, edited by
thomas blagg, apparently show that when
nathaniel and sarah married, she was
considered a minor and needed permission
from her parents to marry. 

nathaniel, who is described as both a
clockmaker and watchmaker by brian loomes
in his book Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the
World, died in 1770 and sarah continued to run
the clock repairing side to the business, first
appearing in the receipts in that same year but
being paid along with a james staplin for
‘attendance’ on the college clock. From 1771
onwards, sarah is paid in her own right.
nathaniel was born in 1734 and was about 25
when they got married and so relatively young
when he died in 1770. 

like the press family, the holliday family
also rented property from the college. the
father of  nathaniel, also nathaniel holliday, a
gardener, rented ‘a tenement, barn, stable and
orchard’ from january 1723 on King street
(then known as Walles lane) and is listed in the
college accounts as still renting property from
the college in 1744. this building no longer
exists but would have been on the south side

of  King street, towards the corner of  hobson
street.

nathaniel holliday (the elder) and john
harrison’s connection to gardening is
interesting and might potentially explain how
sarah and nathaniel met.

Margaret Forster was distinguished as
being the college’s ‘bricklayer’ between 1758
and 1783. her lengthy invoices, however, show
that she was not laying bricks herself  but was
managing small teams of  men, usually two or
three at a time, to do the work she had been
commissioned to undertake. being in this
position suggests that she might have
succeeded or inherited the business from her
husband although there is no reference to a mr
Forster acting as the college’s bricklayer prior
to this first reference made directly to her.
having originally been referred to as ‘margaret
Forster’, she is first referred to as mrs Forster
in 1774, although this could be following the
then more conventional acknowledgement of
respect for a woman’s seniority rather than
referring to her marital status, an area discussed
by amy erickson in her article Mistresses and
Marriage: or, a Short History of the Mrs.
Frustratingly it has not been possible to find a
record of  margaret’s baptism, marriage or
burial.

Working with their husbands
although not expressly being paid to do work
for the college in their own right, there are also
the women who were working alongside their
husbands in their businesses who collected
payments on their behalf. 

Ann Cowling was the wife of  William
cowling who submitted and signed his own
receipts to the college when he hired out a
‘chaise’ to representatives from the college to
travel between cambridge and the college’s
estates and manor at graveley just west of
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papworth. ann submitted and signed a receipt
acknowledging payment from the college in
1776. Further research into the college records
shows that William, listed as an innkeeper, was
a tenant of  the college and bought 18 jesus
lane in 1783. When the same property was
then sold to a samuel smith (unfortunately not
the same samuel smith who founded the
famous Yorkshire brewery!) in 1790 the
building was being utilised as an inn, known as
the crown, which acted as a stop for one of
the london coaches. cowling also acquired 
23-24 jesus lane in 1773 and he converted the
western most house into a pub which, by 1780,
was called the Wagon and horses. cowling also
leased 25-26 jesus lane from the college.
numbers 23-26 were on the site of  the present
rank building in West court whilst the crown
and number 18 were roughly where marshall’s
garage once stood. being an innkeeper certainly
explains why cowling had access to chaises that
he could hire to the college. 

Ann Ivers was the wife of  james ivers, the
college painter and appears only once in the
college records, where she signs a receipt to
acknowledge payment on behalf  of  her
husband in 1761. ann is also listed as having
undertaken work at corpus on 14th january
1754. she was buried in st michael’s graveyard
on 20th december 1784 aged 67, with her will
being registered on 29th january 1785. james
died on 27th june 1773 aged 58. there are a
couple of  other ‘ivers’ buried at st michael’s
parish churchyard, who were possibly relations.
ann and james also had a daughter called mary
who died aged 17 on 23rd February 1775. 

matthew and Elizabeth Painter were the
parents of  robert painter the glazier, elizabeth
collecting money for her son in 1761 (he was
then aged 21), but after this year money is paid
directly to him. robert was baptised on 21st

january 1740 at holy sepulchre church on the
same day as a susanna painter, suggesting the
two were twins. an elizabeth painter was
buried at all saints on 6th February 1778,
although it has not been possible to confirm if
this is the same woman. 

Mary Munn collected payments for her
husband jonathan munn, oilman, in 1777.
jonathan is also listed as having supplied
corpus with oil between 1749 and 1782. mary’s
will outlines various benefactions that included
£100 each to her nephews, john, henry and
daniel readhead and her nieces sarah pratt
and mary deighton; £20 to addenbrookes;
£30 to the poor of  great st mary’s; and £20
to charity schools in cambridge. the sun Fire
insurance policy taken out by jonathan on 17th
january 1792 was with William readhead, who
is likely her brother. a mary readhead was
baptised in great st mary’s on 5th october
1721 to William and anne, which would have
made her 18 at the time of  her marriage to
jonathan. mary was buried on 29th november
1796 whilst jonathan was buried on 17th
February 1792.

coincidentally, it appears that jonathan
previously married mary pinsent, widow, in the
college chapel on 27th may 1739. 

For the future, i hope to consult the
archives of  the other colleges to see where else
these women at jesus also worked (i have only
referenced corpus here because their series of
18th century receipts have been catalogued in
detail and are available to search online). 

as noted by maxine berg, “women were
rarely recorded in the eighteenth century in
official statistics, legal records or wage books
in terms other than widow or spinster” and so
it is records such as these that survive at jesus,
that provide a relatively rare insight into female
occupations in the 18th century.  
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eradicating poverty and hunger in the
global south
david nally

For the last number of  years, i have been
studying policies designed to eradicate

global hunger and arrest rural poverty in the
global south. in conducting this research, i am
often reminded of  the us army general george
patton who once said that ‘if  everyone is
thinking alike then somebody isn’t thinking’.
sadly, the aphorism seems to describe rather
well the food policy situation today where the
trend, with a few notable exceptions, is to
promote high-tech agriculture and market-led
initiatives as a vital first step in winning the war
on want. turn on the radio or open a
newspaper today and you are likely to be
confronted with a very persuasive image of
hunger. Famine looms, it is said, because global
population is exploding. in 2050, the global
population is predicted to reach the 9 billion
mark. can we really feed ‘three extra indias’ by
2050, to cite the hortatory language of  
The Economist (February 24, 2011); that is, 
an additional 2 billion people plus the nearly
one billion who presently go hungry)?

With the audience’s attention secured, 
the second half  of  your news report will now
turn to addressing ‘solutions’. the proffered
solutions will probably feature the work of  a
plant pathologist or geneticist whose research
aims to deliver a more abundant, nutritious, and
‘resilient’ harvest. in this part of  the report you
may hear of  innovations that enable scientists
to engineer pest and disease resistance in crops,
or about higher-yielding plant varieties that can
be adapted to thrive in normal and
environmentally stressed soils. perhaps the
report will focus on ‘nutrition-smart’ foods,
such as ‘golden rice’, which promoters hope
will lead the charge in the fight against
childhood mortality and ‘hidden hunger’. or
perhaps, more speculatively, another scientist
might describe her efforts to engineer cows to

emit lower levels of  methane. akin to car
companies assembling low-emission vehicles,
the aim is to produce a future herd of  ‘climate-
safe’ animals.

the one-two punch of  this narrative –
catastrophe is imminent, but science has the
tools to solve it – is compelling, but
dangerously simplistic. First and foremost is the
underlying assumption that technologies are
‘socially neutral’. in its simplest, most reductive
form this view assumes that new technologies
can be developed in one context and then
transplanted into another. take the ‘new
alliance for Food security and nutrition’
(https://new-alliance.org). launched in 2012
by president barack obama and members of
the g-8, the initiative seeks to harness new
technologies and private sector investment to
lift 50 million people out of  poverty in 10 years.
by brokering ‘cooperation Frameworks’ –

Our Fellow in Geography critiques the roles of technology and power
relations in the prevention of a looming global catastrophe 



whereby governments in the global south
commit to policy reforms and ‘production
targets’ in return for private sector investment
and support – new alliance seeks to remove
all barriers inhibiting the ‘use, flow and
acceptance’ of  advanced technologies. in
mozambique, for instance, the government has
been asked to cease the distribution of  free
‘unimproved seeds’, except for pre-identified
staple crops in ‘emergency situations’. in
burkina Faso, agri-tech corporation, monsanto,
has been tasked with promoting the
‘intensification of  agriculture’ through greater
mechanization and the adoption of  bt cotton
(a transgenic plant engineered to produce
insecticide). in ethiopia the american
conglomerate, dupont, is aiding the adoption
of  hybrid maize. other ‘cooperation
Frameworks’ include reforms to regulatory and
legislative frameworks to stimulate the uptake
of  agrochemicals, nutrition fortification, and
fertilisers. invariably these technological
advances are legitimated by appealing to the
higher moral purpose of  ‘ending hunger’.
unfortunately, little attention has been given to
how these frameworks structure and make
possible new relations of  power in the global
food economy.

indeed, this assessment of  power is what is
most strikingly absent from the eulogies that
usually trail technological advancements. lewis
mumford, the author of  the path-breaking
book Technics and Civilization (1934), is
instructive in this regard for he shows us how
technologies – from the most primitive to the
very sophisticated – reorient our habits of
thought and generate new ways of  ordering
social existence. thinking in this vein, there is
real potential for technologies to deflect
attention from more urgent and meaningful
social reforms. indeed, in mexico during the
‘green revolution’ of  the 1950s-60s the
adoption of  improved seeds was positioned as
a surrogate for more difficult (and politically
distasteful) land reforms. in a similar way, one
can argue that the bio-fortification of  plants
diverts attention from the primary causes of
nutrition deprivation, while ‘climate-smart’
foods (e.g. drought tolerant wheat, frost
tolerant tomatoes etc.) steer research agendas
away from mitigation and toward climate-
change adaptation and greater levels of

environmental ‘resilience’.  
We might also want to question whether

imported, labour-saving technologies are a help
or hindrance in countries where under- and 
un-employment are chronic problems. one
need only look to the united states to see how
drastic those changes can be. at the turn of  the
twentieth century close to half  of  the u.s.
population was employed in farming. today
less than 1% of  the population claim farming
as an occupation. in addition, the number of
farms has fallen by 63%, while the average
farm size has risen 67%. ‘the agriculture of
science and industry’, comments american
writer Wendell berry, ‘has served too well the
purpose of  the industrial economy in reducing
the number of  landowners and self-employed.
it has transformed the united states from a
country of  many owners to a country of  many
employees.’ a similar drive to ‘rationalise’
african farm holdings – embedding
mechanisation, commercial fertilisers, and
transgenic seeds in traditional social
structures – could be disastrous for the rural
poor who typically lack off-farm employment
opportunities. indeed, the plight of  economic
migrants in the mediterranean today reminds
us that ‘de-peasantisation’ has generated, in
mike davis’s words, a vast ‘global residuum’ of
dead labour that drifts from the fields of  the
global south toward the ‘fortified enclaves of
the urban rich’.

Finally, discussions about agricultural
technology rarely if  ever broaches the vexed
issue of  ownership. We need to ask, who really
stands to benefit from the new technologies
and their intellectual property (ip) regimes, not
whether the technologies are in themselves
‘good’ or ‘bad’.  it is the social dimension of
technology that really matters – and if  recent
practice is any guide, then poor countries have
cause to be concerned. in north america, the
big seed companies have not hesitated to sue
farmers who they claim have contravened
company patents. in self-provisioning
societies – where an informal ‘moral economy’
of  seed saving and redistribution endures –
patents threaten to squeeze peasants into new
forms of  debt peonage, or what sociologist
jack Kloppenburg ominously terms
‘bioserfdom’ (see First the Seed: The Political
Economy of Plant Biotechnology, madison: the
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university of  Wisconsin press, 2004). seeds
that were once free and exchanged through the
commons become subject to commercial
exchange and transaction. in short, systems of
trade gradually supersede practices of  mutual
aid.

in this respect, it is significant that an early
promise by the new alliance to explore
alternatives to commercial ip (copyleft, open
access etc.) was, after ‘further assessment’,
dropped because there is, apparently, ‘little
benefit in this approach to development’.
unfortunately, the report i refer to fails to
specify why non-commercial licenses were
judged to be prejudicial to development, but
one likely reason is that ‘benefit’ here is
narrowly construed as profit for private seed
companies.  of  course, technology can be ‘pro-
poor’, but when powerful business interests
control both r&d and product rollout, it tends
to serve the narrower purpose of  rent-seeking
and capitalist market creation. 

but what about the larger point that we face
imminent global scarcity, and consequently,
low-yield countries ought to be targeted for
productivity increases via the deployment of
enhanced agrarian technologies? there are two
problems with this argument. First it assumes
that people starve because of  declining
availability of  food – once again an assumption
that appears correct, but in fact is a very
dangerous simplification. We know from the
nobel prize winning work of  amartya sen
(Poverty and Famines: An Essay on Entitlements
and Deprivation, oxford: clarendon press,
1981) that food availability decline is rarely the
original or primary cause of  distress. sen
argued instead that people starve when either
their ‘endowments’ – that is, the sum of  their
resources – or their ‘entitlement set’ – that is,
the bundle of  goods and services that a person
may legally exploit – shift to such a precipitous
extent that they can no longer obtain sufficient
sustenance. the common view that food
scarcity is a necessary precursor to starvation
was thus demolished by sen’s critique. 

amartya sen is still quoted today by those
who wish to challenge narrow supply-side
arguments, but it should be remembered that
sen’s research also highlighted the role of

power relations in determining food
entitlements. ‘in the fight for market command
over food’, sen pointedly wrote, ‘one group can
suffer precisely from another group’s
prosperity’. With this last point in mind, we
might remember the fact that we already
produce enough food to feed everyone on the
planet. indeed, by some estimates there is more
than enough food to feed the planet twice over,
especially if  one considers food waste (an Fao
study suggests that as much as one third food
produced globally for human consumption is
waste), the present use of  crops to generate
fuel, rather than feed people (lester brown in
Full Planet, Empty Plates [Washington dc:
earth policy institute, 2012] calculates that the
grain required to fill a 95-litre fuel tank of  an
suV is enough to feed an average person for
an entire year), and the fact that there are now
more ‘stuffed’ than ‘starved’ people of  the
planet (according to the un, global obesity has
more than doubled since 1980. in 2014, more
than 1.9 billion adults were classed overweight.
of  these over 600 million were categorised as
obese). any calculation of  future food ‘gaps’
ought to be framed in the context of  present
and future use priorities. moreover, it is
incumbent on researchers to include in any
assessment of  science-based technologies the
material and ideological interests that undergird
all efforts to organise human life. We should
ask: do they bode well or ill for the groups they
are meant to serve?

in sum, arguments that suggest that
technology will ‘end hunger’ fail to appreciate
that technologies are only ever as strong as the
political, social and economic forces that
promote them. they are not automatically
‘pro-poor’ and will only serve the needs of
people if  they are designed and supported as
part of  a wider campaign of  human rights and
social justice. likewise, those who believe that
yield increases ought to be the focus of  food
security programmes typically ignore or
downplay the fact that hunger is not an
outcome of  absolute food scarcity while at the
same time they fail to pay sufficient attention to
the role of  powerful interests in shaping food
production, allocation and use priorities.
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the story of  Toxoplasma gondii and
toxoplasmosis begins at the turn of  the last

century, a period of  great excitement and
discovery in parasitology and more generally
infectious disease. every colonial power had
established medical outposts or institutes to
investigate diseases endemic to their sphere of
influence. France was no exception with an
institut pasteur in tunis. the director of  the
institute, dr charles nicolle ran a laboratory
attached to the hospital where the local
population were treated for a wide variety of
diseases. although best known for his work
describing the transmission of  typhus by
human body lice (for which he was later
awarded the nobel prize), the energetic nicolle
had many ongoing projects to identify new
infectious agents, including those that caused
disease in local animals. it was in the small
desert rodent, Ctenodactylus gundii, that nicolle
and his co-worker l. manceaux first observed
and described the crescent-shaped protozoan
parasite, Toxoplasma gondii:

“…et nous proposons, pour désigner ce
genre nouveau, le nom de Toxoplasma (de
τοξον, arc). le nom du parasite du gondi sera
donc T. gondii.” - nicolle & manceaux, tunis,
1909.

light microscopy and keen observation were
the primary tools for examining infected tissue
so it was customary at the time to send fixed
preparations to colleagues for consultation. in
due course, nicolle posted a sample to
professor george nuttall, the director of  the
molteno institute of  parasitology, cambridge
and world expert on piroplasms (an old term
for blood borne parasites now called Babesia).
the new parasite shared physical features with
the piroplasms, but had different host and
pathological properties so nuttall proposed a
new genus and species, Nicollia quadrigemina.
however, nicolle being a modest man, decided
to stick with his original nomenclature. since

1909 the parasite has been isolated from a large
number of  different bird and mammal hosts,
but all were eventually assigned to the same
species, and so Toxoplasma gondii remains the
only species in the genus.

unlike malaria, piroplasms and other
parasites now known to be related to
toxoplasma, understanding the toxoplasma life
cycle proved to be very difficult because the
observed transmission patterns did not easily
fit into a conventional model. toxoplasmosis
appeared to be a food borne disease, but both
meat and vegetables could be the source of
infection, and furthermore the chronic
infection rate was known to vary greatly
depending upon local dietary habits. the
chronic infection rate in paris is nearly 95% of
the adult population, compared to about 15%
in london. strict vegetarians in south india
acquired toxoplasmosis and it was suspected
that most humans could be infected by eating
uncooked or undercooked meat contaminated
with microscopic tissue cysts. humans seemed
to be relatively resistant to overt disease
compared to many animals, and the primary
pathology was neonatal abortion and birth
defects, presumably due to an active infection
in the mother during pregnancy. the advent of
serology and antibody detection in the 1940s
confirmed that the vast majority of  human
toxoplasma infections were acquired with little
or no symptoms. the only direct experiment
that associates eating raw/rare meat with
toxoplasmosis consisted of  watching
seroconversion of  children in a French
sanitorium (home for malnourished orphans)
after being fed for months on a diet of
undercooked horse meat and lamb. it was not
until the late 1960s that bill hutchison at
strathclyde university provided conclusive
evidence for a life cycle that explained all the
transmission observations. hutchison and
others suspected that at least part of  the life

Our Fellow for Medicine tells a story of Cats, Mice 
and the Evolution of a Zoonotic Disease

toxoplasmosis
jim ajioka
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cycle consisted of  an oral-faecal route and the
production of  eggs or oocysts in a similar
manner to other known parasites. the
widespread nature of  toxoplasmosis indicated
that human companion animals might be the
primary/definitive host, as this is where the
sexual cycle and egg/oocyst production take
place. since dogs could not be investigated
because strathclyde didn’t have the facility to
keep them, hutchison focused his attention on
the cat. since it was known that the active
crescent shaped form of  the parasite and the
microscopic tissue cysts could not be stored
more than a few days in water, hutchison
prepared cat faeces in an aqueous solution and
identified what appeared to be oocysts. about
the same time others also made the same
observation and independently showed that
oocysts are highly infectious and could cause
disease in cats, mice and other hosts.
preparation of  tissue from experimentally
infected mice, particularly brain sections,
revealed the tissue cysts which allowed the life
cycle to be elucidated. it was now clear that the
cat was the definitive host for toxoplasma and
that the tissue cysts could pass between
intermediate hosts via carnivory to transmit
infection. the latter mode of  transmission is
what sets T. gondii apart from its nearest
relatives and is the primary reason why the
parasite is so widespread amongst birds and
mammals.

understanding how infectious agents
evolve to replicate and disseminate within and
between hosts is crucial for understanding
pathogenesis and therefore how to treat and
prevent disease. From some previous studies,
we knew that the population structure of  
T. gondii in north america and europe was
very clonal. analysis showed that the isolates
grouped into three lineages and that the vast
majority of  isolates within a lineage were
indistinguishable given the genetic markers
available at the time. david sibley, a friend and
colleague at Washington university in st louis,
came to visit and we discussed what the
implications of  these data might be. being a
population geneticist by training, the pattern
suggested to me that the isolates were likely to
be related through a fairly recent common
ancestor. We decided to test the idea assuming
a molecular clock, using dna sequencing to
look for nucleotide changes that occurred in
only one isolate. Working in my lab in the
parasitology building (the old molteno
institute), my part ii student at the time was a
jesus vet student named david evans. 
dave was an extraordinarily patient and
thoughtful person, but even he became 
bored with the project because all the
sequences for isolates within a lineage looked
exactly the same. the normally low-key dave
showed uncharacteristic excitement the day 
he confirmed one nucleotide change. 
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We combined our set of  sequence data with
that of  the sibley lab, and counting the number
of  nucleotide changes, dividing that figure by
the mutation rate and the total number of
nucleotides sequenced, we calculated the time
to the most recent common ancestor (mrca)
to be about 6-12,000 years ago.

the mrca for toxoplasma coincides with
the development of  agriculture, which drove
the movement from hunter-gatherer societies
to permanent settlements. domestication of
crops, livestock and companion animals
provided a “perfect storm” for the emergence
of  an old parasite/host relationship with new
properties. the one part of  the life cycle that is
unique to toxoplasma compared to its closest
relatives is carnivorous transmission between
intermediate hosts. the domestication of
wheat and other grains in the “Fertile
crescent” provided mice and other small
animals with an abundant food source, leading
to frequent population explosions. it is thought
that the domestication of  the cat was at least
in part, driven by the need to keep the rodent
pests in check, so the close proximity of  cats
and mice would be advantageous to parasite
transmission. a recent study of  domestic cats

suggests that one of  the primary domestication
events must have occurred in the Fertile
crescent region as many domestic cat lineages
predominantly carry genes derived from the
near east wild cat. cats in the Fertile crescent
would have been well-fed most of  the time as
mice and other rodents tend to have much
faster reproduction cycles. however, to quote
malthus, “the great check to the increase of
plants and animals we know from experience,
is the want of  room and nourishment were the
most abundant”. a population explosion of
rodents meant a feast of  prey items for a wide
variety of  predators and scavengers but when
the grain ran out, famine ensued leading to
starvation, scavenging and even mouse-
cannibalism. cycles of  big population
fluctuations and the web of  carnivory probably
selected for parasites that could be transmitted
directly between intermediate hosts rather than
relying on obligatory passage through the
definitive host.

since toxoplasma and its closest relatives
exploit carnivory as a means of  transmission
between hosts, it is likely that there has been
selection for traits that increase the chances of
an intermediate host being eaten by a cat or

Fluorescence microscope image of dividing parasites itzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
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another intermediate host. professor rima
mcleod, a colleague at the university of
chicago medical school and i decided to
investigate the effects of  the tissue cysts
observed in the chronic infection. since a
sizable proportion of  the mammalian and bird
populations have a chronic toxoplasma
infection, the effect of  slowly dividing parasites
in the cyst on the host is highly relevant. We
chose to look at mice, because they are the
most important intermediate host, given that
they are the major prey item for domesticated
cats, many birds of  prey and other carnivores.
our question was simple: do chronically
infected mice have behaviour and pathology
that would make them more susceptible to
predation? rima’s group included a behavioural
psychologist as well as more traditional medical
personnel like histologists that look at tissue
sections under the microscope. as with other
studies, my lab was responsible for looking at
the genes (rna) being expressed in infected
brain tissue vs. uninfected brain tissue. the
uninfected mice looked and behaved very
normally for year-old mice, but their infected
litter-mates appeared to be prematurely “old”,
not grooming, having poor balance and
showing other signs of  ageing. the brain
histology was remarkable, in that the infected
mice had brain inflammation and cellular
changes akin to what is seen in human
neurodegenerative disease. moreover, the

blood vessels in the infected brains were
surrounded by lymphocytes, the cells that make
antibodies. our gene expression studies were
equally striking, showing that antibody
production is high in the infected mice and that
genes associated with brain inflammation were
also more highly expressed in the infected mice
brains, thus confirming the histological
findings. thankfully, the vast majority of
healthy humans do not show equivalent
symptoms, but we can’t rule out more subtle
effects or that a small subset of  the human
population may suffer like mice. since humans
have never been normal prey items for any
large cat, natural selection probably does not
operate in a way similar to mice.

the story of  toxoplasma has relevance
today. the World health organisation
considers the identification and control of
emerging infectious diseases (eids) as a high
priority for global heath. eids may be caused
by newly identified species or strains (sars
and hiV/aids), diseases associated with
ecological changes (legionnaire’s disease and
leishmaniasis), changes in pathology (Zika),
host shifts (ebola) and the rapid expansion of
new strains from existing diseases (epidemic
influenza). our relationship with animals in
one way or another, impacts almost all of  these,
so understanding the evolution of  a zoonotic
disease like toxoplasmosis provides valuable
insight into anticipating eids.
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Walking and talking: Woody guthrie 
and a cliché with legs
jamie Fenton

the rhyme between talk and walk has bolted
the pair into cliché. You can talk the talk,

but can you walk the walk? Further elided, we
can demand of  someone to ‘walk the talk’. the
glib sound bite has deep roots in the division
between word and deed: the flippant offspring
of  a biblical dichotomy. it is remarkable among
clichéd chimes, though, in its ability to mean
more than and differently to its idiom. the
words have legs, which carry them beyond the
simple correspondence of  speaking vs doing,
mouth vs the putting of  money in it.

a cliché is something said by everyone, but
Woody guthrie employs this particular cliché
to talk about his desire to talk about what no
one wants to say. it has a cameo in one of  his
typically confounding method statements:

‘my best songs will be the ones that never
rhyme; 

they will be my songs about the bare limbs 
and the blossoms;

and i’ll always walk and talk and ask myself,
how can the limb that is bare set itself  up

to judge
the trunks and the limbs, twigs, and sprigs 

that are in blossom?’
(‘my best songs’, Born To Win)

christopher ricks claims that for a cliché to be
permitted entry into a poem it has be aware of
its clichéness, and somehow redeem it by doing
something in, or perhaps for, the poem. Full
marks for the first: ‘walk and talk’ is part of  a
line explicitly addressing self-awareness. after
dropping in the cliché, guthrie immediately
remembers to ‘ask’ himself. the line break lets
us read the asking back onto the walk and talk.
Why ever did he say something so worn out?
the line has ‘set itself  up’ to be judged by
harbouring a guilty cliché.

Walk and talk excuse themselves, however,
by not quite rhyming with ‘ask’. guthrie’s travel
among and conversation with workers sets him
up to ask why the bare limbs – the prudish,
ivory-towered oppressors – wield so much
power over the blossoms –the vibrant, 
earth-bound folk. these two groups will never
align: they will ‘never rhyme’. guthrie’s walking
and talking together make up an asking, 
an interrogation of  why this division exists.
the half-rhyme of  ‘talk’ and ‘ask’ is a way of
asking something about the complete rhyme of
‘walk and talk’. if  walking and talking rolls so
easily off  the tongue, is it any more than a path

A graduate student describes how the American folksinger 
Woody Guthrie was obsessed with the rhyme of ‘talk’ and ‘walk’. 

But what can it tell us about his working method?
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of  least resistance? Where do we go next?
What action can we take? the answer for
guthrie is to do more talking. this talking will
be outwards though, in the form of  song. song
writing takes the walk and the talk and turns
them into an amplified, shared conversation.

guthrie manages to revive and employ a
cliché by asking himself  about what it means.
but clichés will always continue to operate on,
or rather as, their own worn-out terms, keeping
their trueness in circulation. documentary
artists of  the depression put a paradoxical
amount of  weight on walking, figurative and
literal, as a precursor to any literary, journalistic
or photographic talking. in his book
Documentary Expression in Thirties America,
William stott claims, with a certain amount of
scorn, that ‘reliability of  insight was conferred
[…] by prolonged wandering about’. this
wandering about, to borrow one of  guthrie’s
puns, attempted to distance itself  from any
explicit cogitative wondering. documentary
photography, for example, prided itself  on an
apparent absence of  judgement. the
photographers did the physical wandering, the
viewers did the wondering, tasked with putting
together a life and a history from a photograph
of  an empty shack. the unfortunate

consequence of  this vacuumed presentation
was that wonder took on some of  its mystical
as well as its intellectual sense. important
political context was left unprovided, and the
viewer is left with the deeply unfamiliar.
essayist philip rahv lamented in 1940 that
while it was all well and good to make politics
and social values implicit in an experientially-
grounded art work, ‘nowadays it is values that
we can least afford to take on faith’. the walk
is necessary, but the talk is essential. 

essential, but shunned. the way out of  the
depression was not literary musing, but hard,
physical work. even the artistic projects funded
by roosevelt’s new deal were centred around
a promotion of  labour. stott performs a
brilliant series of  readings of  government-
sponsored murals in which reading and writing
appear to be entirely backgrounded. in the
corner of  emanuel jacobson’s ‘early
schoolroom’, he notes, ‘sits a stoop-shouldered
drudge reading a book. the book is propped
on his desk, his arms hanging limply between
his knees, his heavy head bows almost to the
page’. stott notices that reading is not a mere
alternative to the vigorous movement of  the
other figures in the mural, but its opposite and
death. the boy’s knees go limp, and even his
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head, the site of  thought, is stilled by the
reading material.

guthrie, a notorious logophile, is
nevertheless careful to buy into this premise of
action over word in his essay ‘people i owe’:

my work in these days is mainly writing. 
i write songs, ballads, stories with tunes,
tales with no melody, wild lines with free
beats and freer rhythms. these rhythms
alone are as pretty as the paint on your
tractor, the oil on your wheel, but i have
painted your tractor, hoed lots of  hard
rows of  weeds out of  your cotton and out
of  your corn.

(‘people i owe’, Born To Win)

guthrie assures the folk that his walk is as good
as his talk, indeed that the two are intertwined.
he can only write wild lines because he has
hoed hard rows. the lines and rows form a
tight weave. it is telling though, that the
physical activity is adapted from word-stuff.
the simile ‘pretty as the paint on your tractor’
is the impetus for the work done in the second
half  of  the sentence, the actual painting of  the
tractor. cart runs before horse, words do the
work of  creating work. sound patterns run
across the second half  of  the sentence, adding
an aural work to the metaphorical effort which
made a bridge between rhythm and labour.
‘hoed lots of  hard rows of  weeds’ is a sounded
task. ‘hoed’ and ‘hard’ alliterate and in doing so
put pressure on their hard consonant, which
returns in ‘weeds’. ‘rows’ chimes with ‘hoed’.
‘of ’ is repeated. the phrase is made up of  rows
and parallels, and the parallels start to impress
rhythms on the sentence: ‘hoed lots of  hard
rows of  weeds’, ‘out of  your cotton and out of
your corn’. 

how much political work can rhythm and
rhyme actually do, though? the role of  rhyme
in documentary is troubled, because rhyme is
a special kind of  lie: a false claim of  a
relationship between two words. but perhaps
this tricksy word-work can be a form of  social
protest in itself.

the only time guthrie rhymes walk and talk

in his most significant prose work, his
autobiography, Bound For Glory, is a rhyme of
opposition. guthrie and his vagrant
companions have been sharply moved along by
a police officer:

“and don’t ever let a smiling cop fool
yuh,” a voice in back of  me told us. “that
wasn’t no real smile. tell by his face an’ his
eyes.” “okay, i learnt somethin’ new,” 
i said, “but where are we gonna sleep at?”
“We gotta good warm bed, don’t you
worry. main thing is just to walk, an’ don’t
talk.”

(Bound For Glory)

Walk, and don’t talk. Keep moving, and don’t
ask questions. the concerted effort among law
enforcement to keep these displaced people
moving stems from a belief  that a static,
housed group would have time to talk, and that
talking would lead to organisation, as john
steinbeck set out in a 1938 letter: ‘do you
know what they’re afraid of? they think that
if  these people are allowed to live in camps
with proper sanitary facilities, they will
organize’. Walking is silence and stasis an
inaccessible privilege, distilled into political
action in the protest song ‘We shall not be
moved’.

the received image of  guthrie is that of
the troubadour: the rambling musician who
never stopped moving and composed to the
beat of  his own feet. in fact, guthrie wrote
almost all of  his lyrics on a typewriter, and it is
famously difficult to set up a full-size royal 
on the hard-shoulder. it was during his periods
of  stasis, as a radio host in los angeles and
then in his family home in new York, 
that guthrie did his best work in creating
rooted, rhymed talk. rhyme holds a couplet or
verse in place, the sounds locked into a
backwards and forwards relationship. When
swathes of  the population are kept moving to
prevent them organising, stopping long enough
to organise a rhyme becomes an act of  protest,
prior to the protest narrative of  the rhyming
song itself.
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teaching teachers
c.j. rauch

asking people to describe their memories of
their best teacher will yield a wide range of

responses. some may recount tales of  a teacher
who taught times tables through games and
competitions. others will recall a history
teacher whose lectures on World War i would
vividly transport students to the trenches and
the hospitals of  the war. society gives us
depictions of  seemingly-revered teachers like
mr Keating in “dead poets’ society” or ms
honey in “matilda.” We clearly have mental
images about what constitutes effective
teaching – and surely so must our teachers. our
images are shaped by our experiences in
schools, through depictions of  teachers, and
even a shared consensus about what good
teaching must be. but what about teachers’
images of  what constitutes effective teaching?
how is this image formed? and what are those 

as an educational researcher, my aim is to
better understand these beliefs held by teachers.
a seemingly straightforward way to do this
would simply be to ask them; but this poses
significant methodological issues. if  society
holds an idea of  what a teacher is expected to
believe about teaching, can we be sure their
responses to such questions would be honest?
might they not feel pressured to state that their
views align with the “accepted” views of
society? Furthermore, my research suggests
that some teachers may even hold conflicting
views within themselves.

a researcher in the social sciences is in
many ways like a detective or investigative
journalist; our job is to follow multiple leads to
build a complete idea of  what happened. 
a wide range of  witnesses and evidence
presents of  fuller picture of  the concept 
under investigation. therefore, because i am

interested in how these sets of  beliefs are
formed, it makes sense to turn to the place
tasked with affecting teachers’ beliefs and
approaches: teacher education programmes.

specific teacher education programmes
have existed in various forms for decades; such
an extensive history has unsurprisingly resulted
to a vast diversity of  structures and pathways
for individuals to enter the teaching profession.
these can vary wildly from country to country,
and even within a single country or region.
each way espouses different philosophies of
education, purposes of  teaching, and even
world views. these programmes and those
who run them may explicitly self-define as
offering teacher education or teacher training –
thus claiming to make a statement on the
epistemological nature of  the knowledge
required to teach. or they may be indifferent
and use the words interchangeably. they may
describe their programme as an education
course, diploma, certificate, degree, credential,
major, minor, or again may adopt a principled
(or pragmatic?) stance of  indifference toward
terminology. 

For example, in the united states (my home
country and focus of  much of  my current
research), education policy is largely devolved
to the fifty states. every state can set its own
requirements for teacher certification – and
also exemptions from it. since the early 20th
century, american colleges1 and universities
have been the traditional home to teacher
education. education was widely offered as an
undergraduate major that would lead to a job
teaching in primary, and eventually expanded
to secondary, schools. it generally took the full
four years of  undergraduate study and
culminated in a semester of  student teaching.

A graduate researcher provides a portrait 
of teacher education

Note
1here i use college in the american sense of  an institution of  tertiary education, analogous to a university; this is
distinct from the current british usage referring to upper secondary schools or, confusingly, an oxbridge college.
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this is the path i took to become a secondary
history teacher; it remains a popular means to
enter teaching, although the number of
colleges offering it has diminished.

an additional pathway into teaching would
later be introduced, originally with the target
audience of  people switching into teaching
who had not studied education. universities
started to create masters degrees (again,
creating a myriad of  degree names, e.g.
mscied, med, mat…), often two years in
length, to allow for this. 

over time, several states took a vested
interest in the formation of  teachers, eventually
requiring teachers to earn a teaching license in
order to hold a teaching job. policy makers
continued adding increasingly strict
requirements and standards in this process of
teacher certification, often as a reflection of  the
political climate – many of  which still officially
linger today. For example, pennsylvania
requires all teacher candidates to take two
semesters of  “college-level” mathematics,
regardless of  the subject they intend to teach;
new jersey requires all applicants to make an
“oath of  allegiance” to the united states and
to support the federal and state constitutions.
both requirements have their roots in the cold
War, when mathematics education was seen as
necessary for national security and questionable
loyalty was not tolerated.

by the 1980s many states were facing a
shortage of  qualified teachers. they began to
create “alternate routes” into teaching. these
routes allowed experienced professionals in
other fields to take up jobs as teachers and
receive training while teaching. the end of  the
decade saw the creation of  teach for
america – a programme for recruiting the
nation’s top college graduates from elite
institutions, providing an intensive summer
course on teaching, and placing them in some
of  the country’s most deprived schools (largely
inner-city and rural). along with the
“traditional routes” to teaching, these
programmes create thousands of  teachers
across the united states each year.

interestingly, teacher training in the united
Kingdom has paralleled its american
counterpart. early teaching colleges were
eventually absorbed into universities;
cambridge university’s homerton college and

hughes hall are two such examples. despite
education being a significantly devolved matter,
britain is comparatively uniform in the
processes between constituent countries.
regardless, some differences do still exist. in
england and Wales, the undergraduate study of
teaching has all but disappeared, but is not
uncommon in scotland. rather than offering a
masters degree, the postgraduate study of
teaching in the united Kingdom is in the form
of  the pgce in england or the pgde in
scotland and Wales (although many
programmes do allow students to combine this
with a masters).

like many aspects of  education policy,
england has also imported the concept of
alternate routes into teaching from the united
states. teach First, the english equivalent of
teach for america, was formed in 2002,
adopting its model of  elite recruiting and
intensive training. today it is one of  the top
employees of  cambridge graduates; a handful
of  jesuans annually apply to its rigorous
selection process. recent years have also seen
the creation and growth of  the school direct
route, in a move towards “school centred initial
teacher training” in place of  traditional
university-based training. proponents offer
much praise to these alternate routes, with
particular respect to their efficient costs and
possibility of  salaries for trainees. opponents
see them as a threat to the pgce courses (and
the funding for said courses) and question their
effectiveness. can they actually teach methods
for effective teaching to future teachers? how
does an intensive summer course or learning
on the job affect teachers’ sets of  beliefs?

Furthermore, this raises the question of
whether even a traditional, university-based,
four-year model of  teacher education itself  is
actually effective at having an impact on
teachers’ beliefs. are any of  our teacher
education programmes actually effective?

engaging with the history, motivation, and
ethos behind these models of  teacher
education is a key start to understanding the
ethos and philosophy of  these programmes.
eventually, this can lead to a better
understanding of  what the teachers believe
makes for effective teaching. but before
attempting to do so, i am interested in
understanding more about the bridge between
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the programmes’ ethos and the future teachers’
beliefs: the teacher educators, those who teach
the future teachers.

i engage with teacher educators on
traditional undergraduate teacher education
courses in the united states; i interview them
on what they believe and what they believe
their students believe. but just as with the
difficulty in asking teachers what they believe,
there is a danger that the teacher educators may
feel pressured to respond with the “right”
answer. to combat this, i facilitate the
discussion in some unusual and surprising
ways.

“please draw an image of  what you think
effective teaching and learning looks like.”

Will their portrait resemble a scene from
“dead poets’ society” or from “matilda”? are
there games? stories? notes? What are the
students doing? Where is the teacher situated?
or might the portrait depict something
abstract? are there thought bubbles? arrows?
symbols? What does the image offer as a
conceptualisation of  effective teaching and
learning?

these teacher educators gleefully set to
work with their crayons and markers and

recreate their mental image. We sit in their
offices, overlooking traditional american
campus quads, where they usually are the ones
quizzing students; now they are the ones
reflecting on their own beliefs. after they
proudly look up, indicating their completion, 
i ask them to describe their drawing –
the portrait and their explanation of  it are both
rich sources of  data for me. What is depicted in
their portrait of  teacher education? Four 
key themes come up repeated in their drawings
and discussions: facilitation, engagement,
collaboration, and inquiry.

is this portrait aligned with those who study
to become teachers? my continued research
aims to address this question. it could be that
new teachers hold markedly different views
from what they were taught in their teacher
preparation programmes. these views may
vary from our general consensus about what
makes effective teaching and learning. maybe
mr Keating and ms honey have it wrong. 
i would never expound my belief  of  the most
effective form of  teaching and learning;
however, i do believe good research should
prompt further discussion and inquiry. i have
no question this research will do just that.

A recreation of one teacher educator’s depiction of “effective teaching and learning”. He has chosen not to depict a literal
scene, but instead the process of learning, which he believes surrounds the concept of inquiry
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adapting to diverse environments
sarah Kaewert

since the completion of  the human genome 
project in 2003, both the availability of

human genetic data and our understanding of
it have skyrocketed. this has helped us to learn
about ourselves as a species in many ways. one
of  the most important is understanding how
humans have adapted to the diverse
environments which we colonized over the last
one to two hundred thousand years as we
spread out of  africa and across the globe. 

these adaptations have allowed us to thrive
in a vast diversity of  environmental conditions
and cope with diverse immunological
challenges we have faced from infectious
disease. the pressure driving these adaptations
comes from the constant evolutionary arms
race between humans and pathogens, causing
a consistent and enormous burden of  mortality
on our species over time. it is estimated that
half  of  all children died before the age of  15
due to infectious disease before advances in

hygiene, public health, and vaccines in the last
several centuries. because of  this, genes 
with immune function are consistently cited as
being among those genes under the strongest
selection pressure out of  any in the human
genome. 

researchers are now looking into past
adaptations to pathogen pressure in order to
better understand our modern health and
immune system. in general, it is expected that
mutations which lower the fitness of
individuals in a population will be removed
from that population over time through
negative selection. however, some deleterious
mutations exist at relatively high frequencies
that do not follow this expectation. one
explanation for this is that these mutations that
today are associated with susceptibility to
autoimmune or chronic disease and allergies
were protective against infectious disease in the
past. For example, a variant in the gene sh2b3

A graduate student searches for immune-driven genetic 
adaptation in diverse human populations

Modified from Pagani et al. 
“Genomic analyses inform on migration events during the peopling of Eurasia”, 2016
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that confers stronger protection against
bacterial infection has been shown to have
been under selection between 1200 and 1700
years ago. however, this variant is also
associated with susceptibility to celiac disease
(Zhernakova et al. 2010). the gene haVcr1,
which has also been under selection, is
associated with both susceptibility to hepatitis
a as well as allergies and asthma (nakajima 
et al. 2005). past selection can also be
associated with susceptibility to chronic disease.
sickle cell anemia and malaria are a classic
example of  this. sickle cell anemia is a disease
occurring populations with ancestry from
regions where malaria is endemic. individuals
with one wild type and one sickle cell copy of
the hemoglobin gene are relatively protected
against malaria compared to individuals with
two wild type copies of  the hemoglobin gene.
despite the morbidity and mortality caused by
having two copies of  the sickle cell hemoglobin
gene, because of  the advantage to
heterozygotes (individuals with one wild type
and one sickle cell copy of  the hemoglobin
gene) the sickle cell variant is maintained in at
relatively high frequencies in certain
populations. 

studying past adaptations to infectious
disease can also hold useful insights for 
drug development. one well-known target of
positive selection in european populations is a
deletion in the ccr5 gene, which is one of  the
two receptors used by hiV to enter host cells.
however, hiV didn’t enter the human species
until sometime in the 1920s, and signatures of
genetic selection often take much longer to
appear (on the order of  thousands of  years).
therefore, the disease causing this selection
must have been something else – most likely
bubonic plague or smallpox (experts still

disagree) (galvani and slatkin, montgomery.
2003). however, it was noted that individuals
with two copies of  this crucial deletion were in
a way immune to hiV – the virus couldn’t gain
entry to their cells. several methods of  hiV
treatment are based on this knowledge.
Following this example, it is therefore possible
that future treatments may stem from
knowledge of  other past selection events.

While we have been able to learn lots about
past selection events and their impact on
health, there is still a glaring gap in this field
that has yet to be closed: the lack of  diversity
included in genetic studies. the vast majority
of  studies looking for selection and disease-
mutation associations have been done in
populations of  european descent, missing the
majority of  human genetic diversity. this is a
problem because significant findings in
european populations may not be relevant at
all to individuals with different ancestry.
researchers are addressing this lack of  diversity
with projects such as the 1000 genomes
project and others which include more 
non-european populations, but there is a
continuing lack of  diversity in the field. 
my research group, along with a large group of
collaborators, published a paper last year
looking at demography and selection in 12
different global population groups from africa
and eurasia (pagani et al. 2016). We found
evidence of  selection in several different gene
classes including immunity, thermoregulation,
and fatty acid metabolism. studies such as these
are a small step toward bridging the diversity
gap in genetic studies, and help paint a more
detailed picture of  how humans have adapted
to our new environments as we colonized and
settled the world.
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squeezed for cash
arthur neuberger

large investments (typically several billion
usd) into a product development process

that reveals high failure rates at all of  its stages
is a characteristic business condition in the
pharmaceutical industry (Figure 1). as if  such
circumstances are not discouraging enough,
with an average clinical development time of
more than a decade until a pre-clinical drug
candidate can eventually reach market launch,
these exorbitant investments (on average close
to a billion usd) need to be made over a long
period of  clinical development time into a most
uncertain future for every drug candidate in
development. a typical drug development
pipeline is depicted in Figure 1.

From a business-strategic perspective, it is
therefore most crucial to identify strategies in
managerial decision making that increase the
likelihood of  success in clinical drug
development. a common and critically debated
strategy is the in-licensing of  drug compounds
that were originated and partially developed by
other companies. in a nutshell, this means 
that an in-licensing company ‘buys’ a drug

compound (at a certain stage of  the
development process; see Figure 1) from its
originating company, i.e. the rights to further
develop and, if  approved, to commercialize it.
Yet, given the technology-based nature of  the
pharmaceutical industry, it is believed that a
theory known as the ‘lemons problem’ 
(as identified by nobel laureate george
akerlof) imposes as a roadblock against
successful drug in-licensing.

the danger of  ‘buying a pig in a poke’ is an
ever-present risk if  information asymmetries
and misalignments between buyer and seller are
at all possible in a market. in the case of  a drug
licensing agreement for instance, the 
in-licensing party could be expected to lack the
full range of  information that is needed to
assess the real, inherent quality of  the 
in-licensed drug candidate. these information
asymmetries could result in a moral hazard
behaviour according to which companies 
out-license bad drugs (‘lemons’) to ‘under-
informed’ in-licensing companies. 

in general, the following scenarios seem

A graduate student writes in collaboration with colleagues on
‘Lemons’ in the pharmaceutical industry

Figure 1. The drug development pipeline
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conceivable: if  neither party has reliable
information on the inherent quality of  the
subject of  a licensing agreement, success rates
of  in-licensed drugs and of  those developed
in-house by the in-licensing company should
be similar. the same would be true if  both
parties can equally well assess the drug’s quality.
one could even think of  in-licensed drugs out-
performing in-house originated ones, if  the
in-licensor is bad at development but skilled in
assessing other companies’ drugs in
development. if, however, the out-licensor is
able to assess its drug quality whilst the in-
licenser has limited access to such information,
the out-licensor has a financial motivation to
out-license its bad drugs (moral hazard), which
would result in a lemons problem.                 

in order to assess the existence of  a
lemons problem in the licensing market of  the
biopharmaceutical industry, neuberger,
oraiopoulos and drakeman (published in
Frontiers in Pharmacology 2017; 8) assembled a
hand-annotated sub-data set based on
thomson reuters’ recap bioportfolio index
(rbi) of  170 biopharmaceutical firms. this
data set lists detailed information on the clinical
development history of  all drug candidate
products that these firms launched into clinical
trials (including failures in any of  the three
clinical development stages and commercial
market launches). From this total population,
they extracted 196 in-licensed and 634 in-house
originated drug development candidates for
which a determined outcome was filed, i.e. all
initiated first and secondary indication trials
(breast cancer would be one such indication for
example) for the drug candidate have either
been fully terminated (i.e. a completely
abandoned project) or have led to a
commercial launch in any studied indication
(with multiple commercial launches in the same
indication or different indications being filed as
one success entry in the data set). in a failure
case, all attempted indication trails (e.g. trials
for multiple forms of  cancer) must have failed
– in any of  the three clinical development
stages for every indication trial series. in those
196 cases in which the drug candidate was in-
licensed from another company,
sub-populations were created according to the
clinical stage (phase i-iii) at which the

compound was acquired for further
development by the in-licensor. a comparison
of  the success rates of  a) phase i in-house
originated drug compounds vs compounds
that were in-licensed in phase i and of  b) phase
ii in-house originated drug compounds vs
those in-licensed in phase ii revealed no
significant differences between the subgroups
(phase iii drug compounds were excluded due
to a small sample size of  in-licensed drugs).
this first quantitative apples-to-apples study of
the lemons problem in the biopharmaceutical
industry suggests that there is in fact no sign
for a lemons problem despite all previous
expectations.  academic literature so far has
always assumed that a lemons problem exists
in the biotech sector without being able to
produce conclusive data that would proof  its
existence. For instance, in a quantitative analysis
using research and development data from the
world’s top 50 pharmaceutical companies,
dimasi and colleagues (2010) found higher
success rates of  in-licensed compounds in
phase i compared to phase i in-house
developed drug candidates – which would
contradict the existence of  a lemons problem
entirely – whereas success rate differences
between in-licensed and in-house developed
candidates were found to be insignificant in late
stage clinical development trials (i.e. in phases
ii and iii). 

overall, one might argue that none of  the
parties involved in a licensing deal has really
reliable knowledge of  an early stage drug
candidate’s potential to become a successful
drug in any indication. this is especially evident
from the very low transitions rates of  fully 
in-house originated products. and even down
the development line, (in-house) drug
candidates do fail in late stage clinical
development more often than one might
expect. in case of  those late stage trials
however, when extensive clinical data is
generated, governmental agencies like the Food
and drug administration in the us enforce
rigorous data reporting and public disclosure
(see https://clinicaltrials.gov), which again
realigns information between parties. ironically,
these regulations might have been motivated by
the fear of  the lemons problem – so maybe a
‘chicken and egg problem’ after all? 
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nearer to the people
christine van hooft

alarge number of  countries worldwide have
implemented some form of  decentralised

governance structure, whether that be
administrative, fiscal or political
decentralisation, in order to facilitate the
transfer of  funds and services from central to
local levels. the benefits of  decentralisation are
said to be improving the quality and efficiency
of  social services, and improving the
participation of  the public in government
decision-making, as a result of  bringing the site
of  government ‘nearer to the people’. the
challenges facing governments in transferring
resources to remote regions are therefore
reduced to those of  proximity. it is assumed
that reducing the distance between
governments and citizens via decentralisation
will improve service delivery and democratic
governance. 

the perceived benefits that can be gained
from introducing decentralisation must be
weighed against the cost of  its implementation,
in the form of  salaries for elected and
appointed officials, offices, utilities and
vehicles. in resource-poor developing
countries, the opportunity cost of  this
expenditure can be high in comparison to
financing public services. 

however, despite the high rates of  adoption
of  decentralisation as a policy worldwide,
relatively little attention has been paid to its
effects in particular places. take uganda,
which is the focus of  my research.   

decentralisation in uganda is one of  the
most extensive in africa, with 116 districts,
featuring counties, sub-counties, parishes and
villages. there are elected councils at each of
these levels, and the district and sub-county

A graduate student describes how decentralisation and citizenship
aids and yet potentially hampers development in Uganda 

A village in Ntungamo District
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levels also employ public service staff  – up to
300 at the district level  and 100 at the 
sub-county level.  

district governments are responsible for
the delivery of  decentralised services including
schools, healthcare centres, some roads and
bridges, as well as agricultural extension and
marketplaces.  in order to fund these services,
district governments are provided with grants
from the central government, and are
theoretically able to raise local revenue. district
governments are also tasked with consulting
citizens at the village level on their needs and
development priorities, and then aligning
service delivery with these needs. 

however, my research, conducted through
interviews with central and local government
leaders, household surveys and the collection
of  budget data, has highlighted a problem.
When decentralisation was introduced in
uganda in 1995 there were 35 districts. by 2017
there are 116, with a further 15 set to be created
over the coming three financial years; the
number of  districts has more than tripled in
two decades. the rapid escalation in the
number of  districts has generated a
corresponding increase in the costs of  public
administration. as new district is created, it is
split from a neighbouring district, meaning that

the resources and staff  of  the original district
is halved. 

my research has revealed an interesting
paradox in relation to district proliferation.
While the majority of  informants stated that
they believe uganda has too many districts
because of  the costs, most nevertheless
supported a new district in their area. they
acknowledge that legislation exists at the
national level setting out minimum service
standards for a sub-national unit. For example,
each sub-county is to have one primary school
and one health post, and each district is to have
one hospital. the creation of  new districts and
sub-counties thus precludes the onus of
lobbying for such new facilities. 

For political leaders at the national level,
there is thus a strong incentive to promise
support of  new districts. the awarding of  a
new district brings with it jobs, offices,
electricity, computers and vehicles, as well as
the possibility of  new public services. this has
the consequence of  reinforcing the ruling
party’s patronage network. alternatively, new
districts may be given to regions of  political
opposition, to divide political opposition elites
at the sub-national level into smaller districts,
in doing so weakening their power and
resource base. 

A housing compound in Lira District 



Finally, from the perspective of  district
councillors and public servants, the creation of
additional districts generates jobs in areas that
otherwise lack formal employment
opportunities. district-level elites therefore
themselves have the incentive to lobby for the
creation of  additional districts in their area, in
order to obtain for themselves these
employment opportunities that bring with
them a high status and a reliable income
stream, in addition to vehicles and office
spaces. in addition, elected leaders who fear
that they are losing political support and may
lose their council seat at a forthcoming election
have the incentive to lobby for their district to
be split into two, as one informant explains: 

“i think there are too many districts. they
have been motivated by political interests. ...
and the reasoning they normally give is that,
districts, to move services nearer to the people.
but in my experience i have seen they are
always created by the giant politicians – if, if
myself  and him [gestures to colleague], we are
the giants of  [their district], and i have fears
about him, maybe he has more support than
me, so in the game i can try to study and see,
on which side does he have more support? and
where do i have more? if  a particular region is

for me, then we propose and say let’s just split
it – cut my side and then cut that fellow with
his much support that side, his side, so that we
both survive.”

in conclusion, decentralisation was
introduced in uganda in order to improve the
communication between government and the
citizenry, and to improve the quality and
targeting of  public services to local
development needs. the subsequent rapid
creation of  additional districts has placed
further pressure on the public financial
management system, with many districts
spending a large proportion of  their budget on
the administration of  their district, rather than
on public services. While the proliferation of
new and poorly-resourced districts is a well-
recognised problem, the incentives faced by
national politicians, district elites and villagers
alike imply that there is little possibility of  a
moratorium on the creation of  new districts.
the interaction between decentralisation and
the local political economy in uganda has had
negative impacts on resourcing for service
delivery, leading to the risk that decentralisation
may not realise its promise of  bringing
resources ‘nearer to the people’. 
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a life in the day of  our college butler
stephen sayers

i came to jesus college after serving 22 years 
in the royal air Force, which i enjoyed

immensely. i was chosen to serve on the royal
squadron (the raF’s Vip transport unit). i also
did a VVip tour, or period of  duty, for the then
prime minister tony blair at chequers.

i believe this gave me a good foundation for
my role at jesus college. i felt qualified to take
on the role of  college butler with the degree
of  respect and knowledge that is required for
the task.

so what does the college butler do? my day
is split into two shifts: the first, in the morning,
is from 10am to 3pm; the second, in the
evening, is from  6pm to 9,30pm. those hours
are on a “normal day”. but there are often
functions that require me to be available for
longer periods of  time.

my day begins at around 10 o’clock, when 
i walk into work from the lovely settings of
new square, which is a 5 minute stroll. upon
arriving at the butler’s pantry (my office), one
of  the first things i do is check my emails to
ensure that there are no changes that need to be
made to the day’s events. then i check on the
number of  Fellows dining that evening.

i take a walk to the conference office to
speak to the staff  and check for any alterations
to the day and collect the lunchtime menus.
then it is off  to see the chefs for a catch up on
lunch time service and some banter which
usually takes place between the butler and
chefs . . . normally over how bad my team 
West ham are doing in the football league!

next i brief  the two butler assistants on
what is required that day, before preparing for



lunch time service. this  includes cleaning  the
combination room after the previous
evening’s post-dinner drinks. We prepare the
Fellows’ parlour and chapter house,
replenishing the hot drinks’ machine, changing
the daily newspapers and periodicals.

in the run up to lunch, we set up the high
table dais. this involves the lay-up of  the two
tables for four courses. We are limited to 32
Fellows at any one time, so we have additional
28 spare settings ready for the immediate turn
around once a Fellow has finished and left the
table. there is no booking system for
lunchtime service so we can cater from 30 to 60
Fellows and their guests on any one day.

lunchtime service is between 12:15pm to
1:45pm so as you can imagine this a busy time
of  the day for us. We have to replenish all food
from the kitchens which also includes the
continuous upkeep of  the parlour in addition
to washing the cutlery, tea cups and glasses.

once lunchtime is over we have to clear and
carry out checks to ensure that all is clean,
tidied, and replaced. this normally takes us to
2:30pm to complete.

now it is time to start preparing for the
evening dinner, firstly i recheck my emails
because the Fellows have until 12:45pm that
day to book in to state whether they are dining
that evening either by themselves or with
guests. before i leave i liaise with the chefs to
ascertain the final number of  covers dining that
evening and if  there are any dietary
requirements. i also speak to the front of  house
staff  with reference to staff  i will need for the
evening service.

off  i go home, time to see my children and
catch up with their day, which is normally
eventful, before i return to the college for 6pm,

this involves me saying a quick hello/goodbye
to my wife who returns from work around that
time.

evening dining is a formal affair, the
Fellows wear gowns, and the tables are laid with
silver condiments, cutlery and candle sticks in
preparation for a four course dinner.

the presiding Fellow will sit at a certain
position at the table which is dependent on the
number of  covers. if  there are up to 13 covers,
the presiding Fellow sits at the top of  the table
but if  the number of  covers is above then the
preceding Fellow sits at the centre of  the table
facing down the hall. i also have to  establish
whether grace is to be read by a Fellow or a
student. 

‘bong’, i have just rung the gong, grace
has been said and into dinner service we go!

Formal hall dinner is exactly that . . . formal,
so timing is an issue, whilst the Fellows are
dining the undergraduates in hall are
impeccably behaved, dinner has to be
completed by 9pm. the Fellows leave by
8:50pm which allows the undergraduates to
let’s say, not be so formal!

“bong” . . . end of  dinner service has
been concluded.

the Fellows have retired to the
combination room where they can partake in
post-dinner drinks and coffee which i serve.

then it’s time to ask the students to leave
hall, clear and clean my section down and go
home hopefully in time for the 10 o’clock news.

this is just a snap shot of  my daily life but
there are numerous other duties to my role
which include master’s lodge events, Vip
dinners, Feasts, graduation day and of  course
the upkeep of  the college silver.
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people

Awards, honours, projects, significant lectures 

Fellows

Professor Madeleine Arnot, co-founder of  the cambridge migration research network, has
secured five years’ funding to set up the centre for the study of  global human movement.

Professor Jeremy Baumberg has been awarded the 2017 michael Faraday medal and prize
by the institute of  physics in recognition of  his outstanding work on “many ingenious
nanostructures supporting novel and precisely engineered plasmonic phenomena relevant to
single molecule and atom dynamics, raman spectroscopies and metamaterials applications”.

Professor Alison Bashford has been elected to the british academy.

Dr Vasco Carvalho has been promoted to the position of  professor. 

Dr Clare Chambers has published her book Against Marriage: An Egalitarian Defence of the
Marriage-Free State with oxford university press.

Dr Stuart Clarke has been promoted to the position of  professor. 

Professor Geoff Harcourt gave the harcourt lecture at the university of  adelaide.

Dr Timothy Hele has been awarded the 2016 longuet-higgins early career researcher
prize.

Dr Mary Laven has been promoted to the position of  professor. 

Professor Lord Mair has been elected president of  the institution of  civil engineers for
2018, which will be its 200th anniversary. he has also been elected an honorary Fellow of
clare college.

Dr Yaron Peleg has been promoted to the position of  reader. his book Directed by God:
Jewishness in Contemporary Israeli Film and Television has been published by university of
texas press.

Professor Bruce Ponder has been appointed a trustee of  cancer research uK. he has also
been Visiting professor to harvard medical school this past academic year.

Dr Simone Schnall, reader in experimental social psychology and director of  the
cambridge body, mind and behaviour laboratory, has been elected a Fellow of  the
association for psychological science (aps), in recognition of  sustained outstanding
contributions to the advancement of  psychological science. she was also appointed as a
Fellow of  the einstein group on “consciousness, emotions, Values”, at the berlin school
of  mind and brain, humboldt university.

Professor Koen Steemers has been awarded an honorary doctor of  laws (lld) from the
university of  bath, uK. the citation is “in recognition of  his distinguished career and his
international standing as one of  the world's experts on sustainable building design”.

Dr Preti Taneja has been awarded a leverhulme early career Fellowship which will enable
her to engage in a monograph project entitled ‘shakespeare and human rights’. her debut
novel We that are young has been published by galley beggar press.

Professor Anna Vignoles has been elected to the british academy.
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 New Fellows

Dr Julian Huppert studied natural sciences at trinity college, 
and then did a phd with sir shankar balasubramanian, working on
unusual structures of  dna. this work led to a junior research
Fellowship at trinity, and post-doctoral work at the Wellcome trust
sanger institute. he was then awarded a research council uK
academic Fellowship in computational biology, which then became
a university lectureship at the cavendish laboratory. he has
published a wide variety of  papers, 11 of  which have been cited
more than 100 times. his work identified numerous potential targets
for anti-cancer drugs, some of  which are currently being studied. he set up a small biotech
company, which was awarded a dti ‘smart’ award for innovation. he has also been
heavily involved in politics, serving as a county councillor and leader of  the opposition
on cambridgeshire county council, and then as mp for cambridge 2010-2015. he was
appointed the first director of  the intellectual Forum in october 2016.

Mr Richard Pinel read music at magdalen college, oxford, where
he also held the organ scholarship. this led to a career in
cathedral music, and he has held positions at perth cathedral in
Western australia, st albans cathedral, a return stint at magdalen
college, oxford and most recently at st george’s chapel, Windsor
castle. during his time in Windsor, richard conducted the choir
and played the organ for occasions of  royal and national
significance such as the 90th birthday service for hrh the duke
of  edinburgh alongside the annual ceremony for the order of  the

garter. he also regularly broadcasts with the choir on bbc radio 3, classic Fm and
television. more recently he combined his post in Windsor with a junior fellowship at
birmingham conservatoire, which is both a teaching and learning post. this led to
international recognition, most prominently in winning all of  the prizes in the breda
international organ Festival in 2012. richard released his first solo organ cd in 2015,
which received critical acclaim.

Dr Richard Anthony was appointed bursar in january 2017 and
elected a Fellow from 3 april 2017. he was bursar, treasurer,
development director and Fellow at st edmund’s college. in 2015
he was elected a member of  the university council. richard was
brought up and went to school in cambridge. he studied economic
& social history as an undergraduate and postgraduate student at
the university of  edinburgh, completing his phd on modern british
rural history in 1993. he trained as a chartered accountant with
Kpmg in london and then worked in corporate finance for edF
energy, andersen/deloitte & touche, the chaldean group and c hoare & co prior to his
appointment at st edmund's college.

Dr Andrew Grant was awarded a bsc degree in biochemistry with pharmacology and a
phd degree in molecular microbiology at the university of  southampton, before moving
to cambridge in 2001 to take up a research associate position in the department of
Veterinary medicine. since then, he has held a series of  increasingly senior research
appointments in the same department before being appointed as an unestablished senior
lecturer in bacterial pathogenesis in 2013. he has recently (in 2016) been appointed to an
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established university senior lecturership in microbial pathogens in
the department of  Veterinary medicine. his research interests
concern bacterial pathogens, how these colonise different host
animals, survive, propagate, cause disease and enter the food chain.
he aims to use this improved understanding to design novel
intervention strategies. dr grant’s interests thus encompass basic
science, applications and policy. his work has led to collaborations
with the pharmaceutical industry and with academic collaborators in
the department of  chemical engineering & biotechnology and the
engineering design centre.

Dr Jonathan Linebaugh completed his bsc at messiah college,
pennsylvania, majoring in business administration in 2005 and a
master of  divinity at trinity episcopal school for ministry, also in
pennsylvania, in 2008. he received his phd from the university of
durham in 2011. From 2011 jonathan was an associate professor
of  new testament at Knox theological seminary in Florida,
before being appointed as a lecturer in new testament in the
Faculty of  divinity in 2015. dr linebaugh’s research interests
concern the interpretation of  the new testament, especially the

letters of  paul. this interpretation is both in the context of  contemporaneous sources,
especially the jewish religious context, and later readings of  the letters by luther, cranmer
and others. his current focus is on the reappraising of  reformation sources.

Dr Jessica Berenbeim studied for her primary degree in classics
and history of  art & architecture, at harvard and then moved to
cambridge to take an mphil in history of  art before returning to
harvard to study for a phd degree.  Following a jrF at magdalen
college, oxford, and a research fellowship at the Warburg institute,
she was appointed university lecturer in literature and Visual
culture in the english Faculty in 2017. her field is medieval studies.
and her most significant publication so far is a book called “art of
documentation”.  jessica is interested in a range of  topics related to
archival theory, medieval manuscripts, monasticism, medieval literature and visual culture,
and medieval historical consciousness.

Research Fellows

Jane Dinwoodie is a historian and has recently completed a
dphil degree at oxford. her research is tracing the history of
indigenous peoples in the american south in the nineteenth
century and promises a complete rethink of  the field. native
american history has previously been told as part of  the
transformation of  the south to the cotton Kingdom following
the indian removal act of  1830, but jane has uncovered a
different story. she estimates that around 20% of  the native
population stayed on in the south, although largely disappearing

from the federal records. through a combination of  dogged archival research and through
the use of  archaeology and oral tradition, she has reoriented the historical focus from
removal to non-removal. 
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Livia Tagliapietra is a classicist and has recently completed a phd
degree at cambridge. her work concentrates on the varieties of
greek spoken by colonists in southern italy in the first millennium
bce. she has overturned the standard theory of  the relationships
between dialects, proposing an alternative model that stresses the
importance of  local traditions and the influence of  the sicilian city
of  syracuse on the italian mainland. through detailed
consideration of  the difficult and often fragmentary surviving
greek records, she has made a compelling case for a new

interpretation of  the linguistic evidence, strengthened by her detailed knowledge of
historical and other evidence. 

Dr Mark Dyble graduated from the university of  cambridge in
2011 with a degree in archaeology and anthropology and was
awarded an honorary scholarship at clare college and the clare
college prize. he received an msc degree in cognitive and
evolutionary anthropology from the university of  oxford and was
awarded the nicola Knight dissertation prize for the best use of
quantitative methods in an anthropological dissertation. he recently
completed a phd degree at university college london on the
behavioural ecology and evolutio nary implications of  hunter-
gatherer social organisation. he has published eight papers including two major first-author
articles in science and current biology. 

French Lectrice

Axelle de Reviers joined the École normale supérieure in
september 2014. she has a ba in philosophy and a ma in the
history of  philosophy during which her research focused on
pascal’s philosophy. 

Senior Research Associates

The Rt Hon Andrew Mitchell MP has been appointed a senior
research Fellow of  the ‘centre for rising powers’ (crp) at the
department of  politics & international studies (polis).

Dr Sarah Steele has been appointed as
coordinator for the jesus college
intellectual Forum.
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Old Jesus Member College Post Doctoral Associates (OJM CPDAs)

Dr Anke-Elaine Schmidt (2010) has a post-doctoral research associate position at the
department of  theoretical and applied linguistics until 2019.
Dr Emily Camm (2013) has a post-doctoral research associate position at the department
of  physiology, development and neuroscience until 2019. 
Dr Temur Yunosov (2008) has a post-doctoral research associate position at the sainsbury
laboratory. 
Dr Jennifer Hirst (2014) is currently employed by the university as a named principal
research associate at the cambridge institute for medical research until 2019.
Miles Stopher (2014) is a research associate in the engineering and safety of  integral and
passive reactors in the department of  engineering until 2019. 
Dr Megan Davies Wykes (2006) has a post-doctoral role with damtp until september
2019.

Incoming College Post Doctoral Associates (CPDAs)

Dr Hjoerdis Becker-Lindenthal (philosophy of  religion), who has a post-doctoral research
position at the Faculty of  divinity until april 2018, after which she will take up a 3-year
leverhulme early career Fellowship at the Faculty of  divinity.
Dr Felix Day (genetic epidemiology), who has had a permanent contract at the mrc
epidemiology unit since 2016 researching on reproductive timing; the timing of  puberty in
girls and boys, as well as timing of  the menopause. 
Dr Heather Ford (earth sciences - palaeoceanography), who has a 5-year post-doctoral
research appointment funded by nerc on climate change.
Tiffany Harte (physics), who has a 2-year post-doctoral research appointment in the 
many-body Quantum dynamics group in the department of  physics. 
Dr Christopher Jeppesen (history), who has a 4-year post-doctoral research position with
the esrc funded project Secondary Education and Social Change in Postwar Britain.

Outgoing Fellows

Professor Alison Bashford has accepted a research chair at the university of  new south
Wales.

Outgoing Research Fellows

Dr Liesbeth Corens has been appointed to a four-year career development Fellowship in
renaissance history at Keble college, oxford.
Dr Delia Casadei has accepted a position as assistant professor of  musicology at the
university of  california, berkeley.  

Outgoing French Lectrice

Mlle Chloe Drappier

Outgoing CPDAs

Dr Joe Day

Dr Malte Gersch

Dr Dan Kotlyar

Dr J Hirst



art at jesus 2016-2017
rod mengham, curator of  Works of  art

there were two very big linked events in the Works of  art year between michaelmas
2016 and the summer of  2017: the finishing of  the new West court gallery, and the

spectacular all-women edition of  sculpture in the close.
it had been agreed that the first exhibition in the space should feature the ten works in

the new college portfolio of  prints. these were duly installed in the gallery, alongside three
paintings, by stephen chambers, humphrey ocean and john mclean, borrowed from
emmanuel college, the artist and lord renfrew respectively. the exhibition and the gallery
itself  were opened by sir antony gormley ra on 19th may. sir antony gave a stirring
address on the value of  art in the current climate and spoke generously about the college’s
efforts to maintain a significant presence in the art world.

‘sculpture in the close’ followed soon after, opening at the end of  june with an eloquent
and moving speech by professor juliet mitchell. nine brilliant women artists were
represented: phyllida barlow ra (second court), louise bourgeois (library court), 
mona hatoum (chapel court), shirazeh houshiary ra (pump court), Kim lim (orchard),
cornelia parker ra (West court gallery), agnes thurnauer (north court), rachel
Whiteread ra (West court gallery), alison Wilding ra (West court gallery). this 
all-women show received a steady stream of  visitors over the nearly three months it was
open, thanks to good local press reports and a listing in The Guardian for several weeks.
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Mona Hatoum, ‘Bunker’  © Marc Atkins / marcatkins.com
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Shirazeh Houshiary, ‘String Quintet’  © Marc Atkins / marcatkins.com

Cornelia Parker, ‘Puddle’  © Marc Atkins / marcatkins.com
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Kim Lim, ‘Spiral’ © Marc Atkins / marcatkins.com

Louise Bourgeois, ‘Eyebenches’
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over the year, the committee pursued a new major fund-raising initiative, centred on
producing a new portfolio of  prints in an edition of  100. Art for Tomorrow is now published
and available. it includes work by stephen chambers, jake and dinos chapman, richard
long, david mach, john mclean, humphrey ocean, cornelia parker, lucy skaer, agnes
thurnauer and alison Wilding. the portfolio has being produced by Kip gresham at the
print studio. a quarter of  the edition has been sold already.

For the first time in many years, the college hosted a visiting artist. this year was the turn
of  the painter hernan bas who was resident in college during the first three weeks of  the
michaelmas term 2016. during his stay, the artist conducted workshops with students and
presented his work to an audience including members of  the college and of  other
institutions within the university. the visit was sponsored by alumnus paul aiello, whose
enthusiasm for art in the college has been very much appreciated.

the new spaces opened up in West court have also allowed us to borrow some other
major works of  art. in late 2016, the college received the loan of  three very large paintings
by stephen chambers, who also loaned a large print, ‘ibico’, by mimmo paladino. these
have all been hung in the West court dining room, to great effect.

Finally, one venerable tradition in college has been resumed recently with presidential
portraits in pencil commissioned for professor helen skaer and dr anthony bowen. 
the drawing of  dr bowen was shown during the summer in the annual exhibition of  the
royal society of  portrait painters. plans are afoot to capture dr jana howlett next.

Phyllida Barlow, ‘Untitled: Megaphone’ and ‘Untitled: Chairs’  © Marc Atkins / marcatkins.com
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the chapel
paul dominiak, dean of  chapel

the past year proved another busy one in the life of  the chapel community. 
We welcomed a new secretary to the dean of  chapel, miss sarah hargrave, a jesuan

alumna and former member of  the college choir. We also gave our sad farewell to 
mr mark Williams, our director of  music, as he took up a new post as informator
choristarum, organist & tutorial Fellow at magdalen college, oxford. in his place, 
in lent term we welcomed mr richard pinel as the new director of  music, having arrived
from his previous post as assistant director of  music at st george's chapel, Windsor
castle. all these transitions went smoothly, and the vibrant musical, liturgical, and social life
in the chapel is testimony to the strength of  the chapel and choir communities.

in michaelmas term, we greeted new students with a series of  well-attended
matriculation services. among the familiar chapel routine of  daily said prayer, communion
services, compline services, and choral evensongs, sunday choral evensongs continued the
themed address series introduced last year. these address series sought to connect a
confident and intellectually rigorous commitment to theology with other academic
disciplines and with contemporary topics of  interest to the entire college community. 
the theme for michaelmas term was ‘renewing the mind: mental health matters’ and we
heard addresses from impressive speakers on topics such as depression, gender identity,
body image, grief, addiction, trauma, ageing, and happiness. sunday evensong services
continue to be well-attended, and the post-service drinks proved popular for students to
continue the conversation of  the topic of  the week. 

sunday morning communion services continue to be supported ably by a vocal consort
drawn from the choir. a small number of  families drawn from the fellowship form a 
key and valuable part of  the congregation, and i encourage other students, staff, and
fellows to come and experience the warm and inclusive community, and to bring their
families and friends. the college clergy, supported by a small but dedicated team of  our
graduates as well as ordinands from Westcott house, give short and simple reflections on
the readings. the service is short and croissants, fruit, and coffee abound in my college
rooms afterwards. While people from all walks of  life and of  all ages are welcome to any of
our services, this sunday morning is especially geared to be friendly and hospitable.

the highlight of  michaelmas term continues to be the advent lessons and carols
service. demand for seats for advent lessons and carols led to chapel being packed to
capacity. the service itself  saw an impressive array of  choral anthems, rousing hymns, and
moving readings from members of  the fellows’, student, and staff  community. in the
following fortnight, a run of  christmas carol services saw chapel repeatedly packed once
again by students, donors, choir families, and staff  members. 

lent term saw a full liturgical calendar in addition to our regular services: a popular
service of  readings and music for epiphanytide; reunion evensongs for old members;
admission & dismissal of  choristers; lent services for shrove tuesday, ash Wednesday;
and the commemoration of  benefactors.  sunday evensongs remained our most popular
service, with an address series entitled ‘reforming the reformations’ commemorating the
500-year anniversary of  martin luther’s famous (or infamous) 95 theses. the series saw 
an impressive array of  world-class historians and theologians give addresses on key figures
of  the reformation or on key aspects of  its enduring legacy.  

easter term was similarly full of  special services, from a service of  music and readings
for eastertide through to choral evensongs for graduands, a choir reunion, and donors



to the college and old members reunion. the sunday choral evensong address series
entitled ‘sounding the resurrection’ saw a number of  respected musicians, musicologists,
and theologians give talks on pieces of  easter music sung by the choir, by composers from
pärt to j.s. bach. other services also proved popular, in particular the ascension day
mattins sung by choir volunteers from the top of  n staircase, with a champagne breakfast
following in my rooms. our choral baptism and confirmation service led by bishop
graeme Knowles saw six members of  the college community (two boys from the chapel
choir and four students) received the sacrament of  initiation and dedicated their lives to
growing in grace. this was a day full of  joy and celebration. 

our vacation months are filled with weddings and baptisms. We saw six couples married
in chapel this past year, and have six planned for the forthcoming year. i would encourage
current fellows, staff, and students, as well as recent alumni, to consider the chapel as a
place to celebrate their wedding. likewise, we celebrated seven baptisms (‘christenings’) this
past year, and i would like to invite current fellows, staff, and students who wish to be
baptised or to have their children be baptised to have a conversation with me. 

the chapel and its community exist not only ‘for the glory of  god’ but also for the
common good of  the entire college population, regardless of  faith or belief. We want to
see students grow into active and responsible citizens who use their talents and gifts for the
common good. this past year we have continued our partnership with a number of  local
groups who share these aims, hosting events and connecting students with their
opportunities. partners include cambridge hub, just love, student community action, and
the salmon Youth centre in bermondsey, london, currently run by adrian greenwood,
alumnus of  this college. in the coming year, we hope to partner with a prisons project led
by professor sarah colvin and dr preti taneja of  this college, and also with lyn’s house, 
a christian community who provide hospitality and build friendships with people with
learning disabilities in and around cambridge. alongside such social action, we regularly
raise money for charities each term, giving large amounts this past year to the Friends of
Whitworth house, mind, christian aid syria appeal, the trussell trust, just love, and
cambridge cyrenians.
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many thanks ought to be given for such a successful year. We are blessed by the hard
work and gracious warmth of  many student volunteers, especially our clerks and secretaries.
this year i should express my gratitude to: timothy gray, eva meharry, alexandra
Forrester, rozelle bosch, ryan Young, Vicky gray, paul greenhalgh, charlie patterson,
david Wilson, michael miller, marcell Fekete; and to our ordinands, edward pritchett,
richard magrath, and serena tajima. the reverend devin mclachlan continues to be an
enthusiastic assistant chaplain. the choirs and organ scholars make a major contribution
to the worship and community of  the chapel. the choir parents are a dedicated group
who play a much-appreciated supportive role. this year i must give ms alice Kane 
(the choir and chapel administrator) and the choirs credit for helping in the transition
between two directors of  music. While i was sad to see mr mark Williams leave the post, 
i am very grateful to his replacement, mr richard pinel, for already proving a delightful and
supremely talented colleague. miss sarah hargrave has proved invaluable in her
administrative and personal support of  my ministry, and i wish her the best as she 
leaves to pursue new opportunities in the coming year. many students, choir parents, 
staff  members, and Fellows have read in chapel and led prayers, and we thank them all. 
the chapel always depends on the expertise of  college staff  from many departments:
catering and conference have facilitated the chapel’s hospitality to visitors and college
members alike; the works in the chapel made particular demands on maintenance and
housekeeping and on the domestic bursar; and the human resources manager has 
helped immensely with recruitment and support. 

the chapel and music department enjoy the great support of  the Fellowship. i am
particularly grateful to those Fellows who attend services, offer support and
encouragement, take an interest, and give their own time. i am also thankful to see the
master and mrs margaret White so regularly in chapel, given their formidable
commitments elsewhere.
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chapel music
richard pinel, director of  music

the academic year began with the addition of  eight new choral scholars and a new 
organ scholar. despite being a smaller transition than the previous academic year, 

this is still a large turnover of  personnel, yet the choir rapidly became the homogenised 
unit that i inherited after christmas. 

in november, the choir sang for a memorial service for sir alan cuthbert and also
enjoyed being hosted by the choir of  clare college for a joint evensong. the musical
highlight of  the term however, was the massed-choirs performance of  elgar’s The Dream 
of Gerontius to a packed ely cathedral. this concert was made possible due to the huge
generosity of  mr charles rawlinson. after term had ended, the choirs sang christmas
concerts in manchester grammar school and in jesus chapel, including britten’s
ceremony of  carols accompanied by Francis Kelly on the harp. mark Williams’
exceptionally successful tenure as director of  music then ended with a combined choirs
tour to italy.

immediately prior to lent term, the ladies and boy
choristers took part in a performance of  mahler’s 
3rd Symphony in King’s college chapel, a cambridge
university music society production, conducted by 
paul daniel. meanwhile in jesus chapel we began the
term with a service of  music and readings for
epiphany, which saw record numbers in the
congregation. the choirs’ latest cd recording, 
Byrd Britten, which was recorded in july 2016, was
released in February to critical acclaim and reached
number 7 in the charts. 

Mark Williams conducts The Dream of Gerontius in Ely Cathedral

Photo by Andrew Wilkinson
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easter term commenced with a service of  music and readings for eastertide. baptisms
and confirmations ensued in addition to the regular round of  services. many regular
chapelgoers remarked upon the innovative series of  addresses at sunday evensongs,
which focussed on various composers’ response to their faith. one of  the preachers,
andrew carwood (director of  music at st paul’s cathedral), spent some time working with
the mixed choir on the music of  William byrd before delivering an address about the same.
during the month of  june, the choirs enjoyed several joint musical events. the mixed choir
enjoyed the hospitality of  trinity college chapel and joined their choir for a memorable
evensong. We welcomed the forty-strong choir of  langley primary academy and their
director john halsey, a former choral scholar, to jesus chapel to sing a joint service with us.

Be a Chorister for a Day participants practising for Choral Evensong alongside the Chapel Choir

Rehearsing for the recording of and music video for a Big Big Train video

Photo by Alice Kane

Photo by Geoff Parks
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our biennial ‘be a chorister for a day’ enabled some twenty potential recruits to take part
in a masterclass with our boy choristers and their singing teacher hilary llystyn jones,
culminating in their participation alongside the chapel choir in choral evensong. 
Finally, we welcomed back a large cohort of  former choir members for a reunion evensong
and dinner. the sound of  such a large number singing the final chorus from bach’s b
minor mass is one that will remain with us for some time to come.

after easter term, the mixed choir sang a concert in st mary’s church, cavendish 
(a college living) and the combined choirs gave a concert in jesus chapel. members of  the
mixed choir were delighted to make the journey over to oxford, where we saw mark
Williams in his new surroundings and sang choral evensong jointly with the choir of
magdalen college. meanwhile, the boy choristers rehearsed for and took part in the
recording of  and music video for a christmas song by the prog-rock band big big train.

as the final musical endeavour of  the year, the mixed choir toured around the
mediterranean island of  malta. at the invitation of  the canon chancellor of  st paul’s 
pro-cathedral and the maestro di capella of  st john’s co-cathedral in Valletta, the choirs
sang services at both buildings. they also sang concerts in st paul’s, at the casino maltese
and at the palazzo d’aurel. the latter was notable because the choir sang outside, in a
garden replete with wild peacocks, goats and cockerels! 

upon our return to these cooler climes we were very sad to bid farewell to deputy 
head chorister William barbrook (who takes up a music exhibition at uppingham 
school in september) and to highly-valued choral scholars sapphire armitage, charlotte 
barrett-hague, charlotte Fletcher, jake dyble, toby miller, gary rushdon and 
louis Wilson.

thanks to the reputation enjoyed by the choirs, recruitment continues to be healthy for
both the mixed choir and the choristers. i field regular enquiries from promising young
organists regarding the organ scholarship and we have already pre-elected an organ scholar
for september 2018. recruitment of  choral scholars has, for some years, been enhanced by
the hadfield/rawlinson graduate choral scholarships and mr max hadfield has most
generously endowed these in perpetuity. chorister voice trials were well attended and i am

The College Choir singing at the Palazzo d’Aurel

Photo by Alice Kane
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pleased to report that the
chapel choir will consist of  
25 boys in september. 

the chapel maintains its
reputation as an excellent
concert venue, and is regularly
used by outside organisations
for this purpose. our uniquely
high-quality collection of
musical instruments is a big
factor in the chapel’s
attractiveness to concert
promoters and audiences alike.
this year is notable as it marks
the tenth anniversary of  the
installation of  the hudleston
organ by the swiss firm
orgelbau Kuhn and we will
celebrate this with a series of
organ recitals in the autumn. 

student music-making 
within the college has had
another successful year and
jesus college music society
remains a leading light within
the university.

also notable within the
college was the inaugural
performance of  the malcolm
street symphony orchestra,
playing mahler’s 4th Symphony
under the baton of  second year
music student and choral scholar
jack bazalgette.

since the post of  director of  music was instigated in 1998, the profile of  the choirs has
continued to grow both within cambridge and further afield. the standard of  music
making that is now regarded as the norm in jesus chapel is testament to the drive, talent
and hard graft of  my predecessors and the enthusiasm and dedication of  the students, not
to mention the bountiful generosity and moral support shown by our choir patrons and
Friends. 

For me personally, the move to jesus college was a big decision and it is one that i
haven’t regretted for a single second. the warmth of  welcome that i have received has been
overwhelming and i am incredibly excited to have taken on the stewardship of  this tradition
of  musical excellence. naturally this would be impossible were it not for the support and
friendship of  my colleagues and i must single out the dean of  chapel, assistant chaplain,
secretary to the dean and chapel office and especially to alice Kane, the choir and
chapel administrator. the sense of  teamwork and professionalism that i have found
amongst my new colleagues makes this a truly special place in which to work.

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the installation of the 
Hudleston Organ 

Photo by Andrew Wilkinson
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the libraries and archives
stephen heath, Keeper of  the old library
robert athol, college archivist
rhona Watson, Quincentenary librarian

The Old Library

attention was given this year to work needing to be carried out on the library’s windows:
panes had developed cracks, lead fittings had loosened, and the stonework of  some

mullions was splintering. at the beginning of  easter term, three of  the east windows were
removed and taken by chapel studio stained glass ltd for repair and conservation in their
premises in King’s langley (this specialist firm has previously done fine work for the college
on windows in the chapel). the windows will be refitted at the beginning of  this michaelmas
term when further repairs on other windows will be carried out in situ. the sight of  the
fragile thin glass, emblematic of  the college’s history over the centuries, being carried down
scaffolding in cloister court gave the Keeper no small anxiety but we confidently await their
safe return. in the meantime, several bays have had to be protectively sealed off  and books
directly on the shelves under the windows have been removed and stored elsewhere in the
library.

For most of  the year, however, work in the library went on as usual. the Keeper and
the assistant Keeper, chris barker, received and answered queries from scholars around the
world, a number of  whom – from princeton, the university of  stockholm, and many other
academic institutions – visited in order to work with books and manuscripts in our
collections. other visitors this year included a group of  French school teachers and two
groups of  year 7 pupils from the pimlico academy school accompanied by lady caroline
nash, co-chair of  the school’s governing body, and her daughter jo nash. in each case, 
in different ways, it gave much pleasure to be able to present the library and some of  its



holdings to these groups from such different educational situations. particularly rewarding
too this year were the fortnightly visits arranged for interested graduates of  the college
working in various academic disciplines.  

the limited amount available for purchases to fill historical gaps in the jesuan collection
this year allowed the acquisition of  a number of  significant items, notably books by two
very different jesuans. one was a first edition in a 17th century binding of  thomas beard’s
A Retractive from the Romish Religion. beard, a church of  england clergyman and
schoolmaster, graduated ba from jesus in 1588, ma in 1591, and went on to hold parishes
in huntingdon. he was also master of  the huntingdon grammar school and had oliver
cromwell as one of  his pupils, on whom he is said to have had much influence. beard’s
zealous puritanism and accompanying strenuous anti-catholicism is plain enough from the
continuation of  the book’s title: Contayning Thirteene Forcible Motives dissuading from
communion with the Church of Rome; the latter ‘demonstratiuely proued’ in some five
hundred pages to be  ‘the seduction of  antichrist’. The Retroactive followed beard’s 
The Theatre of Gods Judgements of  which the library holds the second, augmented edition
of  1612. in this work, beard relentlessly fired off  example after example of  the inevitable
fate of  all sinners, brought as they must be to divine judgement and dreadful retribution.
the book is particularly important for giving the first independent account of  the demise of
one such sinner, the playwright christopher marlowe, stabbed to death in a room in
deptford, this being god’s punishment for his ‘atheism and impiety’, not to mention his
having been ‘a playmaker and a poet of  scurrility’: ‘but see what a hook the lord put in the
nostrils of  this barking dog’, beard enjoins his readers. 

beard would have had little better opinion of  joseph browne who arrived in jesus from
lincoln college oxford in 1694, graduating mb the following year. he then went on to
practise as a physician in rotheram and london, where he published A Practical Treatment of
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Thomas Beard (1568-1632), The Theatre of Gods Judgements, 1612, title-page
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the Plague (1720) along with translations
from latin and French of  several
important medical works. his career was
marred, however, by his public opposition
to harvey’s work on the circulation of  the
blood and his reputation was dubious –
the royal college of  physicians deemed
him ‘a notorious quack’. he was a poet too
and an outspoken critic of  Queen anne’s
government for libelling which he was
twice pilloried. a self-proclaimed writer 
of  ‘ironicall satyr’, he was also given to
poems of  servile fawning in the hope of
winning patronage and advancement. 
an example of  his ironical-satirical mode,
the jesuan collection already held 
The CIRCUS: or, BRITISH OLYMPICS,
aimed at the ‘new-fangl’d Quality’ who, 
in this ‘happy age when Vice may naked
walk’, flaunt themselves on the ring, 
a fashionable promenade in hyde park.
the poem now acquired is in fawning
mode: The British Court (1707, ours the
second edition brought out only a few weeks

after the first in order to include more
‘ladies’). this is a series of  verse
sketches of  prominent ladies of  the
british aristocracy, opening with
extravagant praise of  Queen anne
before going on to name and describe
‘the most celebrated beauties’ to be
seen at st james and london’s other
fashionable places. such is the
admiration lavished on the beauty and
virtue of  these ladies that they become
in the poem virtually indistinguishable
from one another: ‘no equal to her
charms we find’ may be said of  one,
but then it is said of  all of  them.
copies of  browne’s poems and
writings are rare and nothing is known
of  this jesuan physician-poet after the
publication in 1721 of  A Natural 
and Medecinal History of Worms, 
the translation of  a work by the 
French physician daniel le clerc.

in addition, we were able to find
two sermons preached by john
pearson, master 1660-62. described byJoseph Browne, The British Court, 1707, title-page

Joseph Browne (bap. 1673, d. in or after 1621), after line 
engraving by William Sherwin, 1708 (Wellcome Library)
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the diarist john evelyn as a ‘most learned divine’ with ‘good conversation’, his learning was
displayed in many writings on religious and classical subjects that made him england’s
greatest classical scholar before richard bentley. the first, a sermon preached before the
university in 1643 on ‘the excellency of  Forms of  praYer’, was an attack on the
Westminster assembly called by the long parliament, ‘in the Fury of  a distempered and
distracted state’, to discuss reform of  the church of  england – ‘away with these
scrupulous and contradictious spirits’ (pearson was, samuel pepys would say, ‘one of  the
great cavalier parsons during the late troubles’). the second was preached in Westminster
abbey in 1673 on november 5th, a day demanding ‘publick and perpetual acknowledgment’
of  god’s ‘signal work … in saving the church’. pearson engages particularly with the
question of  the secrecy of  confession: ‘if  we grant the sacredness of  confession, and the
duty of  secrecy in the confessor … yet reason … will teach all men … that a private secret
ought to be revealed for a great and publick good, for the prevention of  a general evil’. 

in these centenary years of  the First World
War, mention must be made of  a recently
published book that has come into the jesuan
collection: The Christian Soldier: The Life of 
Lt. Col. Bernard William Vann, V.C., M.C. and
Bar, Croix de Guerre avec palmes by charles
beresford. bernard Vann came up to jesus with
a grant from the peterborough diocesan
ordination candidates Fund in october 1907,
read theology, played football for the college
and university, was a founder-member of  the
roosters, and president of  the Farragoes 
(a short-lived college debating society). having
been ordained in 1910, as soon as war was
declared he at once applied to serve as an army
chaplain but then, losing patience with the
ensuing bureaucratic delay he encountered,
simply joined up as a soldier. as the title of  the
book indicates, his military career in the horror
of  the trenches was one of  exceptional bravery

and leadership; leading to the award of  the military cross in 1915 and a second time a year
later, and then the Victoria cross posthumously for his heroic actions on 29 september
1918 in the battle of  st Quentin canal. he was killed a week later by a sniper at 
ramicourt. his older brother, arthur, also a jesuan, was killed at the battle of  loos in 
1915. a memorial plaque for bernard Vann can be seen on the house where he was born: 
46 high street south, rushden, northamptonshire.

College Archives

since joining the college in september last year, there has been (and still is!) much to learn
about the history of  the college and the diverse collection of  records held in the college

archives. the college accounts make up part of  the collection and starting in october
2016, a team of  postgraduate volunteers made up of  david Wilson, Vera Wolkowicz,
danielle padley, charlie lee, isabel singer, sarah Kaewert, georgios markou, nungari
mwangi, charlie patterson and tamara Fernando began to index the volumes, starting in
1556 and continuing well into the 20th century. Varying aspects of  the college’s history have
been uncovered including descriptions of  chapel vestments from the mid 16th century, 
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a painting in college being sent to the workshop of  joshua reynolds for enlargement and
reframing in 1760 and the donation of  funds to the funding of  ‘lasenby’s geographical
museum’ in 1871. this project is very much long term, however, with full indexes for the
accounts expected to be completed in about five years’ time. they will then be made
available to researchers via the college website and the new online archives catalogue. 

pat holder, who has continued to volunteer in the archives, is continuing to repackage
and rehouse student files, although has started working on an index of  the obituaries and
historical articles that have appeared in the college’s annual report since the first edition in
1904. rachel aucott finished writing the obituaries for the WW1 roll of  honour in
december 2016 with these entries still going live on the college website each month
alongside the new ‘archive of  the month’ feature which highlights interesting items in the
college archives. since july 2017, jude brimmer and Katy green, both qualified archivists,
have been working on cataloguing some of  the 20th century personal papers held in the
archives, with jude tackling the multimedia collection of  laurence picken and Katy
cataloguing the diaries of  Freddy brittain. in august 2017, the archives also welcomed
robin payne to the department who is here for a year to start cataloguing the extensive
collection of  property and estate papers. as with the rest of  the collections in the archives,
these catalogues will be made available via the online catalogue. robin has a background in
medieval literature and the history of  the book and has previously worked in the mss
reading room in the university library and the national archives in dublin.

i began a project to record graffiti in the historic core of  the college in october 2016
before it is lost through weathering, redecoration or refurbishment. surveying the college is
now complete with names, initials, dates, pictures and symbols all having been noted. i have
also recorded masons marks, carpenters marks and modern graffiti. in the instance of
names and initials, i will match these with past members of  college who literally made their
mark, whilst with the pictures and symbols, hope to build up an idea about how past
residents interacted with the buildings they inhabited. amongst the more interesting graffiti
i have found are names etched into window glass, the name of  a 17th century judge carved
into a fireplace on b staircase, the outline of  a woman possible holding hands with a small
boy and concentric circles and other symbols carved to ward off  evil spirits in the early
modern period. 

researchers to the archives have continued to visit and have had interests ranging from
jacob bronowski and his intellectual circle, the papers of  laurence picken, 18th century
documents relating to the college’s former manor and land holdings in graveley,
cambridgeshire, 16th century statutes and accounts rolls and 19th century book borrowing
registers as part of  research looking into the ideas of  thomas malthus.

donations of  records have been made to the archives throughout the year including
may ball ephemera from 2011-2017 by the outgoing may ball president, papers relating to
the administration of  the chapel from the 1950s onwards and three photographs showing
the may ball attendees in 1927, the roosters, boat club and cricket teams, also from the
same period. these accessions are always greatly appreciated and any further donations of
college related items from alumni are always gratefully received. 
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The Quincentenary Library

this year saw the 21st anniversary of  the opening of  the Quincentenary library; 
although it has been used by members of  the college from november 1995, it was

officially opened by Queen elizabeth on 8 march 1996. a 21st birthday celebration was
clearly called for and duly took place in the library this year on the anniversary day, attended
by students, staff, Fellows, and eldred evans of  the architectural partnership evans &
shalev, the library’s architects. lord renfrew, master at the time the library was conceived
and built, gave a commemorative address stressing the success the library has been (and
this year yet again returns from the annual questionnaire sent to users indicated a very high
level of  satisfaction). he paid particular tribute to the contribution made to that success by
rhona Watson, the Quincentenary librarian, since its very beginnings. as at the opening of
the library, the choir provided music and images of  books by jesuans across the centuries
were projected around the wall of  the rotunda entrance to the library. outside, the Keeper
and professor Wilkinson had set up a similar projection onto a section of  the library’s
façade. as the date of  the library’s birthday coincided with that of  international Women’s
day, the images began with st radegund holding a book, followed by covers of  examples of
books by jesusan women since statutes allowing the admission of  women came into force
in 1976 – just twenty years before the birth of  the library. 
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books and articles by members 
and old members of  the college 
donated to the libraries 2016-2017

the donations acknowledged here are those received before the end of  june 2017. 
items received after that date will be listed in next year’s report.

BELLOTTI, A. (1987) Antonio Bellotti: 19 January – 10 February 2013 [exhibition
catalogue], introduction by mengham, r. (1973, Fw 1989-) (chipping campden,
campden gallery, 2013).

BLAKE, R.J. (1967) Skin and Bone (new York, minotaur books, 2016).

CARTWRIGHT, B.H.J. (2010) “evocative objects: the role of  architecture in creating a
habitat of  the mind” in The Senses and Society, Vol. 11, issue. 2, 2016, pp. 114-135 
(taylor & Francis, 2016).

COATES, J.D. (1962) – “chesterton For and against burke” in The Chesterton Review, 
Vol. XXXXI, Nos 1 & 2 Spring/Summer 2015 pp.75-103.

COLVIN, S.J. (Fw 2014-) i) Edinburgh German Yearbook: Vol. 2, Masculinities in 
German Culture [also includes article by s.j. colvin - “abziehen oder abkacken? Young
men in german prisons: Fiction and reality”] (rochester, nY, camden house, 2008); 
ii) “Voices from the borderlands: Women Writing from prison in germany and beyond” 
in Deutschland und Europa: Grenzen und Grenzgänge(r) (aachen, shaker, 2011); 
iii) “introduction” in German Life and Letters, Vol LVII, No. 1, January 2004, p. 1. (oxford,
blackwells, 2004); iv) “disturbing bodies: mary stuart and marilyn monroe in plays by 
liz lochhead, marie von ebner-eschenbach and gerlind reinshagen” in Forum for Modern
Language Studies, Vol XXXV, no. 3, july 1999, pp. 251-260 (st andrews, Forum for modern
language studies, 1999).

CORNWELL, J. (Fw 1990, Fwc 1996-), i) Newman’s Unquiet Grave: the Reluctant Saint
(london: continuum, 2010); ii) Explanations: Styles of Explanation in Science (oxford,
oxford university press, 2004 (2012 reprint)); iii) Breaking Faith: the Pope, the People, 
and the Fate of Catholicism (new York, Viking compass, 2001); iv) The Pontiff in Winter:
Triumph and Conflict in the Reign of John Paul II (new York, doubleday, 2004).

COX, T.C. (1963) The Heath and the Horse: a History of Racing and Art on Newmarket Heath
(london, philip Wilson publishers, 2016).

DATE, C.J. (1959) Type Inheritance and Relational Theory: Subtypes, Supertypes, and
Substitutability (sebastopol, ca, o’reilly media, 2016).

DOWDESWELL, J.A. (1977, Fw 2002-) Atlas of Submarine Glacial Landforms: Modern,
Quaternary and Ancient (london, the geological society, 2016).

EVANS, R.J.W. (hon Fw 2016-) The Humour of History and the History of Humour
(oxford, dacre trust, 2012).

GILLETT, J.E. (1958) North Bucks Yokel (taunton, mirador publishing, 2016).

GILLIVER, P.M. (1982) The Making of the Oxford English Dictionary (oxford, oxford
university press, 2016).
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HAYTON, D.J. (Fw 1973-87) i) Underhill and Hayton: Law Relating to Trusts and Trustees. 
19th ed. / david j. hayton with paul matthews and charles mitchell (london, lexisnexis,
2016); ii) The Caribbean Court of Justice: the First Ten Years (london, lexisnexis, 2016).

HARE, D. (1965, hon Fw 2001-) December 1991: and Other Poems (privately published,
2017).

JACKSON, R.M. (1967) Jackson and Powell on Professional Liability. (8th ed.) (london,
sweet and maxwell, 2016), [donated by r.d.p. stewart (1981)] ii) The Reform of Civil
Litigation (london, sweet & maxwell, 2016).

KAUNDERS, D.J. (1964) Understanding Brexit Options: What Future for Britain?
(southampton, sparkling books, 2016).

LAVEN, M.R. (1989, Fw 1998-) Madonnas and Miracles: the Holy Home in Renaissance Italy,
edited by maya corry, deborah howard and mary laven (london, philip Wilson
publishers, 2017).

MENGHAM R. (1973, Fw 1989-), i) Sculpture in the Close: 26 June-17 September, catalogue
notes by rod mengham (jesus college, cambridge, 2017).

MOTTIER, V. (Fw 1999-) The DSM-5 as Political Battleground: Gender Identities, Sexual
Norms and Female Desire/robbie duschinsky and Ve ́ronique mottier (abingdon, taylor &
Francis, 2016).

OLDHAM, M. (Fw 1988-) Blackstone’s Statutes on Family Law, 2016-2017 (25th ed.)
(oxford, oup, 2008)

PARR, D.M. (1955) Aspire (privately published, 2015).

POLHILL, S.F.P. (1910) & POLHILL, R.M. (1956) Two Wheels to War: A Tale of Twelve
Bright Young Men who Volunteered their Own Motorcycles for the British Expeditionary Force
1914: Incorporating the Full Text of Adventures of a Despatch Rider, by martin shelley & 
nick shelley, with an introduction by roger polhill [includes material on stanley polhill].

REES, T. (1990) Florence Grace (london, Quercus, 2016).

RIMINGTON, J. (1956) From Erewash to Radegund: a History of Childhood and Youth
(tolworth, grosvenor house publishing ltd, 2016).

STARK, F. (Fw 2012-) i) Culpable Carelessness: Recklessness and Negligence in the Criminal
Law (cambridge, cambridge university press, 2016); ii) Simester and Sullivan’s Criminal
Law: Theory and Doctrine, by a.p. simester, j.r. spencer, F. stark, g.r. sullivan, and 
g.j. Virgo (oxford, hart publishing, 2016).

STEANE, J.B. (1948) i) Singers of the Century Vols. 1-3 (london duckworth, 1996-2000); 
ii) The Grand Tradition: Seventy Years of Singing on Record 1900 to 1970 (london,
duckworth, 1974); iii) The Gramophone and the Voice (harrow, gramophone, 1999); 
iv) Memoirs: Operatic and Otherwise (Warwick, university of  Warwick, 2010); 
v) Case Conference: and other Poems, by edward greenfield, edited by john stearne
(coventry, privately published, 2008); vi) Elizabeth (coventry, privately published, 2006);
Marlowe: a Critical Study (cambridge, university press, 1964 [digitally reprinted 2010]).

STILLMARK, A. (1958) i) An Impossible Man – by hugo von hofmannsthal; translated 
by alexander stillmark. (cambridge, modern humanities research association, 2016); 
ii) Tales of Old Vienna and Other Prose – adalbert stifter; translated with an introduction 
by alexander stillmark (riverside, california, ariadne press, 2016).



TREVES-BROWN, K.M. (1955) Applied Fish Pharmacology (chinese edition) (china
agricultural publishing house, 2016).

VALENTINE, K.W.G. (1957) Finding a Place to Sit: Pages from a Travel Sketchbook
(Victoria, bc, Keith Valentine, 2016).

WADE, G.K. (1959) The Emperor’s Barber (gloucester, the choir press, 2017).

WILLMOTH, F.E. (Fwc 2008-2011, Fw 2011-2016) i) Astronomouse: a Mouse-Eye View of
the Founding of the Royal Observatory (cambridge, Frances Willmoth, 2016); ii) Jonas Moore’s
Mapp of the Great Levell of the Fenns 1658, accompanying text by Frances Willmoth &
elizabeth stazicker (cambridge, cambridgeshire records office, 2016).

WOODS, R. G. (1947) Good Singing Still: a Handbook on West Gallery Music (2nd. ed.)
(West gallery music association, 2017)

WRIGHT, A.M.E. (1988) Joseph Wright of Derby: Bath and Beyond (london, philip Wilson
publishers for the holburne museum, 2014).

Other gifts, given by the following:

COLVIN, S.J. (Fw 2014-) Kindlers Literatur Lexikon (18 vols.), edited by heinz ludwig
arnold (stuttgart, j.b. metzler, 2009). 

MINDEN, M. (Fw 1978-2016, eFw 2016-) i) r. Williams – Border Country (london,
chatto and Windus ltd, 1960, 1978 reprint); ii) r. Williams – Towards 2000 (london,
chatto & Windus, 1983); iii) r. Williams – Loyalties (london, chatto & Windus ltd, 1985);
iv) r. Williams – The Long Revolution (london, chatto & Windus ltd, 1961)

NICKERSON, S. (1998) i) á. seress – Permutation Group Algorithms (cambridge,
cambridge university press, 2003); ii) a. rennie and m. baxtor – Financial Calculus: 
An Introduction to Derivative Pricing (cambridge, cambridge university press, 1996); 
iii) h.p.F. swinnerton-dyer – A Brief Guide to Algebraic Number Theory (cambridge,
cambridge university press, 2001); iv) W.h. press et al. – Numerical Recipes in C: 
the Art of Scientific Computing (cambridge, cambridge university press, 1992).

REYNOLDS, S. (co-author) Illuminated Manuscripts and Incunabula in Cambridge: 
a Catalogue of Western Book Illumination in the Fitzwilliam Museum and the Cambridge
Colleges. Part five: Illuminated incunabula. Volume one: Books Printed in Italy, by azzurra
elena andriolo and suzanne reynolds (london, harvey miller publishers, 2017).

RIMMER, C.P. (2003) a gift of  30 geography books. 

SIMS, L. (cataloguer of  the malthus collection) “‘remarks on books profound’: the 
library of  jane dalton”, by l. sims,  in Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographic Society,
Vol. XVi, part 1, 2016, pp. 79-106 (cambridge, cambridge bibliographic society, 2016).

WELLS, P.J. (author) The Revd. John Gibson Gothic Revivalist: an Extended Chronology
(berkeley, philip j. Wells, 2017).
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the intellectual Forum
dr julian huppert, director

this past year has seen the creation of  the new intellectual Forum, hosted in the
wonderful facilities of  West court. colleges have had many different roles over the

preceding centuries, as centres for scholarship and research as well as housing and
educating students. the balance has changed over the years, and with the rise of  the
university departments, there is a question about what a college is for in the 21st century.
the intellectual Forum is aimed at addressing that question. 

the Forum aims to promote discussion and study into any multidisciplinary areas that
are interesting and worthwhile, and that relate to the interests of  Fellows, staff, students
and alumni. We also run a range of  public-facing events. Within that, we are free to operate
very flexibly, and i see our role in many instances as being catalytic, enabling jesuans to turn
an interesting idea into a stimulating reality.

We are not a staff-heavy institution, and the aim is very much not for us to compete to
attract post-docs, in the way the university departments work. our staff  consist myself
and dr sarah steele – her background is in public health and ethics, and she has a dphil in
law from oxford. We have been extremely fortunate to persuade her to join us.

the facilities are truly excellent – almost everyone who attends events here has praised
them highly. peter Florence, of  jesus and the hay Festival, said the main lecture hall was
both ‘shakespearean and modern’. We have high-quality built-in cameras and a full aV
control suite, including a tV studio (the first in the university). this enables us to do many
things that simply could not have been done before. For example, we have been able to live-
stream many of  our events, opening them up to people who would not otherwise be able to
attend. in addition, having bedrooms as an integral part of  the West court means that we
can host some very high-level small group discussions.
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Rustat Conference participants listen with interest at the conference on Ageing
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West court has only very recently opened, and as i write the formal opening has not yet
happened. despite that, we have already run an extensive series of  events, some of  which
are detailed below. there is much more planned for the coming year, so please look at our
website or sign up to the mailing list at http://tinyurl.com/iFmailinglist

in addition, we are always looking for interesting suggestions and ideas from alumni for
events or activities. We are open to many different models of  working, so please do get in
touch if  you would like to work with us. 

Rustat Conferences

john cornwell founded the rustat conferences with jonathan samuel cornwell in 2009 as a
response to the banking crisis, to run in parallel with the science and human dimension
project which they also founded in 1990. they funded the rustat meetings for the first
three years as a personal gift to the college. they raised further funding for the conferences
from 2002 through membership schemes, and foundation and corporate grants until the
handover to the intellectual Forum. john and jonathan will now concentrate on the science
and human dimension project

the rustat conferences are a pioneering series of  high-level discussions and are now part
of  the intellectual Forum, and we hope to continue the excellent model that they have
established. at heart, the approach is to bring together key individuals from academia,
government, business, and more, to discuss key issues. rather than using the traditional
approach of  long speeches, followed by an occasional (and sometimes rather desultory)
question, we use a far more interactive approach, where all participants are encouraged to
discuss the issues and contribute freely where appropriate. 

in the last year, we have run two very successful rustat conferences. the first of  these
looked at the Future of  Work, and investigated what is likely to happen to employment over
the coming decades, as technology continues to advance. Will automation and ai force
people out of  jobs, or into new jobs? What will happen to the total quantum of  human

Rustat Conferences have a small number of carefully selected attendees from a range of backgrounds, ensuring a high-level of
discussion and engagement
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labour required, what will people do with any residual free time, and how do we develop an
economic model that works in this new world?

one measure of  how successful this approach is in bringing people together and making
them think was a tribute from professor lynda gratton, from the london business school
and author of  the global best seller ‘the 100 year life’. she said ‘i’ve learnt so much, and
this, by the way, is my field, so it’s quite hard for me to learn something i don’t already
know’.

the other rustat conference looked at ageing. We looked at the projections for how
people will continue to live longer, with older people being a much larger proportion of  the
population than ever before. some of  them will have extensive care and support needs, and
we discussed how technology could help to provide some of  that support. however, for
most older people, there is far more to life that just being old. many older people are
physically, mentally, and economically active – how can society enable that?

We are very grateful to the individuals and companies who are rustat members,
providing funding to enable these events to happen. there is more information about all
the rustat conferences, including previous reports, at www.jesus.cam.ac.uk/research/
rustat-conferences

Cambridge Science Festival – Climate Change

the university runs two collections of  public events each year, the Festival of  ideas and the
science Festival. We intend to provide events for each of  these each year showcasing the
work of  jesuans to the wider community in and around cambridge. 

the first event we did for this was on climate change – in particular looking at who
should be responsible for taking action in response to it; should it be individuals, cities, or a
national or international response. our panel was led by jesus Fellow professor simon
redfern, head of  the department of  earth sciences, who was joined by the ceo of
Friends of  the earth, craig bennett, and emily shuckburgh of  the british antarctic survey,

Craig Bennett, Chief Executive of Friends of the Earth, spoke passionately about the need for strong responses 
to climate change, and also spent a long time chatting to student volunteers after the event
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who recently published a ladybird book with the prince of  Wales about climate change. 
it was an interesting topic – and a good discussion – and we were particularly delighted that
it was the first event for the cambridge science Festival to sell all the available tickets,
within the first day! We are running a similar event – on education and social mobility – for
the Festival of  ideas, and again, sold out on the day of  release.

Trust and Technology

We partnered with the leverhulme centre for the Future of  intelligence to run a major
two-day conference looking at artificial intelligence, looking particular at issues around the
public narrative about ai, and the extent to which we can trust technology. We had a global
set of  speakers, including the minister of  state for digital, matt hancock. as well as those
who attended in person, the live stream was watched over 1,000 times, enabling people
from all around the world to share in this event, for free. 

Director’s Discussions

We are keen to ensure that there is a focus on discussion and debate among members of
the college, and so have put together a termly series of  events for people, especially
students, to discuss issues. We held one of  these to mark the inauguration of  donald
trump as president, looking at the themes that led to his rise – and what he might do in
that role. another looked at refugees, and how they should be housed – and who might
have the responsibility to ensure that happens.

Internships

We offered two internship positions to jesus students to look into anything they proposed,
with the only constraint being that it had to be interesting and worthwhile. We selected two
students who spent much of  the summer with us, who were both very impressive. Freddie
preece (classics) worked on inter- and intra-generational equality, and examined the
narrative that suggests that there is a split between generations in current political thinking.
cormac devlin (law) worked on ethics and public health, securing an editorial in the bmj
on the new charging regime for overseas patients. 

The future of  the Intellectual Forum

as i write, the iF has existed for less than a year, and now that we have the facilities fully in
place, there is a huge range of  activities in train – the next year will include hosting major
sessions for government, global leaders, a fashion designer, a film maker, three rustat
conferences, events for the Festival of  ideas and science Festival, and the inaugural lisa
jardine lecture – among many more activities. 

We hope that we can continue with what has been started, and make the iF play a strong
role in helping to develop the academic life of  the college, enhancing the experience for
current students and Fellows, and providing new opportunities for alumni to interact with
the college and with exciting thinking and ideas.
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artificial intelligence meets the humanities:
a silver anniversary event
john cornwell

on 21-22 september the science & human dimension project (shdp) celebrated the
25th anniversary of  its first major conference (september 1992) at jesus. dr demis

hassabis, the co-founder and ceo of  the machine learning company deepmind,
accompanied by 27 of  his colleagues, met with anthropologists, philosophers, and others in
the humanities. there was also a poet present, jeremy prynne, and sci-Fi novelist, 
adam roberts.  

the aim of  shdp, founded at jesus in 1990, is to encourage scientists to speak with
non-scientists. through the almost three decades of  its existence our academic shdp
conferences have alternated with talk-shops for scientists and members of  the science
media. We work closely with the department of  history and philosophy of  science,
recognising that scientific accounts of  human nature are subject to constant analysis,
critique and debate at the level of  qualitative conclusions. 

a wide range of  articles on ai and neuroscience has been published under the auspices
of  shdp over the past quarter century, as well as key peer-reviewed books (see foot of  this
article). the 1992 five-day conference, Nature’s Imagination was convened against the
background of  the decade of  the brain, the 1990s, which saw rapid advances in non-
invasive scanning, molecular biology, and computer modelling of  brain functions. 
Yet there was concern that neuroscience was offering an increasingly reductionist account
of  the human person. 

DeepMind panel discussion in the Frankopan Hall, West Court



at the 1992 five-day meeting professor margaret boden (who joined us again this
september) read a paper entitled ai and human dignity, arguing that the humanities had
nothing to fear from machine intelligence as long as human beings remained in control.
meanwhile the late nobel prize winner professor gerald edelman, and professor giulio
tononi (who also joined us again this september), reported on early neural net machines
that made simple “decisions”, mimicking at small scale the neuronal connections in the
brain. Questions were raised, but hardly settled, about the nature of  the self, consciousness,
and agency, in the light of  strongly reductionist perspectives. 

our september 2017 conference, human and machine intelligence and imagination,
was initially less a response to the discontents of  reductionist thinking than the existential
risks of  ai: will the machines take over our jobs, and one day have no use for human
beings? 

dr hassabis and his colleagues described their recent machine learning efforts to
capture aspects of  imagination, often informed by neuroscience and cognitive psychology.
essentially, they were reporting on the capacity of  their machines to remember not by a
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Dr Demis Hassabis, co-founder and CEO of DeepMind, with Professor Horace Barlow at the Human and Machine 
Memory and Imagination Conference



process of  retrieval of  information from a database, but by a form of  “reconstruction”
akin to the function of  human memory as a form of  imaginative recreation. 

dr hassabis had earlier demonstrated examples of  machine imagination when we
invited him to jesus on 2 june 2016 to explain the workings of  his alphago system which
beat the world go champion three times that year. alphago clearly made complex
decisions by reconstructing myriad scenarios, indicating a form of  machine imagination or
intuition. 

it was clear that if  the deepmind systems can be generalised there is potential for them
to be scaled up rapidly towards artificial general intelligence (and imagination) that will
one day outstrip human intelligence. 

as the discussion developed there were pressing questions about the difference between
machine intelligence as a relationship between objects, “it and it”, rather than between
persons, or selves: “he, she, you, and the other”. Figures such as the child development
psychologist jean piaget and the philosopher martin buber (of  the i-thou commentary)
were invoked, emphasising the importance of  selfhood, relationships and emotion in
human memory and imagination. the capacity of  the mind to make metaphors was raised
frequently – the ability to make connections between unlikes and opposites. one delegate
cited thomas aquinas on six types of  analogy: does ai remotely approximate to the
profound complexities of  imagination as explored by philosophers down the ages? among
the medley of  interventions the psychologist dr simone schnall made a telling comment
on the human capacity to discriminate, or fail to discriminate, between like and unlike, citing
the concrete balls painted like footballs at the World cup, which led to people getting
injuries trying to kick them. 

by lunchtime a lively drama of  ideas and emotions was unfolding, indicating an
impression of  growing distance between the ai engineers and the humanities’ people. 
the anthropologists severally voiced their fears that by assigning imagination to machines,
the faculty could be downgraded within the culture. there were antagonistic echoes of  the
“two cultures” debate of  c. p. snow v F. r. leavis. 

the deepmind scientists repeatedly acknowledged their awareness of  the difference
between machine imagination and human imagination. they stressed that their research
programmes paid constant and extensive heed to ethical advice and consultation. on the
whole, participants accepted the position of  the “engineers”: that it was their task to
present their technological advances rather than to attempt a defence of  the cultural and
artistic construals of  imagination from misinterpretation still less misuse. 

the debates within the meeting nevertheless manifested anxiety that technological
hubris was laying claim to the final frontiers of  human creativity. one participant
commented that while engineers can send a vehicle out of  the solar system, poetic
imagination had the power to free and to bless humankind. are the engineers about to
appropriate even the exclusive power of  orpheus!  

a number of  participants invoked coleridge’s theories of  imagination; the poem Kubla
Khan was quoted by several participants. thinkers in the late 18th century had been
profoundly influenced by the mechanical mind-brain theory of  another jesus alumnus,
david hartley. his Observations on Man had argued for a reductionist and empiricist
account of  imagination and creativity in the composition of  poetry based on purely
material and mechanical relationships. While at first convinced by the theory (he even
named his first born after hartley), coleridge extensively reviewed the notion of
imagination in response to hartleian explanations. in consequence, he produced in his
Biographia Literaria (1817) a complex account of  imagination across a broad span of
treatments, historically, while creating a fresh analysis that combined original ideas of  his
own with others borrowed (with scant attribution alas) from key german contemporaries.
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in other words, might not the challenge of  ai lead to renewed and positive explorations of
the scope and meaning of  human imagination – social, artistic, and philosophical?

two big questions hung over the gathering, for future meetings. First, what are the
extent and limits of  the capacity of  advanced ai systems with “imaginative” power: will
they in time develop forms of  consciousness, self  identity, and independent agency?
secondly, what are the extent and limits of  the applications: in the realms of  health,
economics, education? What are they for, beyond playing games?

if  the meeting marked the distance travelled in ai and neuroscience since our first
conference a quarter of  a century ago, it also gave an impression of  the trajectories for the
next quarter century. the meeting made clear the need for communication between the ai
specialists and the humanities – not only to consider the implications of  these
developments for society and culture, but to enhance and enrich critical thinking about ai
within the arts and humanities. 

in the coming two years shdp is to hold three more ai conferences in the college
funded by the templeton World charitable Foundation. the first, scheduled for 15-16
march 2018 will explore the hopes, fears, and hubris of  machine intelligence exhibited in
the imaginations of  writers and film makers. the second will focus on the implications of
ai for philosophy of  mind: consciousness, human agency, and identity. the third will raise
questions about the impact of  ai on spirituality, religion, and the disciplines of  theology.

members of  the college, past and present, who wish to participate in, and support, the
shdp project should call or write to the executive director, jonathan. s. cornwell:

www.science-human.org 
jonathan.cornwell@btinternet.com 
mobile: 0776 8220188

Books (still in print) featuring AI and Neuroscience researched and written under the
auspices of the Science & Human Dimension Project: 
Nature’s Imagination: e Frontiers of Scientific Vision (ed john cornwell oup 1995); 
e Power to Harm: Mind and Medicine on Trial (john cornwell penguin 1998);
Consciousness and Human Identity (ed john cornwell oup 1998); Explanations: Styles of
Explanation in Science (ed john cornwell oup 2004); Darwin’s Angel (john cornwell profile
books 2007); God and the Philosophers (ed john cornwell and michael mcghee
continuum/bloomsbury 2009).
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bursary 
richard anthony, bursar

this year has seen the completion of  the most significant addition to the college’s estate for
many years, West court. the final section was handed over in april, although the builders

did not finally leave the college until september when works were finished to upgrade the
entrance off  lower park street. West court is the most fantastic asset for the college and will
serve as a tribute to all those from within and outside the college who were involved in its
design and construction. most impressive is the new building fronting jesus lane, 
which replaces the rather unsympathetic rank building. it contains 27 conference bedrooms,
a 180-seat lecture theatre with the best aV equipment in cambridge (the Frankopan hall), 
the laura case medical teaching suite, the intellectual Forum, as well as a stunning entrance
onto jesus lane, backing onto a wonderful new and refurbished courtyard. students, staff  and
fellows are already making good use of  the facilities and West court has welcomed a number
of  conferences, both academic and professional, and national and international.

the other major event during the year was the retirement of  my predecessor, christopher
pratt. not only was he instrumental in the acquisition and redevelopment of  West court, he
also undertook a series of  successful building projects. christopher did much to improve the
management of  the college and the performance of  the financial and property investments
that make up the college’s endowment. i am very grateful to christopher for leaving the
college in such good financial and operational shape, which bodes well as i look forward to
the challenges of  ensuring that jesus remains at the forefront of  education and research in the
university.

at this time of  the year, the bursary is in the process of  preparing the financial accounts
and reports for the year ended 30th june 2017. the year has seen another one of  growth in
net assets and reserves, supporting by a growing endowment (£163 million), continuing
donations from alumni and supporters (£3 million), and an excellent financial and property
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investment performance (total return of  12.5%). however, what the college accounts
consistently demonstrate is the continuing deficit on educational expenditure, as the college
spends more on supporting its undergraduate and graduate students (see graph below). 

the college has been investing heavily in its estate. this year’s capital expenditure of  
£14 million was the highest for many years, due to the investment in West court. after a brief
lull, the college is planning a major upgrade of  the porters’ lodge, which is due to commence
in the summer of  2018. Following on from this will be the replacement of  the Kitchens within
the next few years, which as you will know are located right in the historic centre of  the
college. the college has already started planning for such a major project. this is alongside
the ongoing refurbishment programme of  the college’s housing on jesus lane, malcom street
and park street/lower park street, as well as the houses in new square. the college is looking
carefully at the most effective way of  funding these essential capital works so that it can
properly meet the needs of  our fellows and students well into the 21st century.

at the core of  the college’s services to its members are its very dedicated staff. as well as
the retirement of  my predecessor, christopher pratt, the Fire safety administrator and former
porter, peter thorpe, retired from the college after 19 years of  service. the college also
marked a number of  significant long service anniversaries: senior sous chef, shaun platt (30
years) and sous chef, nicholas coe (15 years); cleaners, christine blows (25 years), Xiao
Yang liu (10 years), elaine macnab (20 years), renata szarfranska (10 years) and richard
Wedslowski (10 years); and the domestic bursar, simon hawkey (15 years). i am most grateful
for all that they have done and continue to do for the college.



development office
richard dennis, development director

We have had a busy and successful year in the development office and i have very much
enjoyed meeting alumni and friends at our wide range of  events. the loyalty and

generosity of  those who have so kindly supported us in our work is greatly appreciated.
it has been a great pleasure to see so many familiar and new faces at events during the year.

both the 50 and 60 Years on lunches last november were very well attended and, as ever,
greatly convivial occasions. the 1496 society lunch in February was also a genial affair, 
and was preceded by a wonderful talk on ‘colourful’ jesuans from professor stephen heath
(1964) which was greatly appreciated by all those attending. 

this year we welcomed a record number of  supporters to the college for the donors’ 
garden party in july, and we were delighted to host all the talks in West court. using the new
technology at our disposal in the Frankopan hall we live streamed a talk on marmite by 
professor ian Wilson, and another on two Victorian lady bible hunters by professor janet
soskice, both to great acclaim. the Frankopan hall is our 160-seat lecture hall named in 
recognition of  the great generosity of  husband and wife professor peter Frankopan (1990) and
jessica sainsbury (1989) towards the West court campaign.

West court has dominated our fundraising this year and i am delighted to report that we
have now raised over £13 million towards the development, making this the most successful
fundraising campaign in the college’s history. the entirety of  the new court is now open and
in full college use, and the tireless work of  the gardeners over the summer has firmly 
embedded it into the college landscape. i have conducted several tours over the course of  the
year for alumni and friends visiting the college, with everyone remarking on what a great 
addition it represents. if  you are visiting do let us show you around.
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this year we have only one staff  move to report. We wish emma Kavanagh (2013) all the
best as she returns to the academic life via a music ma at nottingham university. humphrey
thompson, another musician this time from caius, joined us in september as the new 
development assistant. 

Recognition of  Major Benefactors

on 26th june the college admitted professor peter Frankopan (1990) and jessica sainsbury
(1989) as st radegund Fellows at the annual dinner of  the society of  st radegund. it was a
beautiful evening with a concert in the chapel performed by john chen (2010) followed by
pre-dinner drinks in the garden of  the master’s lodge.

Bequests

the college wishes to record its great gratitude for the following bequests received during the
year 2016-17: 

mrs margaret littledale £511,267; jimmy took (1947) £2,000; john-paul dryden
(1981) £351,623; peter bell (1937) £2,000; philip hollins (1966) £10,000; 
peter mathias (1948) £10,000; bobbie reynolds (1945) £5,000; mr ronald perrett
(father of  james perrett [1984] & dan perrett [1989]) £1,386; robert allchin (1966)
£1,000; ned Fargher (1945) £1,000; robin martin (1939) £10,000; michael Foss (1944)
£5,000; nigel power (1947) £39,964.
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societies

Student Union   

i am happy to report the jcsu has had a very happy and successful year! We celebrated the
end of  the summer term with a wonderful garden party, complete with bouncy castle,
acapella singers and cocktails which were enjoyed by all the undergrads. this event was the
culmination of  a series of  successful bops organised throughout the year, which have taken
place in the new underground party room in West court. our opening bop of  the lent
term, themed ‘Kaleidoscope’, christened the space and featured international dj codeko.
Finally, the second years all greatly enjoyed their ‘halfway hall’, a celebration of  the halfway
point of  their degree.

alongside these events, the jcsu welfare team has worked hard to help out all the
undergrads. exam term was broken up by regular welfare ice creams outside the library,
visiting guide dog puppies and another bouncy castle. throughout the year, all the
undergrads have come together each fortnight to enjoy free welfare cake in the jcr. 
the welfare officers have also had weekly drop-ins, open to anyone who might need to
discuss a concern or worry. the start of  the summer term saw the first mental health
awareness Week, which was a great success. the undergrads got involved with sponsored
runs and swims for the charity mind, and there was a wealth of  information about mental
health available to all.

the jcsu were especially proud of  jesus’ celebration of  lgbt+ history month in
February this year. on the final day the chimney was lit up in rainbow colours, and there
was a sell-out ‘glitter formal’. support and celebration of  lgbt+ students continued, 
with the collection of  ‘coming out comments’, a candle light rite and spirit Formal. 
our Women’s officer also worked hard in organising celebrations of  international
Women’s day. a celebration of  the achievements of  female undergrads was held in the
jcr, where we heard some wonderful music, poetry and stand-up comedy. this was
followed by a formal attended by several female Fellows from jesus. our Women’s officer
has also worked hard in reviewing the new sexual harassment and misconduct policy which
is now in place. Finally, there has been a new ‘Women’s Forum’ established this year, 
for female undergrads to support each other and share their experiences.

the spirit of  democracy remains alive and well among the undergraduates. We have had
several lively ogms, including a debate over whether clubs and societies should be banned
from buying alcohol. it will be interesting to see how this plays out in the upcoming budget
negotiations next term. Furthermore, a new ‘caff  Forum’ has been set up, allowing the
undergrads to have a greater input into caff  food. We have all enjoyed the new burgers on
a monday!

jesus has had great success in becoming greener, winning a bronze nus green impact
award. several successful food collections have been organised at the end of  term,
providing meals for homeless people in cambridge. our access officer has also been
instrumental in helping to organise several successful access tours to our link areas in the
north east and london. 

as the new term approaches, the jcsu are preparing to welcome the 2017 Freshers. 
We are very excited by the timetable of  events we have planned, including ‘blues and chill’
with live music by jesuans in the chapel. i have no doubt that they will come to love the
college as much as we do!
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looking further ahead, we are hoping to hold the first ever Varsity games with jesus
college, oxford, in michaelmas term. We have plans to include as many sports as possible,
and are looking forward to the new Freshers getting involved with our successful sports teams.

Katherine Boucher

Middle Combinaton Room (MCR) 

as is becoming a trend for the mcr, 2016-2017 was another very successful year. it began
in september when we welcomed the majority of  our new mcr members into the
community by hosting two weeks of  events. highlights were the fellows explaining their
research in 3 minutes, the lunch post matriculation and the game of  football in inflatable
balls more commonly known as bubble football. this gave the who graduate student body
a chance to get to know one another before work started for the year. 

the social calendar didn’t stop there but remained full all year with parties in the new
brewery room, film nights in the mcr, international themed graduate halls and swaps to
other colleges. With the fortunate weather we have been having, we put on two sports
bbQs where people could come eat and try their hand at croquet, lacrosse and volleyball
amongst other garden games. then we ended this term with a garden party and enjoyed
acting like children again on the inflatable obstacle course.

the best new addition to college this year has been the roost cafe. this has given us a
new place to work and socialise in college, which is unique to jesus. For many students,
office space is a premium and libraries are too quiet so the ability to drink a coffee, read
over a paper or two or make edits to your own is wonderful.  i would like to thank those
who made this possible by their vision, donations or practical support.

but being part of  the mcr is more than just having fun together. We aim to be a
community that really cares and looks after one another. the mcr welfare team have
worked hard providing a friendly ear to those who need one,  weekly yoga sessions in
college to relax and unwind, bi-monthly welfare brunches to encourage community and
several board games nights to foster some healthy competition! the new space that 
West court brings really enables us to live life together, which is only improving the
experience for graduate students at jesus college.

some other highlights of  the year have been our superhalls. october saw halloween
with pumpkin carving in the mcr for decorations. then december and christmas Formal
with the now traditional “12 days of  christmas” being sung. january brought burns night
with 2 excellent speeches, bagpipes and a dramatised “address to the haggis”. april was
easter superhall where we hosted a college wide easter egg hunt and finally june was our
black tie end of  year dinner to say a fond farewell to those leaving us.

however, this year wouldn’t be possible without the help of  many people in college.  
i would like to thank the graduate tutorial team, tim Wilkinson, michael edwards, 
sybil stacpoole, on behalf  of  the whole mcr for their dedication to the graduates and the
master for his continued care and support for us in our studies and wider life.

Ettie Unwin
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Christian Union

the jesus college christian union (jccu) meets in college twice a week and exists as a
college-based arm of  the wider cambridge inter-collegiate christian union (ciccu). 
our mission is to be a group of  christian undergraduates seeking to make jesus christ
known to students in jesus college. 

the academic year began with our pre-term team days, when we met to share stories
from the summer and grow together as a community, studying the bible to equip us to
carry out our mission. We were fortunate to be joined by rich aldritt, from st andrew the
great church, who led us through the new testament letter of  1 peter during the two-day
conference. Following the busyness of  international Freshers’ and Freshers’ Weeks, a series
of  open meetings entitled ‘share’ offered an invitation to everyone from all faiths or none
to investigate and question the claims of  christianity. 

towards the end of  michaelmas, our attention turned to publicising the ever popular
university carol services. always ready to try new means of  reaching out to the college
community, we together planned and created a short film explaining the christmas message,
which was enormous fun to produce, and was seemingly equally well received. 

in lent term, we were joined in college by tim lawrence, who works with the
universities and colleges christian Fellowship (uccF). he supported us in the running of
meetings and enjoyed the chance to spend time meeting several people in college, from
other students, to staff  and fellows. given tim’s time as student in oxford and subsequent
heavy involvement in cambridge student life, it is a testament to how wonderful our college
is that after a week with us he declared that there is no college in the whole of  oxbridge
that he would rather attend than jesus! it was a great privilege to then be able to welcome
tim and his wife, Katherine, back to college for a Formal hall at the end of  the term.

in easter term, focus was turned to supporting our friends and being a positive witness
to them in the midst of  preparing for and sitting tripos exams. alongside our outreach, 
the christian union enjoyed the annual black tie dinner in may, hosted by the dean of
chapel. the collaboration between the christian union and the chapel is exemplified
through the termly ecumenical taizé services. the repetitive and reflexive music and prayer
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style associated with the taizé monastic order has helped to bind together people of  all
denominations in worship and prayer.  

We are extremely grateful to the dean, rev’d dominiak, for the regular use of  his room
as a meeting venue and for his ongoing support for the christian union. Furthermore,
through the ciccu, we are most thankful to all those jesuans who continue to support our
mission, to make jesus christ known to students in cambridge, financially and through
prayer. 

Paul Greenhalgh

Effective Altruism Society

the jesus college effective altruism society has had a successful second year, hosting a
variety of  accomplished and thought-provoking speakers. We have sought to start a
stimulating conversation about the nature of  effective charity, and how best we can act to
improve the world around us. effective altruism is a growing social movement founded on
the desire to make the world as good a place as it can be, the use of  evidence and reason to
find out how to do so, and the audacity to actually try. it encompasses looking at both
charity, through donations and direct work, as well as other career paths, for opportunities
to improve the world as much as possible.

We started the year by having a stall on the jesus college fresher’s fair, where we were
able to talk to new students about how then can do good during their time at university, 
and beyond, gathering signups for our new mailing list.

our first speaker event of  the year was co-hosting the launch event of  Future of
sentience cambridge, a new student society focused helping the next generation of  leaders
to steer technological development wisely. this was a great success, with speakers such as
lord martin rees – cofounders of  the centre for the study of  existential risk (cser),
author of  ‘our Final century?’ he is also astronomer royal, and previously president of
the royal society and master of  trinity college and is described as ‘britain’s leading
scientist’. the event was so popular that after completely filling the room we had to turn
people away!



We co-hosted a variety of  other talks throughout the term: a talk on ‘giving and faith’
with giving What We can: cambridge, just love cambridge and the cambridge buddhist
society given by Fran day. Fran has been a giving What We can member for 3 years, and
drew on her personal experiences to discuss the relationship between religious faith and
giving to effective charities. joanna natasegara joined us to give a talk on ‘ethical impact
through Film’, co-hosted with 80,000 hours cambridge and cambridge Film society.
joanna produced the netflix original short documentary, ‘the White helmets’ about the
heroic work of  the syrian rescue volunteers, and we were inspired by the meaningful and
creative work that she does. co-hosting with giving What We can: cambridge we were
joined by roy head ceo and founder of  development media international (dmi) to tell
us about his work, and the trials and tribulations of  gathering accurate information on
impact. dmi runs radio, television and mobile campaigns to change behaviours and
improve lives in developing countries. co-hosted with Future of  sentience, robin hanson,
professor of  economics at george mason university gave us an enlightening talk on
prediction markets, asking if  we should “vote on values, but bet on beliefs?”.

We also hosted a variety of  socials with the wider effective altruism cambridge
community, including a sold out formal at jesus, movie night and pizza night. i have been
very lucky to return for my second year as president of  jesus college effective altruism
society, and i hope we continue to grow!

Alex Barry

Film Society

the jesus college Film society has this year continued to dive into the vast celluloid heap
of  cinematic history, showing sixteen of  the best independent, arthouse, and classic films
from around the world.

in michaelmas term we had a particular focus on the cinema of  east asia, taking in
everything from a powerful japanese anime, Wolf Children (2012), to a sensationally exciting
Korean murder mystery, Memories of Murder (2003). For the first time in the two-year
history of  the society, an audience vote was held to determine the choice of  one of  the
films. i was delighted that the winner was Like Father, Like Son (2013), a beautifully played
japanese drama directed by hirokazu Koreeda. the film focuses on two sets of  parents
who discover that their respective young sons were accidentally swapped by hospital staff
shortly after their birth. cultural and biological ideals and class differences help to mould
their responses, and lead to the overwhelming question: should the boys be swapped back?

other highlights included the utterly hilarious and brilliant new Zealand comedy Hunt
for the Wilderpeople (2016), which drew the largest attendance of  any society screening thus
far, and the gripping iranian drama A Separation (2011). We also screened a selection of
influential short films, which included albert lamorisse’s The Red Balloon (1956). almost
entirely without dialogue, the film is based around a child’s relationship with a balloon he
befriends one day. it’s an extremely affecting thirty-six minutes, and left many of  us in tears
– a sign of  the powerful emotive language and universality of  cinema.

the prize for most obscure film this year goes to Leningrad Cowboys Go America (1989).
it’s a Finnish comedy about a russian rock band with comically large hairstyles who play a
series of  very small clubs along the southern states on their way to mexico. all i can say is
that it’s completely mad, a quality made even more amusing by the fact that the director,
aki Kaurismäki, is known for his relentlessly dour exterior in interviews.

as i’m graduating in 2017, i’m not sure what will happen to the society in the near
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future. i can only hope that, over the past few years, i have encouraged people in college to
broaden their perspectives on what cinema is, and what it has the power to do. 

Jacob Osborne

Graduate Conference

jesus college graduate conference 2017 was a fantastic event where the graduate students
of  the college from a diverse array of  fields took the opportunity to showcase the
outstanding work they had completed over the course of  the academic year.

the event was opened by a riveting Keynote address by sir richard dearlove, former
head of  the secret intelligence service and master of  pembroke college, cambridge. 
We are grateful to him for taking the time to put on such an engaging talk and Q&a session
afterwards.

this event was really about highlighting some of  the true strengths of  our college. 
that it acts as a platform for the free exchange of  ideas, findings and investigations with
other people who are equally enthused by their own work and the general pursuit of
knowledge, regardless of  their field. that it acts as a centre to establish clear lines of
communication between seemingly divergent fields. Finally, it was about celebrating the
students themselves and giving them a chance to shine.

the students who participated did an excellent job and provided an insight into the
breadth and quality of  the research being carried out by members of  the mcr. the best
talk of  the day went to hajime shinohara who spoke on the “similarities between quantum
frustrated magnets and human beings”, while the best poster went to beth connolly.
needless to say, the day would not have come together nearly as well without the effort,
talent and enthusiasm of  all those you presented.

John Carpenter
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Jesus Singers

the jesus singers have had yet another successful year. directed by third year music student
gary rushton, the singers have performed multiple times each term: the highlight in
michaelmas term was a tribute to john lewis christmas adverts concert, featuring popular
songs such as Sweet Child O’Mine and Your Song in addition to solo performances by megan
lazenbury and aiden chan. lent term brought the revival of  the ‘sing!!!’ concert in
magdalene’s cripps court alongside other non-audition choirs around cambridge, in which
the jesus singers performed bastille's Pompeii and eric Whitacre’s The Seal Lullaby. despite
the stresses of  exams at the start of  easter term, the singers took on the challenge of
performing an evensong in jesus college chapel. it was an honour rarely experienced by
those not in college choirs; the evening demonstrated the wide variety of  repertoire that
the singers are capable of, including Walker’s As The Apple Tree and Wood's Magnificat. 
the year came to a finale in the jcms may Week concert, in which the ‘television & radio’
theme supported an upbeat choice of  songs including Queen’s Radio Ga Ga and the
rembrandts’ I'll Be There For You (as popularised by the television sitcom Friends). as ever,
the singers aim to perform a variety of  music genres of  a competitive but approachable
standard; we look forward to another year of  enjoyable music-making.

Aiden Chan

Law Society

the jesus college law society has enjoyed another successfully and extremely rewarding
year. 

during michaelmas term, herbert smith Freehills presented to the 1st and 2nd year
students about vacation scheme applications. this was extremely useful for the students
who were nervous about the application process prior to the session. 

this year the annual dinner was once again kindly sponsored by slaughter and may,
which provided further networking opportunities for the students, as well as an insight into
the life of  commercial lawyers. We were honoured to be able to announce the rt hon lord
justice irwin as our guest speaker for the evening who provided an insight into his extremely
successful career. 

on june 15th, the jesus college law society garden party took place with generous
support once again provided by herbert smith Freehills. the afternoon was thoroughly
enjoyable and well attended by students and fellows alike. the event always provides the
perfect opportunity to relax and unwind following the closing of  the exam season. 

i am sure that the jesus college law society will achieve even more success next year as
the new committee takes over.

Ryan Law 

May Ball
at this year’s may ball, guests were invited to weave ‘between the lines’ and through the
courts which were themed around different literary genres. the college was transformed
allowing guests to sample such wonders as a gothic potion, a dragon and experience a night
in the jazz age. 

this year we were able to welcome as our special headliner, multi-award winning and
critically-acclaimed singer-songwriter, laura mvula. she was supported by up-and-coming
indie pop band Fickle Friends. during the night, the main stage was also host to ballroom



dance lessons and a cèilidh, as well as music from cambridge alumni b & the jukeboys
and truly medley deeply.

the entertainment continued throughout the ball, with the cabaret stage in steampunk
court hosting a hugely popular selection of  tribute acts including adele: the one and
only, as well as comedian tom allen, who had our guests hysterical with laughter. this year
we were also very grateful to allow guests to experience music in the chapel, including
acoustic sounds from fellow jesuans. outside of  the stages, guests were able to have their
future told, crash in the dodgems and take home a silhouette of  themselves before solving
an escape room.

Food was available throughout the night, with highlights including steak salad, wood
fired pizza, and exotic burgers. a selection of  cocktails, wine tasting and self-service
facilities ensured that, in the heat of  the evening, drinks were still flowing. 

our committee put months of  hard work into the ball in order to make it truly a night
to remember and we cannot thank them enough for their hard work over the past year. 
a debt of  gratitude is also owed to the master, Fellows, and staff  of  jesus college for
allowing us to hold this event every year in such a perfect setting.

Daniel Patton and Elle Prince

Medical & Veterinary Society

jesus college medical and Veterinary society has had a successful year both academically
and socially, and continues to be a stalwart of  the medic and vet experience at jesus.

michaelmas saw the continuation of  jcmVs Formals with strong talks from mr steve
Krikler and dr colin shieff. mr Krikler gave a talk entitled “amuart” (trauma
backwards) detailing his experience as a trauma patient and what he, as a practicing
orthopaedic and trauma surgeon, gained from the ordeal. those who attended, such as 
dr jim ajioka, described it as “very interesting”. several further traditions were maintained
as christmas drew near with us all thoroughly enjoying jims evening of  minced pies and
mulled wine.
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lent term saw the culmination of  the medVetsoc year at the annual dinner, the
finances of  which  were well arranged by jcmVs fellow-liaison dr sybil stacpoole and
Vice-president oli stubbs so as to allow all members to attend while furthering the scope
for alumni to come in future years. our honourable guest, alumni dr daniel birchall, 
was well received by fellows and students and we hope that this precedent will encourage
more alumni to return in the future. the end of  lent was marked by our customary game
of  pictionary where students competed over dessert and various medical drawings of
varying quality were contested over.

jcmVs extends a large thank you to the fellows and students who continue to
generously support and engage in the society. We leave the year handing over to our new
committee,  led by new president leopold rudolph. 

i would like to thank my committee for being a pleasure to work with and wish the new
committee the best of  luck for the coming year.

Joseph Hamilton

Music Society

this year, the jesus college music society has continued the work of  previous years both in
upholding its high standards of  music-making and in diversifying its output. in the first
major musical event of  the year, eleven first-year undergraduates and postgraduates
performed in the jcms Freshers’ concert, at which we were pleased to hear a diverse range
of  instruments including harp, horn, and two performances on the organ. instrumental
exhibitions were awarded to tom Fisher (clarinet), oliver hope (clarinet), ed liebrecht
(trumpet), tom mciver (oboe), lizzy nightingale (horn), shamil shah (oboe), and pippa
stevens (harp) on this occasion. towards the end of  michaelmas term, and after six weeks
of  rehearsal, these fine instrumental skills were put to good use in the first orchestral
concert of  the year – ‘French Connections’ – at which the orchestra performed the finale to
saint-saënts’ Symphony No. 3 (with the magnificent organ part played by junior organ
scholar dewi rees), tchaikovsky’s Romeo and Juliet, the sumptuous pas d’action from
glazunov’s Scènes de Ballet, and gershwin’s An American in Paris Suite. supplemented with
a delightful rendering of  debussy’s Petite Suite for four-hands piano by organ scholars
jordan Wong and dewi rees, the concert went splendidly and was well received.

lent term began with the second ever jesuans’ recital, a concert aimed at showcasing
the talents of  non-first year musicians in college. despite the cold weather, eight students
entertained the audience with their music, with a noticeable emphasis on piano repertoire.
Four weeks later, the jcms orchestra performed the overture to beethoven’s Egmont and
schubert’s Symphony No. 8 (‘Unfinished’) in the david crighton concert, with hattie
hunter, serena shah, dorothy hoskins, and ed jeans also delivering a performance of
beethoven’s String Quartet No. 4. the concert concluded with a truly brilliant rendition of
saint-saënts’ Cello Concerto No. 1 by second year musician Will clark-maxwell, who was
also awarded the crighton prize for his contributions to music in college.

Following the end of  the examination period in easter term, the orchestra came
together a final time to put on a concert of  much more light-hearted themes together with
the jesus singers. the audience clearly enjoyed hearing the fully orchestrated Thunderbird
March, and were treated to a good deal of  english light music, too: the first two
movements of  coates’ London Suite as well as his valse serenade By the Sleepy Lagoon
(which is very familiar to bbc radio 4 listeners as the the theme to Desert Island Discs).
the jesus singers, directed by gary rushton, supplied an entertaining tV and 
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radio-themed set, including an a cappella arrangement of  the theme tune to american
television sitcom Friends. however, the highlight of  the may Week concert was without a
doubt the orchestral medley of  Wild West film themes arranged by seventh-year medical
student declan corr, featuring a very impressive solo from soprano lottie barrett-hague in
Ecstasies of Gold, not to mention an appearance of  our newly purchased concert xylophone
in The Magnificent Seven. this year the renfrew prize for collegiate musical contribution
was awarded jointly to music finalists sapphire armitage and gary rushton.

this year also saw an expansion of  the jcms chapel session series, which has attracted
considerable attention from across the student body. the first of  these, Blues & Chill,
occurred in Week 5 of  michaelmas term, and encouraged students to bring beanbags and
duvets with them to chapel for an evening of  jazz and popular music, including an
appearance from the jesus college big band. owing to its success, Blues & Chill was
repeated in both lent and easter terms. additionally, in accordance with tradition, the close
of  michaelmas term saw a performance of  raymond briggs’ The Snowman, narrated for
the third time running by jesuan and cusu president amatey doku, with piano played by
jordan Wong and vocal and violin accompaniment from hattie hunter.

the jcms recital series continued to bring in a high standard of  performers this year. 
in michaelmas we welcomed two professional pianists – julia Wallin, who provided a poetic
programme of  rachmaninoff, sibelius, and liszt, and reiko Fujisawa, who enchanted her
large audience with bach’s Goldberg Variations. over the course of  the year we had two
orchestral recitals – the first of  these, a ticketed event in aid of  the ibd research charity
bella’s Fund, saw Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll and beethoven’s Symphony No. 2 conducted by
recent alum bertie baigent. in the second, the malcolm street symphony orchestra, newly
formed by second year musician jack bazalgette, performed mahler’s Symphony No. 4,
attracting a large audience and significant commendation.

We would like to thank the many people who have helped us to achieve the above over
the course of  this year. Firstly, our thanks go to outgoing senior treasurer mark Williams,
who moved to oxford at christmas and has been imperative in guiding the jcms
committee in recent years; secondly, we thank richard pinel for stepping into the new
position with such readiness and willingness to help the committee. We would also like to
thank the master and margaret White for their warm support which we continue to enjoy.
We wish all the best to the incoming junior co-presidents serena shah and jordan Wong,
and look forward to seeing all that jcms will produce in the following year.

Louis Wilson

Pool

jesus college pool club was created in autumn 2016, gaining official society status in the
second half  of  michaelmas term. there were two teams of  six players playing for jesus in
competitions. the first team captain was Konstantyn bichai; the captain and vice-captain of
the second team were matthew choy and tom Fisher. during the christmas vacation the
idea of  creation of  an internal pool league was developed and by the start of  the lent term
there was a fully-fledged jesus college pool league. the pool league has been enormously
popular, significantly increasing the general interest in pool in the college.

the first pool team was placed in division 2b, and started with an impressive streak of
three wins with the total frames won/lost difference of  21-6. jesus 1 topped the division
table for most of  the season, but following a row of  three unlucky losses in the decider
frames jesus 1 finished the season on the third place in division 2b. it is worth mentioning
that jesus 1 has the most frames won (41) and least frames lost (22) – the second best figure
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in the whole university league after the winners of  the division 1. Konstantyn bichai won
10/10 frames and cameron james staveley won 9/10 frames; very strong play was also
demonstrated by chris saner, charlie constable and nathan dean. many less regular first
team players and some second team players significantly improved and played for the first
team: laurence o’brian, ed slater, Keith ho, bruno campos, ben curnow, tom Fisher,
iain rolland and josh bambrick. jesus 1 also reached the last eight of  the cambridge
university pool cup, having lost after the fluke on the black ball in the decider frame
against the future winners of  the tournament, christ’s 1.

jesus 2 finished the year in second place in the division 3, guaranteeing promotion to
division 2 next season. jesus 2 owes its success to its captains matthew choy and tom
Fisher and to its players: bruno campos, ben curnow, nathan dean, Keith ho, William
duggleby, lucy johnson, shwan rasoul, iain m rolland and laurence o’brian.

Konstantyn Bichai

Roosters

after finishing last year with our annual minced pie and mulled wine party, the year of  the
rooster has brought mixed blessings for the college’s most gallinaceous parliament of
fowls.

the roost enjoyed a st david’s day dinner and debate, for which miles stopher
deserves thanks for organising. amidst piles of  leeks, the society questioned “who actually
cares” about old st david.

unfortunately, partly due to some ill health on the part of  this old cock, breakfast at
lunchtime was not celebrated. With the society’s 100th birthday approaching on 25th
november, i hope that the tradition of  roosting at jesus may remain strong.

George “de spurs’d” Thompson, 204th O.C.

Sub-Saharan Africa Fund for Education (SAFE) 

the jesus college sub-saharan africa Fund for education (saFe) is a student run charity
fund that gives grants to charities promoting education is sub-saharan africa. We are
funded by donations from jesus students, and grant around £12,000 a year.

this year we received over 300 applications, over ten times more than we have during
any previous year, each one detailing a proposed project, along with a budget and proposed
impact tracking mechanism. Whilst this was a great sign for the increasing profile of  saFe
it meant a lot of  work for our committee to fairly narrow the list down to the 5 projects we
were eventually able to fund.

this year’s selected projects were: £3000 for school connect towards at £5000 project
to add solar powered lighting to 20 primary schools in uganda, replacing their kerosene
lamps; £2665 for Youth for change to fully fund a project to drill a borehole to provide
water for 3000 students at a primary school in Zambia; £2834 for Foundation for uganda
Women development (FFuWd) towards a £3545 project to build rainwater harvesting
tanks to benefit a community of  2500+ in uganda; £3000 for Youth empowerment trust
uganda (Yetu) towards a £4161 project to teach 200 ugandan primary school girls about
reproductive health and train them to be able to make reusable sanitary pads; and £1837.05
to go towards the lunchbowl network’s £65,000 project to provide education and food
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for 200 orphans in Kibera slum, nairobi, Kenya. We think these projects should have a
great positive impact and look forwards to hearing how they progress.

this year we also took the time to try and find out more about the origins of  saFe,
during which we discovered the saFe was formed as a successor to the jesus south
african bursary, which originally provided scholarships for students from south africa to
study at jesus and dissolved when apartheid was abolished. this search for information
then culminated in us finding the original constitution from the founding of  saFe in 1987,
which it turns out was still the effective constitution of  the society! 

to bring the constitution in line with the current day to day functioning of  saFe 
(which has changed significantly over 30 years) we set about trying to clarify the broadening
of  scope in terms of  activates and locations considered that saFe has experienced. it was
eventually realised these no longer fit with the name or original guiding principles of  saFe,
and so we decided to relaunch the society as the jesus african Fund, or jaF.

these changes were then taken to jcr (jcsu) and mcr ogms where they were passed
unanimously, before being brought before college council, who finally signed jaF into
existence, to start operating next year.

so, in conclusion it is goodbye to saFe, which managed to go out on a high with the
record number of  applications and discovery of  its rich history, and welcome to the jesus
african Fund, which will hopefully have a very successful first year!

Alex Barry
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2016-2017 reports

Athletics Club
this year jesus athletics has seen a number of  new athletes make their mark in track and
field events for the university, with a particular strength emerging in the men’s cross country
squad. at michaelmas cuppers, Katy edwards ran a strong 1500m to put herself  in
contention for a spot in the Freshers’ Varsity match. this match is the first opportunity for
new members of  cuac, the university athletics club, to face their counterparts from
oxford. marina mayer and matthew harris made the trip to oxford’s famous roger
bannister track, marina performing well in both the 100m hurdles and 400m hurdles while
matthew posted an impressive opening 1500m time of  4:23.

during this term many of  the more distance-focussed athletes were busy tackling the
cross-country season. this was a huge strength for the jesus men, who convincingly won
the cuppers trophy following the race at st neots. david Wilson ran a fantastic race to
finish 2nd and was backed up by james coxon (9th), paul pruzina (15th), and david
pattinson (30th). david continued to perform well throughout michaelmas, eventually
taking the individual men’s college league title as well as earning a spot on the blues Xc
Varsity team, eventually finishing 11th over the gruelling 7.5 mile course.

the remainder of  the jesus men competed in the ii-iV’s Varsity matches in late
november. jonathan escalante-phillips finished 2nd in the iis match, the top cambridge
finisher. james coxon and petros giannaros featured in an excellent team performance in
the iiis match, finishing 4th and 6th individually. in the iVs mob match david pattinson
and matthew harris came home in 13th and 14th places, with paul pruzina stealing the
show with an exceptional individual victory to seal an overall cambridge win. 

in lent term attention switched towards track and field, and a number of  jesuans
competed at VFear, the indoor Varsity match competed in relay format. both james
coxon and liam emmett were part of  the scoring 4x800m cambridge team, narrowly
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losing out to oxford. an hour later james raced again in the 4x1500m, running a pb of
4:04 on the opening leg. sarah laing returned to pole Vault, her best jump helping
cambridge to win this event and post a record combined height in the process. Fresher
anne-marie bowring opened her cuac account with a long jump of  4.53 and triple jump
of  8.89, the start of  some fantastic improvement over the rest of  the year.

Following the annual training camp in tenerife, the final selections were made for the
Varsity match at the beginning of  easter term, this year held at our own Wilberforce road
ground. two of  our postgraduate cross-country specialists, jonathan and david, ran in the
alverstone’s 5000m finishing 2nd and 3rd. liam finished strongly in a tactical alverstone’s
800m to take 3rd. anne-marie bowring posted more personal bests in the horizontal jumps,
notably taking 2nd in the alligator’s triple jump to edge out some seasoned oxford
competitors. paul pruzina glided through the blues 3000m steeplechase to take 3rd in only
his second ever chase, while james coxon made his blues team debut in a tactical 1500m.
With many athletes returning next season we look forward to another strong year of  jesus
athletics!

James Coxon

Badminton
the jesus college badminton club has again had a very successful year, remaining the most
successful badminton college in cambridge. jesus won the men’s and women’s top leagues
in both terms, whilst retaining the men’s and women’s cuppers titles. as well as our
continuing sporting success, the social side of  the club remains strong, with formals, 
a room crawl and a black tie dinner.

in the cuppers competitions, the strength in depth across the club was on display,
compared to other teams who had a strong first pair, but whose quality wasn’t maintained
across the team. the  men’s team, led by Fred alford won through despite a few close
matches. the women’s team, captained by tansy branscombe, had a particularly strong
second pair of  izabela Kujawiak and chantelle Foster who reliably won all their cuppers
matches, and helped jesus win yet another cuppers competition. unfortunately, the mixed
team lost in the cuppers final, playing two very strong entirely university team pairings –
still a great showing though. the jesus badminton club has really benefited from players of
university standard still choosing to play for the college.

the men’s second and third teams have also had strong years, with the jesus 2nd team
remaining the highest ranked ii team in cambridge, and jesus iii’s beating several second
teams.

this year we are saying goodbye to several members who are graduating, including loyal
members neil clegg, tom atherton and man hon ding, as well as current ladies captain
tansy branscombe. We wish everyone who’s leaving the best of  luck in their futures;
hopefully they’ll keep up the badminton!

Christina Lane

Basketball
With the majority of  last year’s team having graduated, recruitment was the first priority for
jesus men’s basketball this year. Fortunately, there was an influx of  freshers with a healthy
appetite for the game, displayed through their commitment to a new training schedule with
two sessions each week. one fresher, sam bedell, also made it into the university first team



and played in the prestigious Varsity match at the end of  lent term. eddie baptista, who
has years of  experience playing at university level, kindly offered his time to the jesus team
in a coaching role.

michaelmas term began with a convincing 39-30 win against Wolfson in division 3 of
the college league. a zone defence successfully neutralised Wolfson’s threat despite their
height advantage, and particularly good shooting from Keith ho, roman rzycki and greg
conti secured the win. a narrow loss to a combined Queens/medsoc team followed, then
a very tough game against eventual division winners gurdon institute. as st. edmunds
failed to field a team, jesus were awarded a win against them, which secured a place in
division 3 again for lent term.

there was a sense of  déjà vu about the jesus team’s start to the lent term. an opening
39-22 victory against caius college was followed by successive losses to Queens and
robinson – following the same pattern of  results as in michaelmas. this meant a victory in
the final league game against sidney sussex would be the only way to ensure division 3
status. after an unfortunate spate of  injuries in the lead up to the game, the depleted squad
could not defeat sidney sussex and a play-off  against st edmunds was necessary. it was a
scrappy game with both teams fighting hard to gain the lead. st edmunds ended the game
on top, extending a narrow lead in the fourth quarter to confirm that jesus would be
playing in division 4 next year.

just a day after the league play-off, the team were back on the court again to begin the
annual cuppers campaign. the team’s league position resulted in being drawn against
robinson, the reigning cuppers champions. as expected, it was not an easy game, but the
determination showed by the jesus team to make for up for defeat earlier in year was
evident throughout. For the first three quarters of  the game, there was very little to choose
between the two sides. it was only in the final quarter that robinson managed to take a
significant lead, as the jesus defence tired under sustained pressure. this meant the jesus
cuppers dream was put on hold for another year but also proved that the jesus team was
improving with experience together. With the majority of  the team expected to be available
again next year (and a shiny new kit planned), the future of  jesus basketball looks bright.

Callum McCarthy

Boat Club
Men
michaelmas saw only 1 returner from the previous mays 8 and so a largely completely new
crew was formed from the mays m2. this was bolstered by the addition of  nick scott, an
australian schoolboy, and george sylvester, a previous jcbc rower who had returned, to
form a competitive 8+ to look towards the Fairbairn cup. after some hard training and very
promising results early on in the term (taking second in the autumn head and then the win
in the Winter head), we had high hopes for the Fairbairn cup, however eventually lost out to
downing to come in as the second cambridge college (although the Fairbairn cup itself
was won by the visiting oriel college, oxford).

the second crew came together well under the vice captain nick tubbs to take the win
in the second 8s category, and the third crew, coached by alumnus robert batty, were also
comfortably the fastest third crew. this year saw another large novice intake, and a very
strong nm1 came through, finishing second in the novice category. they also raced on the
Friday, and beat an impressive number of  second crews and even the selwyn first crew.

the annual camp was again in mequinenza and was as usual a great success. a number
of  first and second boat rowers, along with some aspiring novices, were taken on camp and
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came along a great deal. special mention goes to chris saner, who came on camp as a
novice and managed to make the lents m1 after the camp.

We went into the lent term full of  ambition after a very successful michaelmas and
aware that we had the speed to catch crews in front of  us during lent term. We were
hampered by injuries a couple of  times, but were helped out by medic finalist and 
ex-goldie rower Will jones and kept the momentum moving forward. during the lents, 
we were unlucky to have crews ahead of  us bump out quickly and so we rowed over on the
first day, however we came out on the second day determined to show our speed and
quickly got pembroke ahead of  us. on the third day, we ate up the gap on caius fast,
however agonisingly we stayed just off  their stern for most of  the course. We were
determined to rectify this on the final day, and came charging off  the cannon to catch them
coming out of  grassy corner. overall, we went up 2 to finish 3rd and were very satisfied
with our performance and can look at making the final push next year.

the other novices had also integrated well into the lower boats, forming some very
strong results further down. m2 went up 2, catching selwyn on the Wednesday and then
homerton on the saturday, while m3 caught Fitzwilliam 2 and peterhouse 2 on the last two
days to also finish up 2. m4 unfortunately had worse luck and a couple of  unfortunate
collisions to finish down 3.

may term was begun with the inaugural mays training camp, which was based in
cambridge and involved the m1 crew returning to cambridge a week early for some
intensive water training. With few returners to the squad (only guy pearson of  mays 2nd
Viii 2016 returning from america), the pressure was felt for the need to keep up with the
other crews on the river who had multiple university rowers returning and we concluded
this week on a high note by racing and winning the head of  the cam against some of  the
aforementioned crews.

the crew built well up to the mays despite the usual disruption from exams and some
more injury issues, however on the race week it became apparent that we did not have the
top end speed needed. although we recovered extremely well from crashing on the first day
to hold off  First and third, we fell on the subsequent days to downing, peterhouse and
emmanuel. if  anything this has spurred members of  the crew to return next year and learn
from our mistakes last year.

m2 found themselves ahead of  some charging and greatly enhanced crews below them
to finish down 2, whilst m3 did better, catching emmanuel 3 and selwyn 2. m4 had a rather
more bizarre week, ‘catching’ and empty selwyn 3 station, only to be overbumped and then
catch the empty station again, ultimately finishing down 1. the week was finished on a very
high note though, watching a boat being burnt to celebrate the fantastic achievement of  
W1 winning the headship.

to finish off  the year, m1 travelled to henley regatta to try and qualify for the temple
challenge cup. unfortunately coming up short, the race was still a fantastic experience for
the crew to have and it inspired them, the majority of  whom return next year, to raise the
standard. everyone returning looks forward eagerly to the next year. there are several of
the crew going off  the trial for the university squad, but they are all keen to return, and the
remaining crew is inspired to push others on to make a strong club.

Tim Nugent

Women
Following a strong performance from the women’s squad the previous year, W1 started
michaelmas with the primary target of  defending the lent headship and holding off
downing. We had a large number of  new rowers entering the senior boats and so used the
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Women's first VIII racing to gain Headship in the May Bumps

Men’s and women’s squads after a successful and intense week of training on their winter training camp in Mequinenza

Men's first VIII racing on the first day of the Lent Bumps during which they went up 2
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michaelmas races such as uni Fours and autumn head to build up some experience. 
the crew worked hard throughout the term, adjusting our various different rowing styles
and experiences to become one coherent crew.  We shared the men’s victory at Queen’s ergs
which was a hugely satisfying moment for the college as a whole.  We came 4th of  the
college crews in the Winter head. jonathan conder’s guidance and expertise meant that by
the Fairbairns races we managed to hold off  downing’s attempt to overtake us on the
course, giving us confidence for the lent races when we would have to do exactly that.
despite illness in the boat, we placed 5th in Fairbairns races managing to reduce the lead
downing had over us in the autumn head (16 seconds) to 8 seconds, roughly the
advantage we would have when trying to defend headship. W2 gained a fantastic coaching
team in stella isaacs and lara sullivan. W2 put in commendable hard work and developed
impressively over the term. this was also thanks to the joint effort of  Vice-captains
madalena castro and lili bidwell.  they were the 4th fastest W2 in Fairbairns and had laid
the groundwork for a promising lents campaign.  the novice girls have had a strong term.
nW1 firmly demonstrated their talent, winning Queen’s ergs, claire novices and their
Fairbairns division. nW2 shared in nW1’s success, winning Fairbairns for their category.
nW3 held their own and beat a large number of  nW2s from other colleges as well as being
the fastest nW3 at Queen’s ergs. thanks must be given to all the students who gave up
their time to coach the novices and the organisation of  the lower boats captains.

training camp was a crucial point for the women’s squad. We took 10 senior rowers and
2 novices to mequinenza before term began. We had 3 outings a day and the improvements
we made were remarkable. With such fantastic coaching from stella isaacs, jonathon
thickness and jonathan conder we changed from a crew that may be able to cling onto
headship in lent bumps to a crew that could feel confident when the canon went off. 
We wouldn’t have been able to do this without the focus, hard work and resources that
camp facilitates. We came back to cambridge determined to achieve our goal of
maintaining headship. We got off  to a flying start by winning our category in the Winter
head, now faster than downing and clare who had dominated the michaelmas racing. 
We spent the rest of  the lent term focusing on our own rowing and not giving other
colleges too much to go by. We favored ely training weekends over races on the cam.

on the first day of  the bumps the crew (cox: lizzy robson str: alex gutai 7: charlotte
jackson 6: claire nicholls 5: abigail smith 4: juia sala bayo 3: beth hundleby 2: ailidh
burgess bow: hannah meyer) felt ready and we put in a strong performance holding
downing off. the real challenge came on the final day of  bumps when downing came
within half  a length on us in an attempt to ‘fly or die’. the crew knew that we had the
fitness and stamina to keep our hands in the fire longer than downing and this paid off
with downing collapsing along the plough reach and being bumped by clare. our cox
lizzy robson was particularly commendable in this high pressured moment, keeping us
calm and not doubting for a second our ability to row away. it also meant a great deal to
have the master cycling alongside us cheering. thanks must be given to jonathan conder
and jonathon thickness and all those who came along to watch the crew. there was a
parade of  bikes accompanying us on the reach on the last day. the support we received
demonstrates the warmth and support the club as a whole offered. W1 then went on to row
at Wehorr where we finished 20 seconds ahead of  clare and downing, confirming our
status as the fastest women’s crew and 75th overall. We were also invited to race at the
henley boat races against the fastest oxford college – Keble. sadly, we were beaten by 2
lengths but it was a good experience to race in such choppy conditions and i am proud that
the crew did not stop pushing at any point of  the race. the extra training going into henley
made us even more fired up for the following term. W2 also had a strong term. they won
newnham short course and consistently finished as the fastest W2. in bumps they
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bumped selwyn and magdalene to go up 2, increasing their lead as the highest second boat
in the lent bumps. W3 also went up 2 thanks to the coaching of  charlotte jackson. We
also had a W4 in the lent bumps for the first time in 10 years who managed to stay level
surrounded by W3s. it is a tremendous achievement that all the women’s crews finished
bumps as the highest first, second, third and fourth boat. this is testament to the depth of
the squad and the hard work and commitment of  rowers and coaches alike. 

in the lead up to may bumps, W1 took the opportunity to compete in regattas outside of
cambridge including bucs and bedford. bucs in particular was a humbling experience as
we did not perform as well as we should of. however, we turned this into a training focus.
every time we felt we were plateauing we remembered bucs and pushed ourselves further.
We started may bumps in 3rd position. We had the pleasure of  rebecca abbott returning
to us after her victory in the lightweight race at henley. by the first day of  bumps the crew
(cox: aiden chan, str: alex gutai, 7: charlotte jackson, 6: claire nicholls, 5: rebecca
abbott, 4: julia sala de bayo, 3: abigail smith, 2: ailidh burgess, bow: beth hundleby)
were determined to win headship. on the second day we bumped downing who had
previously lost their headship position to caius. on the 3rd day our biggest challenge lay
before us; bumping caius for headship. jc had given us the confidence that we could grind
caius down over the course, and that is exactly what we did. We bumped next to our m1
waiting for their own race and it was fantastic motivation to hear their cheers for the last
few strokes. on the last day all other crews had bumped out by the reach and we enjoyed
our last row together, pushing ourselves to the last stroke. W1 gained double headship, 
an achievement never before attained by a jesus women’s crew. again we were overjoyed by
the jesuan support we received. unfortunately, W2 went down 3 but still remain the 
highest W2. W3 also went down 2 but were bumped by W2s showing their strength. 

it’s been a pleasure to be women’s captain this year and able to report on such good
results! We have a very special boat club and i’ve felt proud to play a role. i’d like to thank
all our coaches, committee members and trustees for all the support they’ve given the boat
club this year – it wouldn’t have been possible without all your hard work. 

Abigail Smith

Boat Club Trust
a wonderful achievement by the women’s 1st boat (W1) crowned a great year for them:
rowing to head of  the mays topping rowing over head of  the lents. Women’s captain 
abi smith and the crews, and their coaches, deserve every congratulation, and those
watching, whether in the paddock during the mays or elsewhere or at different times, were
thrilled to see the red and black triumphant, a reward for focus, application, hard work and
organization throughout the year: well done them!

the men’s crews had very capable leadership, under tim nugent, president and men’s
captain, and did well at times during the year, particularly in the lents, but, for whatever
reason, didn’t quite have the qualities that W1 had when the pressure was really on in the
mays. the crews, especially the men’s 1st boat (m1), felt very disappointed in the end but
they are very resilient and came away determined to do better this new year. they know
what they have to do, and that they have to do it from the start of  the year, consistently: 
the women’s crews demonstrated in the summer that it all begins in the autumn and that
work done in the autumn, winter and spring reaps its reward.

that message has been clearly delivered to all by our new head coach and boatman,
jonathan conder, who started full time in march, taking over from john thicknes, who had
been with us for three years and leaves with our very best wishes. jonathan conder is well
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known to the club, having coached W1 successfully – the headship of  the lents – last year
and joins jcbc after twenty years coaching, both clubs and colleges, on the cam, and
elsewhere. he was a distinguished competitive oarsman himself  and brings to jcbc all the
right experiences and skills – he is a coach educator for british rowing. We welcome him
warmly and wish him all success with us.

the club continued its policy of  competing when it can away from cambridge. m1 and
m2 were frustrated by the cancellation of  the head of  the river race; W1 were luckier in
the Women’s Viii head of  the river, beating the other cambridge colleges; they rowed in
the henley boat races and were able there to cheer on rebecca abbott in the successful
cuWlrc crew. We were pleased to see that an eight was again entered for the temple
challenge cup at henley. this, and other events entered in unfamiliar surroundings, give
great experience of  racing which is invaluable on the cam.

the year was light on equipment purchases, enabling the trust to husband resources for
a future which will undoubtedly come, our long-held policy continues of  investing in the
club, not only by equipment purchases, but by paying part – but only part, the balance
being met by the participating students themselves – of  the cost of  a major training camp
in january. this year the camp was again at mequinenza in spain and was attended by
substantial numbers of  men’s and women’s squad members, coxes, coaches and supervisors:
three outings a day, uninterrupted paddling in the beautiful cliff-lined gorge adjoining the
training area at our hosts, the capri club. money well spent, and a very good start to the
lent term.

at some stage before too long there will have to be a review of  the overall size and
nature of  our boathouse and training facilities, to ensure we are keeping up with the best,
essential to keeping jcbc’s performance up with the best on the river and to attracting
students, perhaps particularly the most athletically talented, to row.

a moment of  great sadness: the naming in may after the much-missed and 
much-lamented john hughes of  the latest addition to our fleet of  boats: professor michael
Waring delivered fine words appropriate to the occasion.

Ewan Pearson (in CUBC blazer) said a few words about the JCBC Trust before Professor Michael Waring (in College summer blazer)
named the newly-acquired IV the “John Hughes” 
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our current spending policy is to limit our outgoings to the investment income of  the
trust. We will continue for the time being to put aside each year one third of  the cost of  a
new Viii, so that each club receives a new Viii every six years. other spending is mainly on
smaller boats, oars, training caps and ergos.

there has been no recent change in our approach, which is to follow an absolute
return investment policy. hence, we compete against inflation, not any market indices. 
at 30th june 2017 the capital value of  our funds had reached £1.06m, a further record
high, 12% up on a year earlier, and up 49% over 5 years. our property exposure is still
relatively high, and is thus under close scrutiny. all three of  our funds (at ccla and
sarasin) have had a good steady performance over the past year, with the two equity funds
doing particularly well since the brexit decision, helped by the fall in the pound.

our objective continues to be to outperform uK cpi inflation +4% per annum for
both income and capital growth, to match the unfortunately rather high average inflation
rate that we see in the items on which we spend money. We are on track to achieve that for
capital growth but not for income growth. at 30th june 2017 the forecast income for the
next 12 months had risen further to £37,790. this represents a yield of  3.57% on our
invested capital, a yield which the trustees continue to feel is at a sustainable level. it is,
however, not enough to keep up with our target for income growth. For example, our
income has grown by 6.35% over the past year, but cpi +4% has increased by 6.9%. this
may seem a small shortfall, and was there a year ago but masked by the sudden steep drop
in the property sector’s asset values in june 2016. the long-term trend is clearer now, and it
means that our purchasing power is slowly declining. one way in which this is visible is in
the declining frequency with which we by new Viiis. hence the trustees are examining
options to ‘catch up’ on income growth.

We hold a broad and diverse range of  securities, balanced across equities, bonds,
property, infrastructure, alternatives, with very little in cash. this keeps the risk/return
profile at an optimum level. every three years we review in detail our investment policy,
performance and managers, and we are now carrying out such a review. Whilst we are
pleased with the performance of  our two fund managers and three funds, everything is
being reviewed and we do expect to make some adjustments..

We continue to need more old members to help support the current generation: by
cheering the crews along from the towpath, by visiting the club, by helping with coaching,
at whatever level and for however long, even on an occasional basis: you would be surprised
how much even a day’s attendance is appreciated. We are very keen that you come to the
social events but we, and the club, would much rather see you, whenever suits, at the
boathouse. please give this some thought, and, if  and when you can, please contact
jonathan conder on boatman@jesus.cam.ac.uk, who will provide any briefing and
induction, or alternatively trustees sheena cassidy on sheena.cassidy@3pb.co.uk or matt
jones on mattjones@cantab.net. there have been some outstanding examples in this past
year of  how successful this can be and we are very grateful to those concerned. the
customary pre-autumn term gathering of  captains, head coach, trustees and supporters
was held and well-attended, prior to the start of  the year.

We also need to maintain our inward flow of  funds and i would encourage everyone to
look at making a, or a greater, contribution. new members are joining the Friends at a
steady pace but we need more, and i would ask those who have contributed, for example by
being a member of  the Friends, but have allowed their membership to lapse, to resume
their membership: it isn’t a huge sum for each member but each contribution is very much
valued and together they make a huge difference. only by keeping our funds topped up can
we do what the trust is there to do.

membership of  the Friends brings a termly email newsletter and other updates, details



of  social events – such as boatie hall in november, our supporters dinner in london in
march and the annual barbecue at the boathouse on a sunday in may – and free parking in
the paddock on mays saturday

Further details about the trust can be found on www.jcbc.jesus.cam.ac.uk/trust; about
the Friends on www.jcbc.jesus.cam.ac.uk/sites/default/files/jcbcFriendsso+ga. pdf;
and, for younger supporters, on our new graduate donor scheme on
www.jcbc.jesus.cam.ac.uk/sites/default/files/jcbctrust_graduatedonation.pdf
in any event david reid would be very pleased to hear from you on d.m.reid91@cantab.net

the excellent tradition of  alumni and alumnae going rowing the afternoon before the
jccs annual dinner in september was thwarted this year by the dinner being held at
mansion house in london. it will undoubtedly be resumed with great enthusiasm next
year: saturday 22nd september 2018. if  you would like to take part next year, please contact
adrian greenwood on amgreenwood@tiscali.co.uk or me on dhwootton@gmail.com

the trustees and their responsibilities remain unchanged:
chairman david Wootton dhwootton@gmail.com
treasurer chris mcdouall christopher@mcdouall.co.uk
investments ewan pearson e.pearson@gpb.eu
secretary louise couch louisecouch@gmail.com
college links michael Waring mjw11@cam.ac.uk
the Friends: richard tett richard.tett@freshfields.com

david reid d.m.reid91@cantab.net
helen boldon helenboldon@gmail.com

Women’s club/
london link sheena cassidy sheena.cassidy@3pb.co.uk
training/coaching/
Quality of  rowing matt jones mattjones@cantab.net
boat club strategy/
boatman/boathouse jon hutton jon_hutton@hotmail.co.uk

i am very grateful, as i am sure readers will also be, to all my fellow trustees for all their
time and effort: entirely voluntary when they all have jobs and commitments to more than
fill their days otherwise.

We also congratulate this year’s captains, abi smith and tim nugent, on a job well done
and wish alex gutai and guy pearson, the new president and Women’s captain and men’s
captain respectively, and the other officers and committee members, all success: they will
know that there is a huge well of  support for them and lots of  advice and guidance
available to them in the coming year.

We look forward with confidence and wish the jcbc well.

David Wootton, Chairman 

Cricket

Men
in terms of  pure hard stats – win:loss ratios, say, or progression through cuppers – jesus
college cricket club did not impress in 2017. but we succeeded in other, far more
important, ways; overall you would be hard pressed to find as sound a bunch of  cricketers
across all of  east anglia.

With our ranks swelled by a small number of  talented freshers, we faced a combined
grads-Fellows team in our first match of  the season. our upper order made a good fist of
chasing 143 off  20 overs, fresher osborne in particular impressing with a debonair 33, 
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but with the upper order gone by the 10th over we were always going to struggle to keep up
with the run rate. our next appearance on the close was for our annual fixture against the
Woozlers, whose number three hyde (happily coming to jesus in october 2017) hit a
mammoth 167* to take them to 258-5 off  their 35 allocated overs, douie’s leg spin
snaffling 3-52. despite college’s delicious tea – a running theme of  our long-format
matches this season – we were in trouble with the bat and it was the middle order’s turn to
dazzle. douie came out swinging his stick hockey-style to post 61, while evans cycled in
halfway through our innings and hit a hugely impressive 71* off  32 balls. tragically it wasn’t
quite enough to get us over the line, and we finished a couple dozen short at 239-8.

so, on to the old boys! cloudy at first, the weather later gave way to some gorgeous sun
that lit up a fixture and dinner that is always the highlight of  our season. after a pre-
arranged toss, the old boys' wickets fell steadily thanks to three superb catches from
specialist point clark-maxwell and some metronomical bowling from fresher harman 
(3-41) who removed danger man pope on exactly 50. old boys captain allan hit a splendid
53, while ex-jccc skipper Webster posted 28 in the process of  cajoling the lower order
through the final overs. both were dismissed by the loopy finger spin of  the wily elabbadi
(4-35). allan declared on 223-8 off  35 overs, and we went in for tea with the game nicely
poised but favouring the old boys. now our turn to bat, stewart and osborne accelerated
through the old boys’ bowling in a masterly fashion, and the match was in the current
jesuans’ favour at 95-0 off  16 overs. but osborne chopped on after a magnificent 42, 
while stewart walked after nicking one behind on exactly 50 the very next over. losing five
further wickets over the next 15 overs including assheton (46), jesus looked to be lacking in
the necessary batting firepower to get the win. so it was down to stopher, elabbadi and
harman to hold out for the draw as the chapel court clock ticked on to seven o’clock.
dinner and spoons followed, both enthusiastically attended by the lion’s share of  the
playing contingent, and in sum i can safely say the whole day was the high point of  my
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cricketing time at jesus.
the final long-format match of  the season was against the jesters, whose wickets were

shared in mostly equal measure among our predatory bowlers – we bowled only two wides
to restrict them to 189-8 off  37 overs. after tea douie (standing in as skipper for absent
stewart) fell early to a straight ‘un, leaving grads van der byl and evans at the crease. 
the two put on the standout batting partnership of  the season: 171 runs off  24 overs, 
van der byl posting 104* and evans 64. a brief  cameo from rutter at the end ensured we
reached 190-3 off  27 overs – a comfortable win.

our t20 cuppers campaign put us through similar highs and lows. our opening match
against homerton was always going to be a tough nut to crack: osborne (39) and
blanchard (31) went some of  the way towards their pretty huge 174-5, but it wasn’t enough
against a strong outfit, and we ran out of  gas in the 19th over at 115 all out. next came 
our match at trinity, where an extraordinarily spongy surface couldn’t stop stewart (67*),
blanchard (37) and osborne (34) tucking into some mixed bowling to get us to 168-3.
elabbadi (4-18) and van der byl (2-10) proceeded to run through the trinitarian batsmen
like a hot knife through butter, leaving them on an entirely insufficient 118-8. our third
cuppers match against christ’s was forecast to be the tightest of  the lot. solid opening
bowling from ratnayake and sengupta, aided by chiturri (2-44) and stewart (2-7), went
some way towards controlling their score, but they accelerated later to finish on a decent
153-6. We got off  to a sturdy start with the bat, but disaster struck in the 9th over as
osborne was run out after a crucial and gutsy 35. blanchard came in to steady the ship,
sweeping, pulling and driving beautifully to reach his 50, but with him and stewart (45) back
in the hutch by the 18th over, it was left to aojula and alam to hit 19-odd off  the last two
overs. their attempt was valiant but it wasn’t quite enough to take us over the finish line,
and we fell short by 4 runs, thereby prematurely ending our cuppers campaign. next year etc.

to all those who have been involved with jccc during my three years here (noel rutter
in particular) – thanks! and to those who remain, led boldly by osborne into the sunshine
of  2018 – ldosn.

Alistair Stewart

Graduates
the graduate cricket team has once again had a successful year from the first jesus college
international cricket tour to the first two-day match to be played at the college in many
decades. our pre-season was vastly improved by new nets that have very kindly been
bought by the jesus college cricket Fund. 

the first match of  the season was a friendly t20 against the undergraduates. our
batsmen struggled with few making it to double figures but we were saved by the rock of
our innings, the ironically named ‘Floppy’, hitting an impressive 51 not out. in the end we
were able to post a respectable 143 before we found ourselves struggling for wickets as they
seemed to cruise to 29-0. it was not until john dudley took a fifer for 11 runs that we were
able to remove the opposition 16 runs shy of  our total. overall, it was an excellent warm-
up game and a great start to the season, which set us up nicely for the tour to croatia two
days’ later. 

the tour to Vis, croatia was a sublime experience, the team remaining undefeated,
setting us up for the season as we returned to the close. the next match to be played was
a declaration game against the salmagundi gardeners, a strong london-based team and
long-standing fixture of  the graduate season. in reply to their 206, our early order
collapsed before luke perera and assheton put together a heroic recovery and
partnership – perera finished 79 not out and assheton 67 not out to leave us with the win
and two overs to spare. 
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With such a strong win under the belt of  the stand-in captain, mutiny seemed on the
cards and i quickly rushed back for our next declaration match against the Wealdstone
corinthians. We won the toss and opted to bat. With the help of  assheton once again,
scoring 67 not out we were all out after 36 overs for 147 – a total that looked difficult to
defend. despite not being able to bowl the opposition out and win the match, we managed
to just stop them overtaking our total as the last ball of  the match was hit for four to bring
the scores level! i have never played a match before where the result is a draw with the
scores identical but needless to say you can’t have a more exciting match! 

spoilt by such a thriller we hardly dared hope to have such another all season let alone in
the same week but a mere four days later we were due to face our rivals immemorial
jhorpedos (john’s, homerton, corpus and eddies all rolled into one) in the graduate
league. the game came down to a thrilling conclusion as the opposition required 12 runs to
win off  the final over. With all the fielders at the boundaries they ran everything and it was
only a fortunate run out that saved one and restricted the opposition to 11 in the end,
leaving the scores level after the full 15 – this was another thriller and a rare result, made
more so by the coincidence of  two level score matches occurring in the same week!

our next match was aagainst the incogniti cricket club, the third oldest wandering
cricket club in the world. this fixture had not been played probably since the 1960s or 70s,
however, i decided to get in contact with the club after reading the plaque above the
pavilion door: “the clock built into the wall of  chapel court was presented to the college
in the easter term 1939 by the incogniti cricket club in grateful appreciation of  delightful
cricket and much hospitality since 1900”. it seemed a shame that such an historic fixture
had been lost and the 21st may was fixed in the diary. in preparation for the match i had a
trawl through the archives and with the help of  the college archivist, robert athol, to
whom i am very grateful, was able to find some helpful information. under the clock,
which was restored in 2012, we found ourselves struggling for wickets in a historic
declaration match. With all eyes firmly fixed on the generous gift of  the incogniti, 
we managed to hold out for the draw despite being outclassed. as another thrilling game
came down to the last ball, i think it is fair to say that this season we have done their gift
proud and it certainly has presided over many games that have been hotly contested against
time! 

after such an historic match, our campaign in the graduate league continued later in the
week with a narrow defeat against a strong hughes/caius team. although it was a brave



batting performance, it was clear that we didn’t deserve to win the game and was a painful
end to our unbeaten season. dusting ourselves off, we looked for redemption in our next
sunday fixture against the interlopers. losing the toss we were put in to bowl but again
struggled for wickets. they declared on 267 and i did not expect much of  a game to
emerge after tea with only 34 overs left for the chase. i sent perera and rob lewis out to
open, fatefully saying “have fun, just play for your averages” – words i fear will stick with
me for the remainder of  my cricketing career. perera, unbeaten on 106, ended up hitting the
winning four runs off  the last ball despite the game appearing well outside our grasp, and
we were able to achieve a victory that is a testament to our players’ determination and spirit.

buoyed on by such a thriller, we now went into our last graduate league match against
Queens’ college requiring a much needed win if  we were to make the final of  the
competition. an impressive team performance had them restricted to 101 runs off  20
overs. assheton and evans both finished not out, having chased the total down with 6
overs to spare. such a resounding victory gave us a good chance of  making the final on net
run rate despite our loss and draw in the previous cup matches. 

at the conclusion of  all of  our home sunday matches we remained undefeated in 
long-format cricket having won 3 and drawn 3. all that remained was for us to play in the
Finals day of  the graduate league to determine our finishing position. due to our win
against Queens’, we were through to the final based on net run rate after jhorpedos
received a walk-over against hughes/caius to finish on the same number of  points as us.
unfortunately, on the day of  the final our opposition failed to turn up and we won the
match and the league by concession. 

this year has been a fantastic season for the jesus college graduate cricket team.
successive wins in the graduate league, the first international tour, the match against the
incogniti and the 2-day match have all been wonderful experiences and ones that i will
treasure. once again it has been a pleasure to captain such a lovely group of  players who
will always play their hearts out for the team. We are all extremely grateful to the college for
the brilliant facilities we have and without the tireless work of  the college gardeners
(especially colin dunn, the groundsman), we would not have the fantastic pitch that we do.
additionally, i would like to thank simon hawkey, the domestic bursar, for his efforts to
improve the facilities recently and for the plans he has put into place for the future. 
Finally, i am extremely grateful to duncan allan and the jesus college cricket Fund for all
of  the work they have done and continue to do to make jesus college cricket a success. 
i wish next year’s captain, john dudley, the best of  luck and hope the season is as
successful as this one has been.  

Cai Read

CU Dance Team
a number of  jesuans represented cudt in the beginner, novice, intermediate and
advanced categories. We represented cudt in several competitions held across the year
involving travelling to the university of  nottingham, sheffield, cardiff  and east anglia in
preparation for nationals. in all competitions cambridge succeeded in remaining
undefeated team match winners and collected many trophies throughout the season. a few
achievements by our college members include: nik cerrutti – half  blue awarded in Varsity
a team 2017;  chalrotte mcdonald – double same sex suda Finalist; izaak jephson –
awarded cudt’s couple of  the Year; megan lazenbury – member of  beginners team
ranked 3rd at suda; chris may- miller – Varsity challenge team member; and danielle
Forster – international academy ballroom champion.
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the university dancesport circuit concludes at the empress ballroom, Wintergardens,
blackpool for the university nationals, the largest competition of  the year. For the 7th
consecutive year cambridge were declared iVda team match champions, with other
incredible results including izaak jephson runners up in the novice ballroom and danielle
Forster winner of  the ex-student ballroom. 

this year for the first time university dancesport was raised to an international level. 
a team of  4 couples represented cambridge in the international academy cup team
match. universities from around the world including asia and america travelled to beijing
to compete in the competition. cambridge were yet again successful and can now declare
themselves as international academy team match champions, and danielle Forster with
her partner salvatore cardamone won the individual international academy ballroom cup. 

the final contest of  the dancesport calendar for cambridge is the Varsity team match
against oxford. cambridge won the a team, with nik and danielle being awarded half  blue
status. in addition izaak, chris and charlotte lead to the victory of  the challenge team.
Following the competition cambridge wishes to acknowledge the hard work and team spirit
of  one stand out couple for the year. this year izaak jephson along with his partner Katy
were selected as the “cudt couple of  the year” – a great achievement. 

all in all cudt has maintained its success this year and gained a new international title.
We aim for even more success next year with a brand new committee. izaak jephson and
charlotte mcdonald are taking on the role of  beginners captains, if  you are interested in
joining team please get in touch. We also hope to create a jesus dancesport society next
year. if  you would like to give it a go, taster sessions are being held at the start of
michaelmas term so come along and join cudt for another successful year!

Danielle Forster

Football

Men
With an extremely large cohort of  footballers graduating in 2016, the 2016-17 jesus men’s
football squads were severely depleted. as such, we relied on a heavy intake of  first years to
bolster the numbers. Fortunately there were a number of  enthusiastic and talented new
players to bolster all of  the squads. 
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unfortunately, the 1st Xi got off  to a shaky start, losing badly away at Queens which
seemed to dictate the rest of  their season. despite showing promise following a 4-1 win
against downing and an away win against an in-form robinson, some frustrating losses left
jesus mid table come the end of  the season. unfortunately the cuppers campaign was
premature, losing to Queens in the quarter finals, despite leading the game at half  time. 

jesus second Xi finished in 4th position in the 3rd tier, but similarly had a disappointing
cup run, losing in the first round. 

jesus third Xi finished comfortably in a mid-table position in the 4th division and had a
successful cup run, reaching the final. 

Ryan Law 

Women 
the 2016/17 season was another strong one for jcWFc with an influx of  new players
contributing once again to our dominance in the top division of  the college league.
Winning 5 of  our 6 league games by convincing margins, the largest being 15-0 win against
emmanuel, saw the team finish the season with an incredible goal difference of  +36 with
an amazing 49 goals scored across all competitions. unfortunately, this was not quite
enough to retain the league title and we finished the season in 2nd place having been
narrowly edged out of  1st by an agonising two goals on goal difference to
selwyn/robinson. the cuppers competition saw us progress to the quarter finals before
being knocked out by the eventual winners pembroke. overall another successful year for
jcWFc and a massive thank you must go to every single one of  the players this year who
made captaining the team an absolute joy.

Katy Edwards and Izzy Vahdati

MCR 
proving themselves the strongest jesuan team for the second year running was the goal for
the plucky footballers of  the mcr. For the first time in recent memory, a consistent,
dedicated and technically superior flock was built from the ground up, selecting the finest
players that the undergraduate, graduate, alumni and staff  roost had to offer. Finishing a
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disappointing but comfortable third in the league, the jesus college mcr Football team
were to end the season with a heavy bag of  grain on their shoulders. all three of  the
undergraduate teams had been unsuccessful in restocking our coop’s poultry collection of
silver, and it was down to the battle-hardened mcr team to show their plumage and bring
glory to the coop. clucking at the challenge, the team fought through to land a place in the
cuppers final against churchill college, the final opportunity to return some glory to the
hen house. having convinced a large contingent of  the blues squad to play for them,
churchill had an outstanding cuppers campaign, but no blue plumage was ever going to
ruffle jesuan feathers. the close fought first half  came to a close. the battered jesuans, two
goals up but exhausted, looked to seal victory in the second half. however, churchill proved
more than peckish for a second half  comeback. after an early goal, the churchill morale
was strengthened, resulting in an intense midfield battle led by harry “ruthless” roocroft.
jesus bravely defended their lead as the final minutes approached, but a gruesome fowl, just
outside the pen, but within free-range, left one last hurdle to overcome before victory. 
as the pigskin hurtled towards the net, they did not disappoint. no team, regardless of  how
many ringers one might acquire, were to take a cup from a jesus keeper, flightless or not,
and a safe set of  hands sealed victory. a glorious end to the season for the jesus college
football club, cuppers champions.

the team should be incredibly proud of  their performance this season. a fine example
of  how dedication and passion can transform a haphazard collection of  players, into a
winning team.

Miles Alexander Stopher 

Hockey 

Men
having lost several key players from last season, the start of  term was as uncertain as usual.
We kicked off  the season with a Fresher’s introductory session, gaining us a strong intake of
new players. this coupled with several new second year and grad players gave us great hope
for this season.

michaelmas started well with 2-0 and 6-0 victories over both downing and girton
respectively, putting us in strong contention for the league title. this was unfortunately short
lived due to a tough 1-3 defeat at the hands of  the st catherine’s 1st team, the eventual
league winners. two more losses to emmanuel and pembroke left us in the bottom half  of
the table, however a big push from the team resulted in a fantastic 7-1 victory over Queens’
pushed us back up, finishing the term in third position. our first cupper’s game was against
christ’s, with a 2-0 victory putting us through to the Quarter Finals. 

the lent term started off  frosty as always, resulting in our first two matches against
pembroke and downing being cancelled due to frozen pitches. With the team eager to play
some hockey after over two months off  we quickly secured 6-0 and 6-2 victories over
emmanuel and Queens’ respectively. our next match was against st catherine’s 1st team,
but with the Varsity hockey matches scheduled that weekend we were sadly unable to put
out a full squad and seek redemption after our previous encounter. the final league match
of  the lent term was against selwyn, resulting in a triumphant 3-2 victory to put us third in
the league standings once again. 

our cuppers pursuit continued in the easter term, with our quarter-final match
scheduled against st catherine’s 1st team. our two previous encounters had resulted in the
jesus defeats, and the team were more apprehensive than ever. a long tough battle resulted
in a 3-2 victory to jesus, knocking out one of  the strongest sides in the competition and
displaying the best standard of  hockey we’d seen all season. the semi-finals saw us up



against selwyn, who having been promoted to the top league at the start of  the lent term
proved a challenging opposition. the final result was a 4-1 victory to jesus, putting us
through to the cupper’s final. our opposition was a very strong trinity/Fitzwilliam side
which was always going to be a tough game. an unfortunate combination of  injuries and
other university sport commitments left us missing three of  our five university hockey
players, including both of  our blues. the final result was an 3-8 defeat, however the team
should be very proud of  their performance against such a strong opposition, particularly
our 3-2 result in the second half. 

notable performances this season include allen scoring 16 of  our 46 goals, as well as
ratnayake’s excellent performance in goal, changing the outcome of  several matches.  

the final hockey this season was the six-a-side tournament hosted by st john’s. 
the team secured the overall victory for the second year running and the fancy dress prize
for the third year in a row.

James Douie

Women 
the women’s side saw a large influx of  new players replacing those women who had
graduated in the previous year. unfortunately, the season started with a 5-0 loss against 
st catherine’s, however the jesus side which was low on numbers fought well, with excellent
defensive play and successfully kept the score line low. the strong team spirit and high
standard of  hockey continued throughout michaelmas term, resulting in 2 wins against
churchill/downing (1-0) and selwyn (4-1). a close 3-2 loss against clare/Queens’ left the
team mid table by the end of  the term. lent term saw the cold weather and ice disrupt
several matches, which coupled with a few forfeits meant that few matches were played.
there were some tough losses against strong st catherine’s and trinity/Fitzwilliam sides,
but the season finished with a draw against a well-matched murray edwards team. 
the women’s side progressed through the cuppers draw to the Quarter finals, where they
were once against faced with a very strong trinity/Fitzwilliam side, resulting in a 5-0 loss. 
With a strong fresher intake and many players staying on next year, the women should be
able to make a strong challenge in both the league and cuppers competitions. 

having won the mixed title last year, jesus started the competition confident it 
could be retained, making a very successful campaign through the cuppers competition. 
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a hard-fought 3-0 win against a strong st john’s side took us to the semi-finals. there we
were met by a st catherine’s team composed almost entirely of  university 2s and blues
players, who eventually went on to win the title. this resulted in an extremely close 2-1 loss,
but the team performed incredibly, pulling together as a unit, and playing extremely well in
defence. strong challenges were made on the opposition’s goal, but we unfortunately could
not quite get the win. excellent team work, commitment and talent was shown by all
players throughout the entirety of  the competition. 

Emma Catlow

Mixed Lacrosse
the jesus mixed lacrosse team entered the league as the team to beat. We had an
impressive record to uphold, having been crowned cuppers champions for the last 7 years
(as far back as memory stretches). some great new additions to the team strengthened our
resolve, and we entered the michaelmas league full of  hope and optimism. 

nevertheless, the loss of  some of  our best players who had graduated or, tragically,
joined the graduate medics team presented a challenge. the new team pulled together, with
early wins against homerton and the Vets. however, our morale suffered as ex-captain
jamie sandall injured his knee during an impressive sprint for goal. though jesus sustained
a few losses to Kings and corpus, we retained our division 1 status for the lent league.

We embarked on the lent league with a few more recruits. though Kings were the
eventual winners, we put together a good side and once again retained our division 1 position.

our biggest challenge of  the year was cuppers, a one-day Knockout tournament. 
our newest freshers had improved greatly, and were excited to take on the challenge. jesus
stormed through the group stages, beating st catz, sidney sussex and girton without
conceding a single goal. a tense match against the medics resulted in a 2-1 victory for jesus,
a good win against a great side. We then progressed to play clare in the Quarter-Finals.
With little more than 12 players, jesus put up a strong challenge clare’s side of  more than
20. the match stretched into extra time, with jesus eventually securing a 3-2 win. 

We then faced corpus in the semi-Finals. tired from our clare match, we conceded a
couple of  early goals. nevertheless, our strong stick skills helped us to reach a 3-2 victory,
confirming our place in the final, where we faced the medics once again. jesus put up a
good fight, but the strain of  three back to back matches was beginning to show. though we
narrowly lost,  the determination and teamwork shown by all was amazing. We are proud to
remain the strongest college side, and to have reached the final for the 8th consecutive year.

Katherine Boucher and Mary Kiernan

Netball
jesus college netball has had a strong year, welcoming lots of  new players and continuing
the success of  the last couple of  years. 

michaelmas term was a transition period for the mixed team, as many players had left us
at the end of  last year, and the new players had to gain experience. since the team had
earned promotion to the first division at the end of  last year, we came up against some very
strong opposition and, despite some positive results, we couldn’t do enough to avoid
relegation. the ladies’ team also dropped down a division in michaelmas due to a
reduction in the number of  leagues, as a greater number of  teams were relegated and only
one promoted due to the reshuffling.



We hosted a ‘mini-Varsity’ with hertford college oxford who came to play the ladies’
netball and rugby teams. We were very evenly matched and won one and lost the other of
the two matches we played. We hope to return to them next year!

lent term was filled with lots of  success for both teams. the mixed team started
strongly but faded at the end of  the term and just missed out on promotion. the ladies’
team won all their games in lent term apart from one draw and expect to be promoted
back up a division. the stronger success in lent term was due to the new players we gained
in michaelmas gaining more experience through the year and we look forward to an even
stronger start to next year.

the season ended with both ladies’ and mixed cuppers. We were able to enter two
teams into the ladies’ competition, whereas most colleges were only able to provide one.
in the competition we comfortably won all of  our group stage matches but were then
unfortunately knocked out in the quarter finals. the mixed team also performed well in the
group stage, making use of  blue maddy eno’s shooting skills to head undefeated into the
quarterfinals, where we were unfortunately just beaten by a strong team from emmanuel. 

overall, jesus college netball has enjoyed a successful year, and we are confident that the
incoming captains, lara tritton (mixed) and holly scott (ladies), will use the dedication
and enthusiasm they have shown for the team this year to take the club to the next level.

Laurence O’Brien

Rugby 

jcruFc began the season with a poor performance against downing, before we managed
to pull together and improve as a squad, despite experiencing a few departures from the
year before. jesus’ near-perennial search for front row players was ended with the find of
the twin force of  max gibbins and ben cline, who performed well having been total
novices at the beginning of  the year. the league season was stunted by many teams not
being able to get a side out against us, while our cup run was ended by an organised caius
side, who were eventual finalists. 

the performances and commitment of  oliver exton deserve particular mention, 
as he returned for his phd at the college to bring leadership and experience to the squad. 

We are sad to see chris may-miller (captain 2014/15) leave the college, as he has
contributed so much to the club throughout his 4 years at jesus, producing excellent
performances for each match in which he has played. We are looking forward to the year
ahead, with strong recruitment and a resurgence of  the women’s team on the cards.

Caspar Ramsay

Squash

despite losing several strong players last year, the college 1st team has had their best results
in recent memory. made up of  tom atherton, matthew daggitt, henry miller, laura
mullarkey and jamie dougherty, the team finished mid-table in the 1st division of  the college
league but it was in cuppers where the team really shone. after winning against extremely
tough opposition in the form of  churchill and Kings college school, the team narrowly lost
3-2 to downing in a nail-biting final against several blues and university players.

the 2nd team also made excellent progress throughout the year. they have been
promoted in the college league after excellent results against darwin, st edmunds, teams
from anglia ruskin and downing ii. cuppers in lent proved a little more difficult as the
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team found themselves paired against a strong homerton team. We're looking forward to
seeing several of  them playing for the 1sts next year.

Matthew Daggitt

Table Tennis
this has been another successful year for jesus college table tennis, with record numbers
at our weekly training sessions. turnout was especially high amongst freshers, and they
particularly enjoyed competitive ‘first to 11’ and ‘around the world’ games. new rackets 
and balls were also bought to facilitate casual play among individuals in college outside of
training hours, as well as for staff  competitions.

unfortunately the departure of  our two best first team players, jessica Kung and james
Fuller, meant that finding replacements to play in the college league First division was
difficult. given that so many of  our members were new to table tennis, it was instead
decided to dedicate the season to rigorous practice in the hope of  challenging for cuppers
and league titles next year.

We are all very much looking forward to the season ahead and i am sure that our new
captain, heinrich capili, will lead the society to new heights!

Leopold Rudolph

Tennis

this year jesus tennis has grown to a new scale and level. boasting three mixed teams in
the winter league (all of  which managed to maintain their respective positions, including j1
in division 1), training sessions running weekly throughout the first two terms with eager
tennis players turning up even when the courts were iced over, new kit, and an arsenal of
keen university tennis level freshers, jesus started the cuppers season in good shape.

For the first time in the history of  cambridge tennis, a women’s cuppers was created
for those colleges with enough players. jesus put forward its first women's team, led by
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women’s captain imogen shannon. they battled hard but unfortunately were drawn against
a strong newnham team, riddled with university players. the men's second team were not
any luckier, coming up against trinity’s first team but they fought their way to the quarter
finals of  the consolation draw.

jesus men’s first team on the other hand, seeded in first place, and made up of  two
university blues players, one second team player, two third team players, and one fourth
team player, were very much the favourites for the tournament. after steam-rollering their
way past churchill, Queens’ and st john’s (to whom m1 lost in a coin toss last year), they
faced emmanuel in the finals. played during may week, on jesus’s home grass courts, it was
a tough encounter but m1 played their best and won the cup for the first time since 1928 
(if  the engravings on the cup are correct). What a great omen for the Varsity matches
against o*ford on the following weekend for each member of  the team!

next year's captains, solomon Knipe and surina Fordington, have all the motivation
needed to defend the cuppers trophy and make jesus tennis legendary.

Aleksander Mardinian 

Women
it has been a great year for women’s tennis with participation at an all time high. matches
were held throughout the year with the Winter league in michaelmas and cuppers in lent
and easter term.  

Weekly training sessions with the men’s tennis team allowed the women to integrate into
the three jesus tennis teams in the Winter league, and we had women in both the second
and third teams. For cuppers, we were entered into the Women’s league. many colleges 
were unable to enter a women’s team due to lack of  players, while jesus had too many keen
players. although the team was committed, we were not successful in the competition.
however, the matches provided a much needed rest from revision during easter term and
we all thoroughly enjoyed the challenge.  

Imogen Shannon

Ultimate Frisbee
it’s been a mixed year for jesus ultimate. With several of  our experienced players
graduating last summer, our league standings have sadly lowered. however, the loss of
experience was more than matched by recruitment of  incoming freshers, who have shown
great skill and commitment to the team. this was reflected by a better Winter cuppers
result, including a joint win of  spirit, as our experience playing as a smaller team worked to
our advantage.

numbers and performance of  the team only increased as the year went on, with much
closer matches in lent and easter as our new players settled into more complex zones and
playstyles on the pitch. With the return of  some alumni, the year culminated in jesus
winning the second division plate at summer cuppers. spirit was again a joint win with the
penguins team, a group of  several colleges.

despite the ups and downs i am confident that this strong finish will set us in good
stead for next year, as ethan lewis takes over as jesus ultimate captain. i’m certain he will
encourage another good year for recruitment and take us forward to even better results
next year.

Matthew Sharp
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members’ news for 2017

People

Y K AFRIDI (1989) has been appointed chief  justice of  the high court of  peshawar,
pakistan.

S BAILEY (1978) was appointed a clerical canon of  st peter’s cathedral, adelaide, 
in 2015 and in september 2016 moved from st saviour’s, glen osmond, south australia to
be the parish priest of  the churches of  st george and the transfiguration in gawler,
south australia.

D J BAKER (2003) has been appointed the sir mathew hale professor of  common law at
Wuhan law school, university of  Wuhan, china. Whilst in this distinguished visiting post,
he will remain as professor of  english law at the university of  surrey.

F A R BARRATT (née rees, 1999), S C LOVELL-JONES (1986) and T D HUCKLE
(1980) organised the first jesus college Welsh society dinner which was held on 29 april
2017 at the celtic manor hotel, newport. the dinner was a great success and it is hoped to
hold an annual event to which all those living and working in Wales will be invited.

P BEASLEY-MURRAY (1963) and his wife caroline (girton, 1964) celebrated their
golden Wedding on 26 august 2017.

J H BLOKLAND (2012) took up the position of  assistant chaplain at marlborough
college in april.

P J BUSSEY (1964) published a book on questions of  science and faith, Signposts to God:
How Modern Physics and Astronomy Point the Way to Belief.

B J CLANCY (1972) is secretary for the guernsey cambridge society and would be
delighted to hear from any jesuans with links to the island. prince edward returned in 2016
and opened the new wing of  the ladies college where brian’s wife is the principal.

R A COLLINS (1976) has taken up an appointment as chief  compliance officer of  the
public investment Fund, the sovereign Wealth Fund of  saudia arabia.

M L D DRINKWATER (2009) was ordained as priest on 24 june in st edmundsbury
cathedral by the bishop of  st edmundsbury and ipswich, M A SEELEY (1972). 
revd drinkwater continues to serve in the parishes of  newmarket st mary and exning 
st agnes.
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S M EVANS (1968) has been appointed chair of  trustees of  carers trust cambridgeshire,
peterborough & norfolk. a cambridge-based entrepreneur, he has been ceo of  several
start-ups in cambridge & london, and now has a portfolio of  charitable and commercial
activities.

L C FERGUSON (2006) launched capital cell ltd, an equity crowdfunding platform for
early stage life science companies. the company has been shortlisted for ‘best international
growth company’ by the uK angels association business awards.

A P FOX (1984) has become professor of  social history at the university of  edinburgh.

M J HAYURST (1962) would like to hear
from alumni who are interested in playing
golf. the jesuan alumni golf  society was
started in early 2016 in response to an
initiative from christ’s to hold an 
inter-college alumni competition. next
year the event will be held at gog magog
with dinner afterwards at clare college,
the winners of  this year’s competition. 
in 2017 there was a three-way competition with Fitzwilliam and cu land society at
dyrham park. this event will also take place next year, this time at harpenden golf  club.
please contact mike hayhurst through the development office for further information.

D JASPAR (1969) was installed as canon theologian in st mary’s cathedral, diocese of
glasgow and galloway in june. he retired from the university of  glasgow in august and
has taken the title of  professor emeritus.

A J MORGAN (1992) has been appointed a Queen’s counsel.

O C F MORLEY (1990) was awarded a cbe for services to public sector digital services
in the Queen’s new Year’s honours list.

A C PARMLEY (1983) became lord mayor of  the city of  london following in the
footsteps of  P D H GADSDEN (1949), A T TRAILL (1953) and D H WOOTTON (1969)
as our fourth post-war lord mayor, a record we think amongst the cambridge colleges.

E C SHEEN (2010) has spent the past two years at Flamingo, a brand consultancy focused
on international cultural understanding. the company encourages employees to continue
their language learning and after two years of  building on the mml faculty’s introductory
paper to portuguese, she is now fluent and transferred to sao paulo earlier this year. 

J A M SIDEY (2011) won the institution of  engineering and technology (iet) Young
Woman engineer of  the Year awards 2016. she is now a lecturer in the department of
engineering. after undergoing selection tests to become an astronaut with the canadian
space agency she has now started her training to go into space!

P W SWANSON (1976) was appointed Visiting Fellow of  cranfield university in the
school of  management in February 2016. this follows some years of  part-time
engagement in the centre for general management development working with
owner/managers of  smes on programmes focussed on business planning and growth. 

C TABEART (1958) has been invited to sign the “roll of  distinguished philatelists”, 
the highest worldwide recognition for philatelists, for his extensive published researches
into the maritime postal history of  the uK.   

J M THEAKSTONE (1961) has published three books this year: An Encyclopedia of
Nineteenth Century Women Travellers; e Contentious Waves. Nineteenth Century Women 
and the Sea; and Corsica. An annotated bibliography of books in English.
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M F TOMPSETT (1959) was one of  this year’s recipients of  the Queen elizabeth prize
for engineering which celebrates world-changing innovations in engineering. this year’s
winners have received the prestigious award for their contributions in revolutionising the
way we capture and analyse visual information. 

A F TOOLE (1993) has recently returned to the uK to live in cambridge after 20 years 
and would be delighted to reconnect with any friends in the area from that era. 
please contact the development office for contact details.

J WILTON-ELY (1958), to mark his 80th year and services to scholarship, has been
presented with a festschrift of  papers taking the form of  volume 32 of  the art historical
journal, Studi sul Settecento Romano, Sapienza Università di Roma, entitled Giovanni Battista
Piranesi, predecessori, contemporanei e successori. Studi in onore di John Wilton-Ely. the papers
were formally delivered in 2016 at a special conference arranged by the royal swedish
academy in the royal palace at stockholm which contains a significant collection of
piranesi’s restored classical antiquities, acquired by gustav iii.

P J E WOODS (1956) has had a mine named after him – Woodsmith mine – by sirius

minerals.
*       *       *   

Births

Nahed AHMED and his wife alison have a son, louis-alexander Francis, born 22
october 2016.

Nia DAVIES WILLEY (née davies, 1995) and her husband alistair, have a baby boy,
gethin james, born 14 march 2017, a brother to a very proud big sister, seren may. 

Nathan DIMMOCK (1998) and Rosemary DIMMOCK (née Whitaker, 2002) are
delighted to announce the safe arrival of  ethel Francesca dimmock on 8 july 2017, 
a little sister for hattie.

Rachael DOWLING (née allen, 1999) and her husband russell are pleased to announce
the birth of  edward brannoc, born 1 january 2016, a brother to alexandra.

Alice HARRYMAN (née Foster, 2001) and her husband james are delighted to announce
the arrival of  romilly nina Foster harryman, born 19 december 2016.

Adrian HORSEWOOD (2001) and his wife catherine are delighted to announce they
have a daughter, rosa cecilia mary, born on 22 december 2016.

Darren KENNEALLY (2005) and his wife jasminder have a daughter, rose sinead Kaur,
born 7 january 2017.

Chris OUVRY-JOHNS (1993) and his wife philippa (new college, oxford, 1994) are
delighted to announce the arrival of  their son, thomas henry delamain ouvry-johns, 
born on 13 may 2017.

Louise SAUKILA (née steele, 2003) and her husband Francis, are delighted to announce
the birth of  lucan james saukila on 1 july 2016.

Sally SNOW (née hall, 2003) and her husband Patrick SNOW (2003) have a daughter,
esther elizabeth, born 3 june 2017.

Alison THOMAS (née bawden) and Ryan THOMAS (both 2003) have a son, Frederick
thomas, born 11 december 2015.

Rosa TOUGH (née WilKinson, 2001) and her husband david, have a son Felix
stephen tough, born 25 may 2016.
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Patrick WILSON (1974) and his wife mandy are delighted to announce the arrival of
olivia, born 2 november 2016.

*       *       *   

Marriages and Civil Partnerships

Nahed AHMED (2002) married alison claire oram on 2 july 2016 at islington town hall.

Karen ANGUS (2009) married matthew cole on 8 april 2017 at granary estates, newmarket.

Kirsty BALLARD (2006) married William daws on 20 august 2016 at st leonard’s church,
exeter.

Paul BENSON (2005) married laura schmitz on 7 april 2017 in the jesus college chapel.

James BLACK (2011) married Tina SCHWAMB (2010) at jordan's untermühle in
Köngernheim, germany on 12 august 2016.

James BURBERRY married Annabel HADLEY (both 2003) on 17 december 2016 in jesus
college chapel.

Luke BURKE (2010) married Francesca Quirke on 5 august 2017 in the jesus college
chapel.

Robrecht DECORTE (2011) married anke de munster on 19 august 2016 in the jesus
college chapel.

Rebecca DOWMAN (1983) married alex Zeman on 4 october 2014 at highgate united
reform church.

Olivia DRAUDINS (2011) married chris byron on 18 march 2017 at the Vue de monde in
melbourne, australia.

Christina HABERL (2008) married Danny WHITE (2006) on 29 august 2015 at
eisenberg in st martin an der raab, austria.

Adrian HORSEWOOD (2001) married catherine groom on 24 september 2015 in jesus
college chapel.

Jacqui HU (2010) married Jonathan WALLER (2009) on 24 september 2016 in
birmingham.

Elizabeth MOTTRAM (2005) married george Wynder on 21 january 2017 at buckland
house, devon.

Matthew MUNTON (2010) married Kanta purkayastha (homerton, 2013) on 4 august
2017 at Winter barns, Kent.

Angela SCARSBROOK (2008) married phillip Kynaston (robinson, 2006) on 1 july 2017
at catholic church of  the most precious blood, borough.

Eleanor SHARP (2011) married adam davies on 8 july 2017 in the jesus college chapel.

Louise STEELE (2003) married Francis saukila on 7 november 2016 at st michael and all
angels’ church, blantyre, malawi.

Lifen TANG (1999) married james tumber on 3 june 2017 in singapore.

Selma TELALAGIC (2005) married ansgar Walther (selwyn) on 22 june 2016. 

Hanna WEIBYE (2003) married Jon SANDERS (2011) on 17 september 2016 at the parish
church of  st mary the less, cambridge.
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obituaries

Fellows

Dr Stanley (Stan) Evans, was born on 11 november
1929 and died on 2 september 2015 aged 87.

stan was a distinguished researcher in institutions
including jodrell bank, the scott polar research
institute and the department of  engineering, the last
two in cambridge university, pioneering a range of
radio inspection techniques. as Fellow of  jesus
college, he was regarded as an inspirational director of
studies, lecturer and supervisor.

born in 1929, he lived in bredbury near stockport,
before moving at the age of  5 to romiley a few miles
away. his father who was an accountant, sadly died
when stan was still a teenager; his mother and her
family continued to provide great support along with his brother who was seven years
older. after a period at his preparatory school, stan attended manchester grammar school
where he rapidly developed an interest in physical sciences in part due to the influence of
an excellent physics teacher, mr roger stone. stan then took an honours degree in physics
at the university of  manchester, graduating in 1950. the academics at manchester had
great impact on him, these including james lighthill, who in his twenties was elected Fellow
of  the royal society, teaching stan mathematics, and austyn mair, whose son was later to
become master of  jesus college, fluid mechanics. also at manchester, john clegg was
inspiring, particularly because of  the exciting research at jodrell bank at the time, and as a
result stan joined jodrell bank in 1950, starting a phd degree there in 1951. this was to be
a hugely exciting time at the infancy of  radio astronomy, and to be formative in
determining the direction of  his future research. on completing his phd degree, in 1954,
for his military service, stan was drafted into the royal naval scientific service working on
research into torpedoes. in 1955 he joined the royal society expedition to halley bay,
antarctica, as part of  the vanguard for the british scientific contribution to the
international geophysical Year, 1957-58. Whilst the bulk of  the effort by the expedition
was to locate and construct a base, stan’s role was to undertake a number of  scientific
projects, in particular running an all-sky camera for studies of  the aurora and a dobson
spectrometer for studies of  stratospheric ozone. indeed, the measurements stan undertook
at halley bay were the first dobson records from antarctica. in recognition of  his work at
halley bay he was awarded the polar medal by hm the Queen.

stan returned from antarctica to manchester university in 1957 to work at the jodrell
bank radio telescope, and in 1959 he was recruited by gordon robin, the director of  the
scott polar research institute (spri) at cambridge university, to engage in a variety of
physical projects. not long after his arrival in cambridge, terence armstrong, who also
worked at the polar institute, and his wife iris, introduced stan to margaret elbo, which
stan was later to describe as “the greatest event determining the whole of  the rest of  my
life”. margaret had studied geography at cambridge, and later became librarian at the
department of  geography where she met and married john elbo. sadly he died of  a brain
tumour in 1954 at the age of  thirty-one, leaving margaret with a two year old daughter,
clare. stan and margaret soon married and in due course martin and julian were born.
marriage was to be a source of  enormous happiness to stan who enjoyed hugely the
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company of  his children, instilling in them great inquisitiveness, desire for discovery – not
least on holidays in scotland – and above all fun. 

at the spri, stan worked with gordon robin who had considerable experience of
seismic depth sounding in antarctica and possessed a keen interest in the glaciological study
of  the great ice sheets. With his support, stan became quickly interested in applying similar
techniques of  radio-echo sounding that he was familiar with from jodrell bank to the study
of  the thickness of  ice sheets – downward-looking radars not upward-looking! already he
had re-interpreted echoes from an ionospheric sounders located on floating antarctic ice
shelves in which downward radiation was reflected from sea water beneath the ice.  

shortly after commencing this research, contact was made with a us army group led by
bud Waite who was investigating erroneous height measurements from radar altimeters
whilst flying military aircraft over ice sheets. it was clear that there was penetration of  the
radio signals into the ice. stan was involved in a series of  experiments organized by Waite in
nW greenland in april 1963 to test various radio apparatuses for measuring ice thickness.
soon prototype systems, operating at 35mhz, were being prepared in spri and were being
tested, once more, in greenland and in which stan participated in 1964. Further
exploratory missions took place in antarctica with the british antarctic survey in 1963-64
and 1964-65 conducted by two of  stan’s research students (tragically jeremy bailey was
killed during the traverse in the latter season).  a “simple” innovation by stan transformed
data gathering, the accessibility and the credibility of  the radar results; it was the use of  
a 35 mm film continuously driven across the screen of  the monitoring oscilloscope – 
the technique was another he adapted from work at jodrell bank. it produced an
impressive, visual two-dimensional profile of  the top and bottom of  the ice sheet.

through robin’s contacts with the us national science Foundation, stan was heavily
involved in developing a programme of  radio-echo sounding using us long-range aircraft
over the antarctic ice sheet. this commenced in 1967 when stan installed his equipment in
a super-constellation (c-121) in new Zealand before it was flown to antarctica. the
reconnaissance season was a remarkable success; depths of  ice of  over 4000 m were
measured, water at the ice-sheet base detected and impressive sub-glacial mountains
identified. returning to cambridge, stan worked on equipment improvements and took
part in two further antarctic seasons in 1969-70 and 1971-72, on these occasions using us
ski-equipped hercules (c-130) aircraft. at this time stan was also collaborating with a
group at the technical university of  denmark (tud) led by preben gudmandsen. When
stan left the spri to take a position in the department of  engineering in cambridge in
1972, this collaboration led to three further antarctic seasons of  very effective radar
sounding in which danish equipment was used and tud personnel joined the spri team.

although groups in the usa, soviet union and denmark were also exploring these
radio-echo sounding techniques, it was stan who consistently pioneered its development
with flair and imagination. he worked with several technicians and a commercial electronics
company to construct the first purpose-built radio-echo sounders. these were also available
commercially and operated by many research groups around the world in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. stan’s innovative contribution to glaciology was ground-breaking and his 
pre-eminence in this field was recognized in 1974 by the international glaciological society
with their highest award, the seligman crystal, for “his outstanding contributions to the
development of  radio- echo sounding for the study of  ice sheets”.

on moving to the engineering department, stan’s university research continued to be
pioneering, and interdisciplinary. he continued his studies on radio-echo sounding of  rock
and structures and into the microwave devices associated with this. later he extended the
work, for example to measuring the microwave properties of  a range of  organic liquids –
with a view to developing a preservation fluid for freezing and re-heating of  transplant
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organs, avoiding tissue damage from ice crystals. the ground- penetrating radar technology
in which he was an early leader is now being widely used, not only for engineering
applications such as mine detection but also, for example, in archaeology.

stan evans rapidly also became a most popular lecturer and supervisor with a splendid
reputation with undergraduates. his fascination with his subject, and enjoyment of  it,
always shone through to undergraduate students, and even when he was teaching more
theoretical topics such as antenna theory, his ability to show its special applications, amidst
the beauty of  antarctica for example, inspired many students to achieve more than they
would otherwise have done. stan’s reputation and engagement led to him be elected to a
Fellowship at jesus college in 1976. 

he was soon appointed director of  studies of  engineering, and began an association
with a generation of  students who were to retain links with him for very many years. his
commitment to the role, his clarity of  thought, his desire to draw out the best in students,
and his desire that they would find the best both during their undergraduate studies time
and after, were all much appreciated. margaret and he were most generous to all students,
often inviting them to their home in park terrace. his influence on students, academically
and formatively, was profound and lasting. irrespective of  topic, he always wished them to
understand with maximum clarity and reduction to principle; mathematical understanding
was crucial but in itself  insufficient. 

he put individuals before institutions and others before himself. it is such selflessness
of  directors of  studies and tutors, all too easily overlooked, together with their enormous
intellect and ability, along with the supervision system, which make cambridge so special to
its undergraduates. the college was delighted when the evans prize for engineering was
instigated in 1996 to mark stan’s contribution.

Following his retirement, stan continued to engage both in his research activities and
also attend events in jesus college, being a much valued supporter of  the chapel and its
choirs. he was generous to a fault to all who visited, these including many past students.
above all however, he also took great joy in being with his children and grandchildren,
delighting in their presence, being playful, open minded, selfless, and still adventurous.

Ian White

Alan William Cuthbert FRS was born on 7 may 1932
and died on 27 august 2016. he was an eminent
pharmacologist with a reputation both nationally and
internationally. he was elected to a jesus Fellowship in
1968, which he held until 1991, when he was elected
master of  Fitzwilliam college. thereafter, he was made
an honorary Fellow of  jesus. he became sheild chair
and head of  the department of  pharmacology in the
university of  cambridge in 1979.

alan was born in peterborough and studied
pharmacy at leicester college of  technology, after
which he read for a bsc in pharmacology at the
university of  st andrews. he did his national service
in the royal navy where he suffered among his fellow mariners from the harshness of  a
chief  petty officer. on arriving as a new Fellow at jesus in 1969 his first encounter in the
porters’ lodge was with his former tormenter. alan would say with a characteristic twinkle
in his eye: “I told him – from now on it’s sir!”.
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Mark Edwardson writes: i first met alan 40 years ago, when i asked him to take me on as his
graduate student. i did so because of  his inspirational part ii lectures on epithelialion
transport, which included a description of  his own work on the epithelial sodium channel.
alan was using radiolabelled amiloride to measure the sodium channel density in epithelia
from frog skin and toad bladder, tissues that are remarkably good models for a section of
the mammalian kidney tubule. his work, for which he was later elected to the royal society,
shed important new light on how the properties of  these channels were modified by
hormones such as aldosterone and antidiuretic hormone, and increased our understanding
of  how diuretics affect kidney function. 

the three years i spent as alan’s graduate student were exciting and productive, but also
fun. he was an outstanding supervisor – happy to let me try out my own ideas, but there to
offer support when it was needed. my first job was to synthesize radiolabelled benzamil, 
a new high-affinity ligand for sodium channels. i remember doing some of  the chemistry at
the bench alongside alan. in retrospect, we were both pretty hopeless chemists, and we
certainly should not have been trusted with the metallic sodium that was required for one
of  the steps. but astonishingly, we survived, the synthesis worked, and we made enough
compound for all of  our experiments.

at the time, the department was located on the addenbrooke’s hospital site, so that
staff  had to cycle up and down hills road to deliver lectures and run practical classes. 
this was clearly unsatisfactory, and alan worked enormously hard over several years to
move the department to the centre of  town. eventually, he was successful, and in 1989 the
department moved to a new building on tennis court road, where it remains today. 
this relocation to purpose-built accommodation closer to other biomedical science
departments was probably alan’s greatest legacy to pharmacology in cambridge, and it
catalyzed academic-industrial interactions via the embedded glaxo institute of  applied
pharmacology, as well as interactions with colleagues outside the department.

alan was passionate about the discipline of  pharmacology. he was immensely proud of
the independence of  the department in cambridge, and we in the department could
always have confidence that alan was out there fighting our corner. he also made major
contributions to pharmacology nationally and internationally.  

in the late 1980s alan turned his attention to the ion transport deficits that underlie
cystic fibrosis (cF), and was a member of  the team that showed that the ion transport
defect could be corrected in cF transgenic mice by gene therapy. alan retired in 1999, 
but he continued his research in the department of  medicine, pursuing novel
pharmacological approaches to the treatment of  cF. his last research paper appeared only
last year. Fittingly, alan was the first author. as ever, he was the man at the bench.

Nicky Padfield writes: alan was master of  Fitzwilliam college for eight and a half  years. 
For me, two of  his achievements stand out. First, he professionalized the finances, and was
the first master of  the college to recognize the central importance of  fundraising. secondly,
he was determined that the college should never apologise for itself, and that it should
finally kick off  any residual feelings of  insecurity that a new college inevitably suffers. 
i shall return to both points. 

this year, Fitzwilliam college has celebrated 50 years as a full college of  the university
of  cambridge. the year alan became master, we had only been a full college for 25 years.
although we usually, and indeed proudly, date our creation back to 1869, it is extraordinary
to note the transformation which has taken place in the last 50 years. Fitzwilliam college
has been a dramatic success story.  alan had been a Fellow of  jesus college for more than
20 years when he was elected master at Fitzwilliam in 1990, and although still proud of, and
loyal to, his jesus association, Fitzwilliam then became his priority.  it was a difficult time –
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his predecessor professor gordon cameron had died in march 1990, only 18 months into
his mastership. alan took up the post a year later, on 1 april 1991. he and hetty moved to
the master’s lodge, even though the home of  which they were very fond was only a few
miles away, in oakington. Fitzwilliam’s master’s lodge is a curious place, but they made it
their own, not least by the installation of  a small greenhouse to house alan’s orchid
collection. in 1991, of  course, as we will hear from mike edwardson, alan was a cutting-
edge pharmacologist, busy as sheild professor and head of  department.  he was well
organized and efficient. their move to the lodge reflected alan’s determination to do the
job effectively, wholeheartedly.

a tribute to alan’s achievements as master has to recognize his frustrations with what he
saw, perhaps, as the ponderous democracy of  governing body. re-reading the governing
body minutes for those 8 1/2 years, the early part seemed to be dominated by buildings: 
the chapel opened, and then the grove had to be transformed. (i had forgotten the delicate
debates on whether it should be a no smoking building!). then there was the construction
of  Wilson court, and the tricky financial arrangement with the royal institute of  chartered
surveyors, but the result was of  course hugely welcome. he quickly formed a ‘think tank’
which engaged with that slippery concept, ‘academic ethos’ as well as fundraising. later he
invented a college committee, not quite a college council, as the gb wouldn’t wear that.
but it is a compromise which still seems to work today.  

alan threw himself  into the role of  master. like any master, he was frequently dining
for the college – indeed, i am told that his diary contained the shorthand eFF (eating for
Fitz, or perhaps eating for Fitz’s Future). not an oarsman, he was determined to row in the
Fellows eight which enjoyed an active life on the river for a couple of  years in the mid-
1990s, provoked by two charity regattas. it was not only hetty who feared that it might be
the death of  him. but he was nothing if  not determined. he was a man of  many parts: 
he could present as a strong, forceful figure of  authority, but he always had a keen sense of
fun. he had a wonderful zest for life and found many ways to enjoy the role of  master.
earlier this year, he amused himself  and me with stories about lord menuhin, honorary
Fellow of  the college, and about his pleasure at being invited to say the college grace at
lord menuhin’s 80th birthday party in london. he delighted in telling stories. he is
particularly fondly remembered by the Fitzwilliam society, the college’s alumni association.
and his secretary throughout his time at Fitzwilliam, janet Whalley, who supported five
different masters in her time at Fitzwilliam, described him to me as a very kind, thoughtful
and gentle man. 

alan would not have been alan without hetty. he knew the value of  his family even in
the early years of  his career when it was not fashionable for ambitious academics to
recognize the demands and joys of  their families. he was wonderfully supported in his role
as master by hetty, who is remembered by the college staff  for her supportive interest in
their work and by generations of  students for her desserts. her kindly encouragement of,
and interest in, both staff  and students was hugely appreciated.  they were the first master
and wife to invite students regularly to the lodge. alan is also fondly remembered as a
genial and welcoming presence behind his bbQ in oakington. 

there was nothing pretentious in alan. he was proud of  his roots and the start of  his
career at leicester college of  technology. he was delighted to become a governor of  its
successor, de montford university, in 1998, a post he continued to hold until 2005.
throughout his retirement he maintained a loyal, well beyond-the-call-of-duty, 
post-retirement presence in Fitzwiliam at alumni reunions, london dinners and domestic
retired Fellows’ evenings. he offered me kindly encouragement and support.  

i am delighted that the dean of  this chapel and the cuthbert family are happy for the
plates at the back of  the chapel to collect contributions to the cuthbert-edwards Fund,
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which awards an annual cuthbert prize and defrays the cost of  medical and veterinary
students’ electives and travel costs. the cuthbert Fund was originally established by a gift
from professor harry margolius (Visiting Fellow in 1996 and professor of  pharmacology
in the medical university of  south carolina), augmented by donations from former
students of  medicine and related sciences in the college. the Fund was re-named, with
alan’s consent and characteristic encouragement, in 2004, following the death of  dr tony
edwards, another towering character in the history of  Fitzwilliam college.

the chair which alan so often occupied in recent years, at the napkin end of  the high
table, seems sadly empty without him, without his presence. We already miss his twinkling
eye and his sense of  fun. he was loyal to the college and committed to it, no nonsense and
hard-hitting when he thought it appropriate, and a firm leader of  Fitzwilliam college at a
crucial stage in its history. Fitzwilliam college owes him a lot and is thankful for all he and
hetty gave to, and did for, the college.

Roger Grenfell Toulson (Lord Toulson) was born on
23 september 1946 and died on 27 june 2017.

he was the fourth jesuan to become a judge of  the
united Kingdom’s highest court, but the first who was
an english lawyer. lords thankerton and reid were
scots, and lord lowry had been lord chief  justice of
northern ireland.

roger came as a pensioner to the college in 1964
from mill hill where he had entered the classics Vith
while still fourteen. he had long wanted to read law and
his director of  studies (glanville Williams) quickly
recognised his ability, reporting at the end of  his first

term that he was a “borderline First”, an opinion that he confirmed (without the
qualification) the following summer. it was, however, not until his part ii (1967) that the
tripos examiners were of  the same view. elected a titular scholar by the college then, 
he was also awarded a state scholarship allowing him to read for the ll.b.

meanwhile (1966-67) he had served as the jcr’s first president, quickly gaining the
respect of  the Fellows as “a good committee man”. it was a new body created to respresent
general student interests and concerns which, it had come to be felt, were inadequately
served by the “amalgamated clubs” dominated, as naturally enough it was, by the college’s
leading sportsmen. that its first president bore the battle scars of  the rugby field (a broken
leg) may have helped smooth the transition.

his legal career followed the traditional pattern. called to the bar in 1969, he was
appointed a Qc, aged 39, in 1985, and a crown court recorder in 1987. he became head
of  his chambers and in 1995 a bencher of  the inner temple. the staples of  his practice
were commercial disputes and claims for professional negligence. these quite often gave
rise to issues of  breach of  confidence, making him aware of  a serious gap in the legal
literature: 
the absence of  any systematic exposition of  the english law on this subject which is
entirely judge-made. Wryly observing that “to rationalise all the authorities would be an
impossible task”, he concluded that a comprehensive examination of  the law’s historical
and doctrinal foundations was required if  the many unanswered questions that remained
were to be resolved in a consistent and principled way. so with the help of  c.m. phipps he
set out to provide it in e Law of Confidentiality (1996, 3rd ed. 2012).
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he became a Queen’s bench judge in 1996 and the following year presiding judge of  the
Western circuit, a job involving much out-of-court administration and the occasional
smoothing of  ruffled feathers. his interest in and support of  the local university law
faculties was marked by honorary degrees from exeter and the university of  the West of
england.

that he should have been the judge vice-chairman of  the judicial appointments
commission as well as chairman of  the law commission, the permanent statutory body
charged with reviewing and reforming the law, surprised no one. he served as chairman for
four, rather than the customary three, years (2002-2006) so that he could oversee the
completion of  a comprehensive review of  the law of  homicide. undertaken at the
government’s request, the resulting report was widely acclaimed by both practising and
academic lawyers, but ministers, to their shame, could not be bothered to find the
parliamentary time needed to implement its proposals. they know that there are no votes in
law reform.

six years as a judge of  the court of  appeal (2007-13) were followed by just three 
(2013-16) as a justice of  the supreme court, the new, lower, judicial retiring age applying to
him. in the last year of  his life he was kept busy as a member of  the court’s supplementary
panel, and in exploring ways of  furthering contacts between chinese and uK judges. 
the college and the university’s law Faculty were looking forward to his tenure of  the
goodhart professorship of  legal science in the academic year 2018-2019. among a dozen
or more significant judgments delivered during his relatively brief  membership of  the
supreme court, all marked by his characteristically careful blend of  principle and
pragmatism, there are perhaps four that are particularly memorable. the first, his vigorous
dissent in a privacy case arguing that continuing to maintain an injunction against the
publication of  embarassing information which, thanks to the world-wide-web, was readily
available in other jurisdictions was a waste of  everyone’s time and money (PJS v News Group
Newspapers); the second, a comprehensive restatement of  the extent of  an employer’s
liability for the wrongs of  a miscreant employee (Mohamud v W.M. Morrison); the third, 
the ruling that a person instigating a civil action knowing it to be unjustified would, 
like someone maliciously bringing a criminal prosecution, be liable to pay damages 
(Willers v Joyce); and the fourth, his exhaustively analytical judgment (written with 
lord hughes) confining liability for being an accomplice in a crime perpetrated by another
to its traditional bounds from which it had strayed thirty years ago – a consequence of
imprecise language used by eminent judges noted, but not challenged, by distinguished
academic lawyers (Jogee). given the number of  both english and commonwealth cases
being overruled or dissented from, a thorough and fully argued judgment was needed and
supplied. Foreshadowed by his lecture printed in a volume marking the glanville Williams
centenary (2013), it demonstrates how unprincipled, unfair and confusing would be any rule
requiring proof  of  a lesser degree of  blameworthiness for the conviction of  an accomplice
than might be needed to convict a perpetrator.

toulson was a loyal friend of  his college, both helping its development campaigns and
readily responding to requests to speak to its law society. he was generous, too, with his
advice and support for jesuans following him to the bar. a committed and life-long
christian: secretary of  the christian Fellowship at his school, recipient of  the college’s 
prize for reading in chapel, he took his turn as a churchwarden of  his parish church. 
his marriage to elizabeth chrimes, a liverpool and clare hall graduate, has been a notable
partnership. having brought up their four children, she has engaged actively in the work of
more than a dozen charities. this has included serving as national chairman of  the
Women’s royal Voluntary service (marked by the award of  a cbe), as director of  the
Queen elizabeth Foundation for disabled people, as chairman of  the children’s society,
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and as president of  surrey st john ambulance. she has been high sheriff  of  surrey, and
has matched her husband’s churchwardenship, becoming a lay canon of  guildford
cathedral.

it was said of  sir john bramston, the only jesuan to have been lord chief  justice 
(1635-1642), that “he was of profound judgment in the lawes, a very patient hearer of causes,
free from passion or partialitie, very modest in giving his opinion and judgment, which he did
usually with such reasons as often convinced those that differed from him; and the auditorie, 
even the learned lawyers, learnt of him ... he was the modestest judge ... not of a boisterous
courage but strong, and not to be wrought upon by feare or flatterie”. they are words that apply,
with uncanny aptness, to roger toulson too. 

Peter Glazebrook
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Old Members

ALEXANDER, John Charles Durham (1953) died on 9 january aged 84.
john alexander was born on 17 december 1932 in london. educated at st paul’s school,
london, he served in the british army before coming up to jesus in 1953 to read
mechanical sciences. he graduated ba 1956. Whilst at cambridge he was the spare man for
the university 1st boat, won the colquhoun sculls and rowed in the british iV at the
european games in 1955. after graduating he continued his career in the army. 
he completed the royal military college of  science technical staff  course in 1965 and
went on to command the 7th Field squadron royal engineers. he retired from the army in
1970 and joined the government statistical service, serving in a number of  government
departments, including the central statistics office from 1978 until retiring in 1993. 
he lived in notting hill in london and enjoyed cycling to work every day through
london’s parks to the treasury building on horse guards. in retirement he did some
consultancy work for coopers & lybrand, before going on to study a maths degree at
birkbeck college.

he married jennifer orbell in 1956; they had a son and a daughter, and four
grandchildren – one of  whom now studies classics at cambridge, much to his delight.

ALLCHIN, Robert William (1966) died on 5 july 2016 aged 68.
robert allchin was born on 28 september 1947 in sidcup, Kent. educated at chislehurst &
sidcup grammar school he came up in 1966 and was followed two years later by his
brothers michael and stephen. he read medicine and graduated ba 1969; mb bchir 1972;
ma 1973. he went on to become a consultant at sunderland eye infirmary and served as
examiner and regional advisor for the royal college of  ophthalmologists from 1996 to
2012. he also served a term as president of  the north of  england ophthalmological
society. he had a keen interest in all sport but especially hockey and was in the late 1990s
chairman of  sunderland hockey club.

he had four sons with his first wife. he married christine hepple in 2001 and gained a
stepson. 

ARMSTRONG, William Thomas (1994) died on 20 october 2016 aged 40.
Will armstrong was born on 7 February 1976 in bamford. he was educated at trent

college, nottinghamshire, and came up to jesus in 1994 to read architecture. he graduated
in 1997 (ma 2001) and after a year out, working in a cambridge practice on a number of
university projects, he returned to jesus in 1998 to complete a two-year diploma in
architecture. his studies were frequently interrupted by his cystic fibrosis, but following a
heart and lung transplant he married clare, whom he had met whilst she was a doctor on
his ward in papworth hospital. they settled in edinburgh and had two children, thomas
and nell. Will continued to work (and undertook some teaching) but also dedicated himself
to bringing up his children. at jesus, he was a key member of  the photographic society; 
he remained an accomplished architectural photographer, and a talented sketch artist.

BALLARD, Charles Martin (1949) died on 19 april 2017 aged 88.
martin ballard, the son of  Frank ballard (1917) and younger brother of  john ballard
(1942), was born on 28 February 1929 in bristol. educated at st paul’s school, london, 
he came up in 1949 following national service. he read history, graduating ba 1952; ma
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1956. his friend, nicholas tyndall (1949), married his sister. a regular member of  the boat
club he rowed in the 1st Viii in his final year, rowing in the crew which came head of  the
thames tideway and also won the Fairbairn cup and the lent races. his early career was
spent in the colonial service, working as an assistant district commissioner in nigeria.
after leaving for family reasons, he joined the church, serving as a curate and then as a vicar
in Yorkshire. Following a crisis of  faith in 1962, he left the church and moved south to
teach history in bristol, becoming active in the national union of  teachers, in which
capacity he led a strike. he went into publishing in the 1970s, becoming deputy director
of  the publishers association from 1970-1978. he then became development director of
cassell & collier macmillan, from 1978 to 1982; and returning to cambridge, became
managing director of  a small company producing educational material suitable for itinerant
public health teachers in developing countries. an enthusiastic singer and uninhibited
performer he was for some years chairman of  the hampstead choral society. later he
broadened his repertoire as the lead singer in ‘Fartin’ martin and the booze brothers’. 
a keen art collector, he was Vice chairman of  the Friends of  Kettle's Yard. he also served
as a county councillor and, for a time, was the leader of  the minority labour group. he
wrote many books. these included historical books for an adolescent readership. by now a
confirmed humanist, he was proud that his book on World religions, Who am I? was said to
have converted one reader to buddhism. 

he and his first wife, anne, had three children, david (1972), alison and nicholas. 
he married evelyn norah higney in 1982. 

BARTLE James William (1944) died on 10 may 2016 aged 89.
jim bartle was born on 9 september 1926. educated at bournemouth school he came up
in 1944 to study engineering. he spent his career in engineering and his work took him
across the world. in the 1960s he was head of  research and development for Fram Filters
in south Wales and in the 1970s he was head of  r&d at aeroquip.  he then moved back to
hampshire where he was head of  r&d at ac delco (part of  gm) in southampton.
towards the end of  his career he set up his own company as an engineering consultant
travelling to countries such as south Korea. after settling in hampshire he loved to sail his
dinghy out of  Keyhaven and took great pride in the achievements of  his six grandchildren
and five great grandchildren.

he married doreen tintern in 1948; they had two girls and a boy.

BEECH, David William (1961) died on 13 june 2016 aged 74.
david beech was born on 10 February 1942 in ripponden. educated at sowerby grammar
school he came up in 1961 to read natural sciences. he graduated ba 1964. he went on to
become a teacher and taught for 32 years. in 1997, he retired from teaching and with his
cousin founded a company called rosehill polymers limited which is still in existence today.
he married Valerie anne ellis in 1966; they had two sons, john and richard, and a
daughter, joanna. john also went on to study at jesus and david and he took their mas
together in 1992.

BRIGGS, Peter Desmond George (1952) died on 19 december 2016 aged 84.
peter briggs, the son of  William briggs (1921), was born on 6 February 1932 in lincoln.
educated at Wellington college he came up in 1952. he read natural sciences with a view
to becoming a doctor and graduated ba 1955; mb bchir 1958; ma 1960. soon after
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qualifying as a doctor in london he emigrated to canada where he undertook further
qualifications and practised medicine for 42 years in ontario. he was chief  of  staff  and on
the board of  governors for the belleville general hospital for several years as well as
being a coroner and anaesthesiologist.

he married norma sargant in 1958; they had two daughters and a son.

BROWN, Robin Desborough Pritchard (1950) died in February 2017 aged 89.
robin brown was born on 10 january 1928. educated at tonbridge school and the
university of  birmingham he came up in 1950 to read mechanical sciences. he graduated
ba 1952; ma 1957. Following graduation he joined the royal engineers. in 1966, he was
appointed mbe. he retired from the army in 1967 with the rank of  major. he then joined
sir owen Williams and partners. he volunteered for the gurkha Welfare trust and the
soldiers, sailors, airmen and Families association. 

he married sheila anne anderson in 1960. he married his second wife pamela helen
cubitt buchanan in 1964. he had two sons and a daughter.

BRYANT Peter (1955) died on 20 February 2017 aged 82.
peter bryant was born on 18 january 1935. educated at portsmouth grammar school he
came up in 1955 to read natural sciences. he graduated ba 1958; ma 1966. Following
graduation he joined Wiggins teape paper and then sevenoak paper before moving to
mcKinsey where he remained for the next eighteen years. he was an unusual choice for
mcKinsey at the time having neither an mba nor a law degree and was viewed initially as
an oddity. his more hands-on experience, however, served him well through all the
challenges he faced including being interviewed by the Yugoslav secret police for suspected
economic sabotage and being the firm’s ‘man in Whitehall’. he left mcKinsey to join
eurosurvey, an executive search company. in 1985, he decided to train for the priesthood
and was sent by the church in Wales to st deniol’s abbey to study theology. before
completing his training he understood god’s plan for him was to return to business and he
joined tyzack & co’s new bristol office. in 1990 he moved again this time to goddard Kay
rogers. after finally retiring he was ordained and helped his wife with her five small and
remote Welsh parishes.

he married patricia in 1959; they had a daughter and two sons.

BUTCHER, Michael Ross (1949) died on 18 november 2016 aged 86.
mick butcher was born on 23 august 1930 in durban, south africa. educated at
michaelhouse in the midlands of  natal, he came up to jesus in 1949. during his time at the
college, he became a keen oarsman and member of  the natives society. he graduated ba
1952, ma 1961. after commencing work in the family business (third generation), 
s. butcher & sons in durban, he went on to becoming a successful property valuer and
broker in the agricultural sector. he had his own citrus and sugar cane farming investments
for over 38 years in both Zululand and the lowveld of  south africa, just south of  the
Kruger national park. throughout his life, mick remained extremely active. he was an
accomplished yachtsman (no. 3 in south africa - Flying dutchman, and sailed with the sa
team on “Voortrekker” during cowes week in the late 1960s), a great golfer and a
competitive tennis and squash league player. he was also a renowned hunter in his younger
days (and yet raised both a baby leopard and otter at the family home in durban), an
exceptional trout fly fisherman, and mountaineer, climbing Kilimanjaro in 1953 and the
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entire drakensberg range in south africa over 15 years with his wife judy. he was an
instrument rated pilot of  each of  his three cessna aircraft. 

he and his wife had four children – nicola, duncan (1991), ross and stuart, and nine
grandchildren.

CAMERON, James Donald Hedley (1959) died on 28 december 2016 aged 76.
hedley cameron was born on 26 october 1940 in drumnadrochit. he came up from mill
hill school in 1959 to study medicine and completed his clinical training at university
college hospital. he graduated ba 1962; ma 1966; mb bchir 1971. he went on to pursue
a career in occupational and insurance medicine.

he married jean grant in 1968; they had four children, ewen (1990), richard, james and
alison.

CARSON, Charles Oliver (1948) died in February 2017 aged 90.
charles carson was born on 9 june 2016 in lydney, gloustershire. educated at clifton
college he came up in 1948 to read moral sciences. as a result of  his four years’ service in
the british army he was granted an allowance of  terms and graduated ba 1950. 
the college has no further information about his later life.

CHETWIN Derek James Henry (1949) died on 9 november 2016 aged 85.
derek chetwin was born on 16 november 1930 in london. educated at brentwood
school he came up in 1949 to read english. he graduated ba 1952; ma 1956. Following
graduation he joined the bank of  england and in his final two years of  employment was
seconded to the archbishops’ commission on rural areas which reported in 1990. 
in retirement he continued to work at church house Westminster, in a voluntary capacity,
where he was the administrative secretary of  the church of  england board of  mission. 
in 1995 he and his wife moved to southwell in nottinghamshire where he became a
volunteer steward in southwell minster and an active member of  the congregation there.

he married Wendy alexandra saunders in 1969.

CLINCH, James (1948) died on 12 january 2017 aged 89.
jim clinch was born on 20 june 1927 in maidstone, Kent. educated at maidstone
grammar school he came up in 1948 following national service with the raF. he read
natural sciences and graduated ba 1951; ma 1974. Whilst at cambridge he played the
oboe, joined cums and played under boris ord. after graduating he joined thorium ltd
as the chief  analytical chemist. he moved from thorium to Fisons Fertilizers ltd and
then on to Whatman biochemicals. in 1974 he left industry and moved into education
becoming a teacher at his old school where he remained for the next seventeen years.
beyond the laboratory and the classroom he enjoyed music and was the conductor of  the
city of  rochester symphony orchestra for twenty-five years.

he married anne elizabeth hyde green in 1952; they had a son and two daughters.

COMBERTI, Claudia Alice Miranda (2005) died on 9 may 2017 aged 31.
claudia comberti was born on 22 january 1986 in north london. educated at the Friends’
school in saffron Walden and at Fortismere school, london, she came up in in 2005 to
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read natural sciences. Whilst at college she captained the Women’s Football team and made
many friends. she graduated ba 2008, ma 2012. after graduating she spent time on
research projects in south africa and south america, before going on to study for the msc
course in environmental change and management at the environmental change institute
(eci) at oxford university. a further year spent with the global canopies programme led
to her undertaking a dphil at trinity college, oxford, which she was close to completing at
the time of  her death. her doctorate concerned the reciprocal relationships between
indigenous peoples and their environment, relationships she thought were often
misrepresented, poorly understood or simply ignored. as part of  her research she lived and
worked extensively in the bolivian amazon amongst the tacana ii people. Following her
tragic death in a cycle accident her life has been remembered in numerous ways that
reflected her warmth and her passions including: a celebration at hogacre common where
those attending were invited to come ‘barefoot, bright and a little bit grubby’ and bring a
red neckerchief  and a flower to dress trees in the forest; a ‘ride for claudia’ cycling around
oxford and a fund and scholarship at the eci. 

COOKE, Graham Owen John (1955) died on 1 march 2017, the day before his 81st
birthday.
graham cooke was born in bournemouth in 1936 and educated at bournemouth school.
he came up to jesus in 1955 as an exhibitioner to read mathematics. he changed to
economics in his second year. looking at his time at cambridge, it is easy to see themes
emerge which would echo throughout his life: the importance he placed on friendship and
fellowship; the desire to pursue new interests even at the expense of  what was expected;
and the ability to understand and take risks. so whilst he didn't complete his degree, 
he did captain the university table tennis team and play in the university bridge and
college tennis teams. he also made many lasting friends and proposed to his future wife in
his first term.

he enjoyed a hugely varied career, initially training as an actuary and spending 3 years in
that capacity in canada, where he particularly appreciated working with early computers.
later he briefly served as a Financial director of  an investment holding company before
deciding to study law. he was called to the bar in 1983 and specialised in criminal defence
cases and some Family. he was greatly respected for his expertise in dna, statistics, 
legal argument and advocacy training and was involved in the justice movement. 
until the law became his passion, he had played bridge at international level. he was 
non-playing captain of  both british Women and men's teams at the World and european
championships, respectively, winning silver and bronze medals in the mid-seventies.

he worked in a voluntary capacity in a large number of  roles, notably as churchwarden
in hertfordshire and dorset and as a samaritan. his former parish priest and friend,
darrell Weyman, paid tribute to his humanity.

he married beryl elisabeth rowland in 1958; they had two sons and a daughter. john
Fitzgerald (1947) was his brother-in-law and alistair cooke (1927) his father's second
cousin.

COWLIN, Charles Robert (1942) died on 7 august 2016 aged 92.
charles cowlin was born on 21 march 1924 in liverpool. educated at liverpool college he
came up in 1942 and was followed two years later by his brother, geoffrey. he read
mechanical sciences and graduated ba 1945; ma 1949. Following graduation he served as
an engineer officer in the royal navy where he served aboard the aircraft carrier hms
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Formidable. he went on to work as an engineer for local authorities including gravesend,
norwich and leicester. prior to retirement he was chief  executive & borough engineer
for hastings. he was chairman and president of  the sea cadet corps at hastings for
almost 40 years and also served a term as president of  the hastings rotary club.

he married jean tanser in 1960; they had a daughter.

CROWTHER, Derek Nigel (1958) died on 24 april 2017.
nigel crowther, the younger brother of  michael (1952), was born on 2 april 1937. 
We are grateful to his good friend philip slotkin (1958) for the following:

“We had both attended high Wycombe royal grammar school but were in different
years, so that i only got to know him after he famously accosted me in jesus cloister court
during our first term: “Weren’t you at rgs?” although he read engineering and i was a
modern linguist, we became firm friends, and after we came down and he returned from a
period in canada, we saw quite a lot of  each other when we both lived in london, where he
was sharing a house in a somewhat snooty suburb with a group of  fellow engineers who
were anything but snooty. his speciality was analogue electronic engineering when most of
his contemporaries would have been engaged in the expanding digital side of  that field. 
at the same time he was definitely not one of  those theoretical people who could not even
change a plug on an appliance: he was an absolute wizard with car engines, motor cycles
and anything practical. if  a central heating system needed to be installed (once he had
settled down with a family in his own house), there was no question of  calling in a firm to
fit it: he would do the job himself  and it would work perfectly. he was generous to a fault
with his skills in, for example, fixing motor cars for others such as myself, and one of  the
highlights of  our friendship was when the mini he had souped up himself  broke down
catastrophically on the continent and we towed it back to the uK from switzerland with my
own wheezing, un-souped-up mini (which he had to fix when it too broke down en route).
he had an impish sense of  humour that would often leave one in stitches.”

he married jacqui davis in 1970. they had two daughters, a son and 10 grandchildren.

DENNY, Jon Patrick Maynard (1953) died on 2 February 2017 aged 81.
jon denny was born on 8 july 1935 in cairo, egypt. educated at downside school he 
came up in 1953 to read natural sciences, he graduated ba 1956; ma 1963. he coxed the
jesus i boat which won the Fairbairn cup in 1954 and came head of  the river in the 1955
lent races and 1956 may races. his success in college rowing was mirrored with the blue
boat when he coxed the exceptionally fast 1956 winning boat. after national service with
the 1st green jackets in cyprus he joined shell chemical. From shell he moved into
management consultancy with aic ltd and then on to be managing director of  Firth
carpets ltd where he gained two patents for improvements to textile machinery. his final
full-time post was as md of  readicut international plc. he was then able to draw on his
experiences for his roles as chairman of  dsK computers, non-executive director of
Yorkshire electricity board, president of  huddersfield philharmonic and lay member of
Vat & duties tribunals.

he married pamela louise hosking in 1966; they had a daughter and two sons.

DENTON, Rodney Gray (1945) died on 9 december 2016 aged 89.
rodney denton was born on 30 june 1927. educated at radley college he came up in
1945, three years after his brother david denton (1942) and four years before his cousin
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paul pyman (1949). he read geography, graduating ba 1949; ma 1952. Following
graduation he emigrated to rhodesia (now Zimbabwe). he moved to guernsey in 1961
where he initially worked in horticulture before moving into financial services.

he married angela christopherson in 1956; they had two sons and a daughter. later he
married shelagh o’connell. 

EDWARDS, Edmund Charles Thomas (1957) died on 5 october 2016 aged 78.
ted edwards was born on 10 august 1938 in West london. educated at latymer upper
school he came up in 1957 to read modern & medieval languages and economics. 
he graduated ba 1972; ma 1974. he went on to pursue a career in business including
serving as a director of  john Walker & sons, managing director of  White horse distillers,
director of  Wrightson Wood international and partner at copley Wall associates.

he married pamela Watkinson in 1962; they had two daughters.

EL-ABBADI Mostafa Abdel Hamid (1954) died on 13 February 2017 aged 88.
mostafa el-abbadi was born in cairo on 10 october 1928. after undergraduate studies in
alexandria he came to jesus to study classics as an affiliated student. he stayed on to gain
his phd in 1961. Whilst at cambridge he met and married azza Kararah, a research
student at girton. on return to egypt he and his wife – as leading academics at the
university of  alexandria – played a hugely significant part in the attempt to revive the
ancient library of  alexandria. Following the adoption of  the project by unesco, he wrote
the life and Fate of  the ancient library of  alexandria (1990). the library, a magnificent
building, opened in 2002. more recently, he completed a study on the papyrological
evidence for the dakhleh oasis in the fourth century ad. his achievements were
recognised by various awards including the nile prize, the egyptian state order of  merit
for social science and the cavafy award for classical greek studies. his friend and
colleague dr dorothy j. thompson paid the following tribute to him: ‘mostafa el abbadi
came to cambridge to study with ahm jones, the distinguished jesuan ancient historian
who had earlier taught him in egypt. he was forever grateful for jones’ guidance and his
cambridge experience. When i first met mostafa and azza, now back home in egypt, 
in january 1964 it was already clear that mostafa would be the first port of  call for any
overseas academic or television producer interested in ancient alexandria. he travelled
more widely than many of  his peers, teaching and lecturing in many countries and regularly
taking part in international papyrological congresses. and if  his name will more generally
be connected with the new alexandria library, it is for his gentle, probing intelligence as
both a teacher and a scholar that this alexandrian professor will be remembered
internationally by colleagues and students alike.’

he and azza had two children, amr and mohga. theirs was a happy and welcoming
home where they hosted various novelists including anita desai, who portrayed the couple,
as well as their cat cleo(patra), in her novel journey to ithaca. his great nephew is mohsen
elabbadi (2015).

FARGHER, Sydney Edwin (1945) died on 22 september 2016.
ned Fargher was born on 5 august 1927 in liverpool. educated at oundle school he came
up in 1945 to read mechanical sciences. he graduated ba 1948; ma 1952. Following
graduation he was given the ‘choice’ of  national service or practicing as an engineer; 
he elected to join british railways in plymouth, rebuilding and maintaining the war torn
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railway infrastructure. after a move to london, he designed parts of  the West coast railway
electrification project. Following a computing course at nottingham university in 1962 he
spent the rest of  his career with british rail computing projects. one of  the amateur films
he made, partly to inform his colleagues about the capabilities of  the early Ferranti sirius
computer, instant arithmetic, is now deposited at the museum of  science and industry. 
in retirement he was heavily involved in talking newspaper for the blind in his then home
town of  reading.

he married maureen elizabeth hockey in 1955; they had two sons and one daughter.

FINLAY, Terence Edward (1962) died on 20 march 2017 aged 79.
terry Finlay was born on 19 may 1937 in london, ontario. educated at ashbury college,
ottawa, the university of  Western ontario and huron college, ontario, he came up in
1962 shortly after his ordination. he read theology and graduated ba 1964; ma 1968.
during his ministry he served many parishes in huron and toronto and in 1989 he became
the diocesan bishop of  toronto. he was committed to the principle of  all having the right
to full participation in the church and to listening, dialogue and reconciliation. these
commitments led to him heading up the diocese of  toronto’s work to seek healing for the
church's role in canada’s treatment of  the indigenous population and, in 2006, to him
officiating at the marriage of  two women. archbishop Fred hiltz, primate of  the anglican
church of  canada and a long-standing friend said of  terry: ‘i admired him. i learned much
from him. i was encouraged by him... there was about him a genuineness, a modesty and a
holiness that enriched my life and so many others too.’

he married alice jean cracknell in 1962; they had two daughters.

GREENWOOD, Thomas Stephen (1956) died on 13 april 2017 aged 80.
tom greenwood was born on 16 september 1936 in Vienna. his family moved to the 
uK to escape the nazis. educated at the royal grammar school, lancaster, he came up in
1956. he read natural sciences and graduated ba 1959; ma 1963. Following graduation he
joined bakelite ltd as a technical service chemist. he moved to unilever in 1963 and then
to bussuK/bussag in 1975. he spent his retirement first in switzerland, and then in
lyon, France. 

he married gillian Kent-lemon in 1965. he married his second wife isabelle Voituriez,
in 1992. he had a son and a daughter.

GUNDREY Walter Gareth (1951) died on 31st january 2016 age 83.
Walter gundrey was born on 28th june 1933 in london. educated at dulwich college he
came up in 1951 to read english. he graduated ba 1954. Following graduation he pursued
a career in publishing, editing a number of  journals including that of  the riba. as a
journalist he was involved in the environmental movement and on retirement he moved to
small holding in cumbria to lead a simpler life. From here he co-authored Staying off the
Beaten Track a b&b guide with his sister elizabeth. he enjoyed working with wood and
became an accomplished wood turner exhibiting widely.

he married patricia smethurst in 1971. they had two daughters, alice and anna.

HALLAM, William Bryan Lister (1954) died on 4 september 2016 aged 81.
bill hallam, the brother of  henry (1953), was born on 9 February 1935 in ipswich.
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educated at brighton college he came up in 1954 to read mechanical sciences. 
he graduated ba 1957; ma 1963. after graduating, he joined the royal air Force.
Following retirement from the raF, he worked as a teacher and an accounts clerk. 
he and his wife, who both had fond memories of  bill’s time at jesus, often returned to
cambridge and never missed the bumps.

he married olivia raffles in 1958. 

HAMILTON, Gordon Stuart (1989) died on 22 october 2016 aged 50.
gordon hamilton was born on 27 july 1966. after graduating from the university of
aberdeen he came up in 1989 to undertake a doctorate in glaciology. he spent the rest of
his career in academia working at the norwegian polar institute, ohio state university and
the university of  maine where he was a professor. his research interests included ice sheet
mass balance and the role ice sheets play in modulating global sea levels. his fieldwork took
him to antartica where he was tragically accidentally killed.

he married Fiona sorensen in 1993; they had two sons and a daughter.

HARRIS, Anthony John David (1948) died in 2016 aged 86.
anthony harris was born on 9 december 1929 in london. educated at bryanston school
he came up to jesus in 1948 to read history and economics. after graduating he pursued a
career in journalism, initially at the oxford mail before moving to Fleet street to
concentrate on economics journalism. he worked for the Financial times where he was
chief  leader writer, the Times and the Guardian and earned a reputation for eccentric
brilliance as well as a generous spirit.

he married his second wife liz Fidlon; he had three daughters from his first marriage. 

HIGGINS, Harrison Ormsby (1949) died on 7 june 2016 aged 87.
harry higgins, the son of  george higgins (1919) and nephew of  charles higgins (1922),
was born on 3 january 1929 in the hague, netherlands. educated at geelong grammar
school he came up in 1949. he read economics and history and graduated ba 1952; ma
1956. after going down he joined shell in australia and the philippines. he then became a
paper inspector working for crown Zellerbach. in 1960, he moved into education and rose
to be principal of  j. l. jackson jr. secondary school before retiring in 1989. in retirement,
he continued to support his local community working on the drug and alcohol
committee, the british columbia environmental appeal board and marking and
monitoring the local rattlesnake population.

he married lois ann ream in 1956; they had two sons and a daughter.

HOGG David Alistair (1958) died on 3 august 2016 aged 79.
david hogg was born on 11 april 1937 in nottingham. educated at nottingham high
school he came up in 1958 following national service (royal navy). he read modern &
medieval languages, graduating ba 1961. Following graduation he joined british airways
where he remained for more than 20 years before moving to nottinghamshire county
council to work as a marketing manager. prior to moving to emdc as marketing director.
he retired in 1998.

he married heinke geldschlaeger in 1965; they went on to have two sons and a
daughter. the marriage ended in 1996.
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JACOBS, David Charles (1973) died on 10 march 2017 aged 62.
david jacobs was born on 1 February 1955 in ipswich. educated at ipswich school he
came up in 1973 to read modern & medieval languages. as part of  his degree he spent a
year as a teaching assistant in munich. he graduated ba 1976; ma 1980. Following
graduation he returned to munich and lived there for the remainder of  his life. he worked
for several years as a translator of  technical documentation for siemens. he then worked
freelance for clients in munich and stuttgart. his commitment to the precise use of
language made him a translator on whom his clients could depend for accuracy and delivery
on time. as one of  his clients commented, he was “mr reliable”. he also came to speak
german with native fluency and could surprise native german speakers with his command
of  the bavarian dialect.

JEEVES, William Norman (1940) died on 13 november 2016 aged 95.
norman jeeves was born on 13 july 1921 in leicester. educated at alderman newton’s
boys’ grammar school, leicester, he came up in 1940 to read modern languages. 
he graduated ba 1943; ma 1952. Following graduation he joined the code breakers at
bletchley park. after the war he moved to France and worked as a lecturer at various
French universities before moving to saarland university. in 1953 he returned to the 
united Kingdon to lecture at Kings college, london. he continued in education for the
rest of  his career teaching at chislehurst & sidcup grammar school, Worthing high school
and mcmaster university, hamilton.

he married ginette hourcade in anglet, France, in 1949; they had two sons and a
daughter.

JENKIN, Charles Patrick Fleming (1948) died on 20 december 2016 aged 90.
patrick jenkin was born on 7 september 1926 in edinburgh. educated at clifton college,
following national service, he came up to jesus in 1948. he soon joined cambridge
university conservative association and made lifelong friends with others who would
become leading political figures, particularly with geoffrey howe. he read law, graduating
ba 1951; ma 1956. after being called to the bar he joined the chemicals & plastics
division of  distillers. in 1964, he fought and won the newly created seat of  Wanstead and
Woodford and in so doing became the new member of  parliament for many of  Winston
churchill’s old constituents. a distinguished career followed; he held posts including chief
secretary to the treasury, minister of  energy, secretary of  state for health & social
security, secretary of  state for industry, where he set in train the first major privatisation
(of  bt), and secretary of  state for the environment. after stepping down from the house
of  commons he was appointed a life peer, where he remained active for a second 25 years
as a leading parliamentarian. he served on various select committees and was a patron of
many charities. as chair of  the lords science and technology select committee, he drew
upon his family heritage in science (Fleeming jenkin and Frewen jenkin were his great
grandfather and grandfather) producing a report amid the ‘Frankenstein foods’ scares about
gm technology, entitled Science and Society. he delivered his most acclaimed speech in
parliament, in support of  the same sex marriage bill, politely berating the bishops for
being behind the times, shortly before he became the first ever peer to retire under a new
procedure which he had personally promoted.

he married alison monica graham in1952; they had two sons and two daughters.
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JONES, John Ashley (1939) died on 28 december 2016 aged 95.
john jones was born on 30 august 1921 in Kent. educated at blundell’s school he came up
in 1939 and read history, graduating ba 1942; ma 1946. Following graduation he served as
a squadron leader in the royal air Force. he went on to work for the colonial
administrative service in nigeria, the gambia, the Falklands, the solomon islands and
Kiribati. his service was twice officially recognised; when he was appointed officer of  the
national order of  the republic of  senegal and obe.

he married jean austin in 1963. he had a daughter, alison, from his first marriage.

KING, Robert Edward (1950) died on 6 september 2016 aged 85.
robert King, the younger brother of  peter King (1949), was born on 17 september 1930.
educated at bedford modern school he came up in 1950 to read natural sciences. he
graduated ba 1953; ma 1959. Following graduation, he joined ssl ltd, working as a
seismologist in the middle east before moving on to bp in 1955. While with bp he
undertook an msc in petroleum engineering at the university of  houston and lived and
worked for several years in trinidad. in 1962, he left bp, returned to the uK and joined
ibm. there he worked as a systems engineer, based for many years in croydon, before
relocating to paris in 1975. he returned to london in 1980, where he worked until his
retirement in 1987.

in 1957, he married shirley lowings and together they had a daughter, louise, and son,
christopher, and two grandchildren.

LAKE, Richard Edward (1956) died on 12 july 2016 aged 79.
richard lake was born on 6 october 1936 in lewisham. educated at enfield grammar
school, he came up to jesus in 1956 to read modern & medieval languages. he graduated
ba 1959; ma 1963. he spent his career in insurance and was a director of  his company. 
he spent a lot of  time travelling the world visiting other insurance companies and it would
be easier to list the countries he didn’t visit than those he did. his expertise was such that
he was called upon to provide advice to the government as an industry representative.
outside work he was a keen supporter of  tottenham hotspur and enjoyed playing football
too.

he married ann elizabeth cracknell in 1960, they had a son and a daughter.

MARTIN, Robin Geoffrey (1939) died on 30 november 2016 aged 95.
robin martin, the younger brother of  Victor martin (1934), was born on 9 march 1921 in
Wolverhampton. educated at cheltenham college he came up in 1939 to read natural
sciences. he graduated ba 1942; ma 1946. he pursued a distinguished career in business
and held various senior positions including chairman of  tarmac plc (1971-1979); serck plc
(1975-1983) and hewetson plc (1980-1998).

he married margery chester martin in 1946; they had two sons and a daughter.

MAYHEW-SANDERS John Reynolds (1950) died on 1 november 2013 aged 82.
john mayhew-sanders was born on 25 october 1931. educated at epsom college and the
royal naval college, dartmouth. he came up in 1950, a year after he’d joined the navy, to
read mechanical sciences. he rowed in the jesus i boat which won the Fairbairn cup in
1952, came head of  the river in 1953 lent races and won the ladies’ plate at henley also
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in 1953. he graduated ba 1954; ma 1957. he was invalided out of  the navy in 1955 and
took articles in his father’s accountancy practice. having qualified, he joined pe-consulting,
where he became a director in 1968. in 1972, he moved to john brown plc; he was to go on
to be chief  executive and chairman and to be knighted for service to exports in 1982.

he married sylvia mary colling in 1958; they had three sons and a daughter.

POWER, Nigel Raphe (1947) died on 26 november 2016 aged 91.
nigel power was born on 18 may 1925. educated at rugby school and oriel college,
oxford, following service in the royal artillery he came up in 1947. When he came up he
was the second member of  his family to do so, his brother-in-law jack dracopoli (1939)
having preceded him. he was to be followed by his nephews andrew dracopoli (1965) and
edward power (1985). he read law and graduated ba 1949. his first job was to lead
exploration projects in malta, sicily and West africa, but in 1958 he returned to london,
where he dealt with exploration and production operations in iraq, the gulf  states, syria
and lebanon on behalf  of  the Kuwait oil company and iraq petroleum group. in the
mid-1960s he switched to bp’s head office in the us, taking responsibility for relations with
colombia, the us and un agencies. Further stints in bp’s offices in london and new York
followed in the late 1960s and 1970s. he retired in 1979 as Vice-president, government
and public affairs. despite his itinerant working life, he engaged closely in the careers of
his many and much-loved nephews and nieces and his 11 godchildren.

he spent his retirement in arundel, West sussex, where he was famous for his annual
parties and generosity to local artists in the arundel gallery trail.

REYNOLDS, Robert Hugh (1945) died on 2 november 2016 aged 89.
bobbie reynolds was born on 30 august 1927 the nephew of  richard parry (1923) and
thomas parry (1925). educated at sherborne school, where he excelled at sport, he came
up in 1945 to read natural sciences with the intention of  going on to qualify as a doctor.
he graduated ba 1948; ma 1982. Whilst training at the middlesex hospital two important
things happened. Firstly, over the operating table he met a rather forceful theatre sister later
to become his wife. secondly he was sent for a routine X-ray on thursday, played rugby in
the hospital cup Final on saturday and on tuesday was diagnosed with tuberculosis.
before he caused an epidemic in the hospital he was shipped off  to southwold in suffolk to
care for the mainly service personnel with tb in the numerous sanatoria on the east coast.
on recovering he stayed and became the local gp. in 1964, he won a scholarship to study
primary care in other countries.  after a month in holland and a further month in
denmark, off  he went with his wife to the usa for three months and got fat and then a
similar period in russia to get thin. the most visible product of  this research was a change
in the recognition and management of  pre-eclampsia in pregnant women.  

he married beryl harley in 1950; they had a son and two daughters.

RICHARDS, Derek James (1952) died on 16 may 2017 aged 82.
derek richards was born on 12 november 1934 in middlesborough. educated at King
edward Vi grammar school, lichfield, he came up in 1952 to read medicine. 
he graduated ba 1955; mb bchir 1958; ma 1959. he went on to become a consultant
orthopaedic surgeon at eastbourne district general hospital. outside of  work he enjoyed
rugby, country pursuits and golf.

he married angela maton in 1962. together they had four children (michael, elizabeth,
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simon and alice) and nine grandchildren who loved to hear their ‘bumpa’ telling them
stories.

ROCHESTER, Baron. LAMB, Foster Charles Lowry (1934) died on 6 February 2017
aged 100. 
Foster lamb, as he was then, was born on 7 june 1916 in Kingswood, surrey. educated at
mill hill school he came up to jesus in 1934 and read history and law. he graduated ba
1937; ma 1941. soon after graduation he met mary Wheeler and a romance blossomed
with a wedding coming four years later. Following the outbreak of  the second World War
he joined the army. so when his first son was born at the end of  1944 he was on the
battlefields of  France and discovered the news from the birth announcements in the times.
Fortunately, he didn’t need that publications help to discover the arrival of  his subsequent
two daughters and son. his active service was in many ways the most formative time of  his
life. one particular experience was when his tank was blown up in normandy in august
1944. in a letter to his wife he described the incident thus: “unfortunately, my tank went up
in flames and my driver was killed – instantly thank god. both the gunner and operator
were wounded and i was very lucky to escape with some superficial burns on my face and
hands which have now quite healed.” he then went on to describe the courage of  the
germans: “even after they’d done all that to my crew, i somehow felt no hatred towards
them. When an officer surrendered the remnants of  that garrison to me, you could see
quite clearly that they were simply men like us who’d been given a job to do and had done it
to the best of  their ability”. Following demobilisation, he joined ici. he went on to
become labour manager in the alkali division in 1955 and in the same year succeeded his
father as lord rochester. his name change led to some confusion and caused one colleague
who, after he answered the phone saying “lord rochester here”, said “Well if  you’re lord
rochester, i’m the bloody archbishop of  canterbury!” he continued with ici until
retirement in 1972 after 26 years. he went on to draw its occupational pension for 44 years
and was regularly required to sign a ‘certificate of  existence’! he counted himself  very
privileged that he had inherited a peerage and, driven by his innate sense of  duty, he was
determined to play an active part as a member of  the house of  lords. he was the liberal
and later the liberal democrat spokesperson on employment and industrial relations in the
house and also acted as a member of  the lords select committee on unemployment. 
he contributed in a voluntary capacity to many other national and local institutions and
organisations. they included Keele university (of  which he was the pro-chancellor for
over ten years), the cheshire scout association, chester college and the national liberal
club. he was also appointed a deputy lieutenant for the county of  cheshire. closer to
home, he was an office-bearer of  the Vale royal council for Voluntary service, the
eddisbury & Weaver Vale liberal democrats and the hartford parochial church council.

RUTTONSHA, Cyrus Sam (1959) died in 2015.
cyrus ruttonsha, the older brother of  Firdaus (1969) and the nephew of  jamshed patel
(1938), was born on 21 june 1941 in rangoon, burma. educated at st joseph’s college,
darjeeling, he came up to jesus in 1959 to read mechanical sciences. he graduated ba
1962, ma 1966. When he left jesus his parents had moved to india and he joined the family
firm in pune which manufactured electrolytics. he considered his time at jesus the seminal
period of  his life and was an active participant in the camford society in pune.
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SCOTT Nigel William Alexander (1963) died on 3 november 2015 aged 71.
nigel scott was born on 7 september 1944. educated at sedbergh school he came up in
1963 to read modern & medieval languages. he graduated ba 1966. after graduating he
worked for levi strauss in brussels as a systems manager. he did an mba at cranfield in
1977 following which he joined deloitte as a management consultant. he moved to
oxford, cambridge and rsa examinations as director of  operations where he remained
until retirement.  he was always an enthusiastic sports player, playing for the crusaders
whilst at cambridge. he was a keen skier and managed to continue this until a year before
his death. he loved challenging himself  and took up celtic rowing and with a team he
rowed from ireland to Wales. he also took up cycling and cycled from land’s end to john
o’groats. both of  these challenges raised money for local projects.

he married sue bowdler in 1974; they had two children, joanna and William.

SCRATON Ronald Ernest (1952) died on 30 july 2016 aged 83.
ron scraton was born on 25 February 1933 in stapleford, nottinghamshire. educated at
nottingham high school he came up in 1952 to read mathematics. he graduated ba 1955;
ma 1959. he subsequently undertook a doctorate at the university of  bradford, graduating
phd, 1973. he remained at bradford for another eleven years before taking up a post at the
university of  south pacific, Fiji. he was appointed professor of  maths at sultan Qaboos
university, oman, in 1987, and remained there until retirement in 1992. his published work
includes Basic Numerical Methods (1984) and Further Numerical Methods in Basic (1987).

he married pamela shepherd in 1955; they had two daughters.

SMITH, David Grayston (1959) died on 13 may 2017 aged 78.
david smith was born on 17 march 1939. educated at stockport grammar school he came
up to read natural sciences in 1959. he graduated ba 1962; ma 1966. Following
graduation he pursued a career in business and his final full-time post was as director of
environmental service for pa consulting group. in semi-retirement he continued to work
in consulting throughout central and eastern europe. 

SNOWDON, The Earl of. ARMSTRONG-JONES, Anthony Charles Robert Owen
Linley, (1948) died on 13 january 2017, aged 86.
tony armstrong-jones was born in london on 7 march 1930. educated at eton college he
came up to jesus in 1948 to read architecture. Whilst at cambridge he coxed the victorious
eight in the 1950 boat race. his love of  photography eclipsed his desire to become an
architect and so at the age of  21 he set up a studio in london. invitations to photograph
the good and the great quickly followed. one such invitation resulted in him meeting
princess margaret who he later married. a year after the marriage he was raised to the
peerage as lord snowdon. he continued to work as a photographer and was commissioned
by various publications, including the Sunday Times. he also designed a great aviary for
london zoo, advised the council of  industrial design and helped to make several
television documentaries. he took a keen interest in disability, making his maiden speech in
the house of  lords on the subject and he fought a campaign for wheelchair user rights to
access railways. he also instituted an award scheme to help disabled students in further
education. he held a number of  significant appointments including provost of  the royal
college of  art and president of  the Welsh national rowing club.

he married princess margaret in 1960. he married lucy lindsay-hogg in 1978. he had
five children.
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STEWART John Malcolm (1962) died on 14 november 2016 aged 73.
john stewart was born on 1 july 1943 in pinner. educated at latymer upper school he
came up in 1962 to read mathematics. he graduated ba 1965; ma 1969. he began a
doctorate at jesus but – after being appointed a research fellow there – completed it at
sidney sussex college. he graduated phd 1969. in 1971, he moved to the 
max-planck-institut in munich. he returned to cambridge in 1975 to join King’s college as
a senior research Fellow and was appointed as a university lecturer in applied maths and
later reader in gravitational physics. Following retirement form his university employment
he was elected to a life fellowship and continued to teach, interview and advise junior
members. he was active on several college committees. his published work includes 
Non-Equilibrium Relativistic Kinetic Theory (1969); General Relativity (ed & translator, 1990);
Advanced General Relativity (1990, 1993); Python for Scientists (2014, 2nd edition 2017).

he married mary cock in 1970.

STOCK, Royston Stanley (1949) died on 10 october 2016 aged 87.
roy stock was born 23 july 1929 in hammersmith. educated at latymer upper school he
came up in 1949 to read history following national service in the raF. he graduated ba
1952; ma 1958.

We are grateful to his friend geoff  rainbow (1949) for the following: “… a fine
oarsman he rowed in the jesus i boat and hidden under the pen-name ‘roer’, he wrote the
rowing reports for granta. after graduating, he worked up the hard way from selling soap
door-to-door to top management in s.h. benson, then the uK’s leading marketing agency.
meanwhile, he proved the perfect best man at my wedding in 1958. at benson’s he met jo.
they canvassed together when roy stood as a tory in an unwinnable seat at the 1959
general election. as their son giles puts it, ‘he lost the election and won mum’s heart’.
that year he was sent to Kenya to set up an african agency. he took jo with him and they
soon married. both born to be parents, roy and jo adopted a daughter, Vicky, and had two
sons, giles and rupert.  From benson’s he rose to marketing director of  british rail and
unicef. When that came to an end, he set up his own printing business, having taught
himself  how. giles has run it since roy retired at 68. inspired by the tV series The Good
Life he and jo made their home, with 6 acres in essex, self-sufficient.

he remained true to his ideals as a scout, ready and able to turn his hand to any job,
always generous, always friendly, always coping, always making the best of  things, seeing the
best side of  everyone and the funny side of  everything. in retirement he worked at his
music and regularly played the organ at his local church, where his funeral took place.”

SUTTON, Keith Norman died on 24 march 2017 aged 82.
Keith sutton was born on 23 june 1934 in london. educated at battersea grammar school
he came up in 1954 to read english and theology. a keen sportsman he won a blue for
tennis. he graduated ba 1958; ma 1962. he went on to train to be a priest at ridley hall
little knowing he would return to be principal fifteen years later. after a period as a curate in
plymouth and as chaplain of  st john’s college, his ministry took across the world to
uganda where he was a lecturer at the theological college in mukono. he was later to
return to africa as the archbishop’s envoy to assist bishop tutu when he was facing 
threats from the south african government. he was appointed suffragan bishop of
Kingston in 1978 and then diocesan bishop of  lichfield in 1984 and in the same year
wrote The People of God. he entered the house of  lords in 1989.

he married edith mary jean geldard in 1963; they had three sons and one daughter.
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TURBOTT, Ian Graham (1946) died on 10 august 2016 aged 94.
ian turbott was born on 9 march 1922. educated at takapuna grammar school, auckland,
and auckland university, he served as a captain in the new Zealand expeditionary Force
before coming up in 1946 for the special colonial service course. Following graduation he
served as a district commissioner to the gilbert and ellice islands (now Kiribati) and an
administrator in antigua. he was the last administrator of  grenada and the first governor
of  the new independent state. at the age of  46, he moved into business working
successfully in the united Kingdom, pacific and australia. by the end of  the 1980s he was
ready for a new challenge and accepted the post of  the Foundation chancellor of  the
board of  governors of  the university of  Western sydney. he was involved in a range of
charitable work and was chairman of  the duke of  edinburgh international awards new
south Wales, sydney piano competition and sydney dance company. his success was
recognised in a variety of  ways including being appointed a knight and honorary consular
for the cook islands and being named Father of  the year in australia.

he married nancy lantz in 1952. they had three daughters, elizabeth, Katharine and
jennifer.

WEBSTER, Michael George (1942) died on 11 september 2015 aged 91.
michael Webster was born on 9 may 1924 in cardiff. educated at nottingham high school
he came up in 1942 to read classics. his studies were interrupted as he was sent to
undertake a course in japanese at bedford. on completing the course he was posted with
british army intelligence to various countries in the asia-pacific region. he returned to
complete his degree and chose to study law. he graduated ba 1948; ma 1951. Following
graduation he qualified as a chartered accountant. his firm, peat, marwick, mitchell sent
him to paris to do some pro bono work for the office of  the un high commissioner for
refugees. Whilst there he met nancy tait, an american, visiting France. after their
marriage the couple settled in princeton, new jersey, during which time he worked for
johnson and johnson and they had the first two of  their three sons. he was sent back to
paris in 1959 for 18 months but the couple decided to stay and remained for 55 years. 
he joined richardson Vicks and his work in mergers and acquisitions took him around
europe, to india and south america. in retirement he travelled extensively; he and his wife
loved to visit italy and the middle east best of  all.

he married nancy tait in 1952; they had three sons, michael, christopher and mark, 
and five grandchildren.

YOULE, Antony (1965) died on 15 February 2017 aged 70.
tony Youle was born on 8 February 1947 in oldham. educated at st peter's school, York,
he came up in 1965 to read materials science. he graduated ba 1968; ma 1972 phd 1972.
he left cambridge to join the university of  portsmouth where he remained until 2000 and
during this time he also worked as a consultant at adams green in southampton and
served as chairman of  the institute of  energy. Following retirement from full-time
employment he carried out freelance work for the university of  surrey, finally stepping
down in 2012.

he married helena randall in 1987 and gained a step-daughter, claire.
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awards

University Prizes, Grants and Scholarships, and External Awards

prize for best poster, jesus college graduate conference bethany connolly
peter brook award robert a cronshaw
amelia earhart Fellowship Francesca de domenico
postgraduate study and research grant from Funds for jennifer Fields

Women graduates
craythorne scholarships rachel clamp
(the Worshipful company of  cutlers) marcell r Fekete

jennifer Fields
izaak W jephson
William a slade
madeleine l steer

cambridge society for the application of  research petros giannaros
(csar) award

bob hunter prize for the best student talk at the Volcanic Victoria c honour
and magmatic studies group (Vmsg) conference,
liverpool

geological society research award from the annie Victoria c honour
greenly Fund for fieldwork

cancer research uK early career researcher bursary elka s humphrys
cancer research uK conference bursary elka s humphrys
national biotechYes competition (joint winners – rachael l huntly

part of  team) natasha morgan
international research scholarship for year of  study at Zaamin b hussain

the steadman philippon research institute, Vail, co
judith e Wilson award for a doctorate in poetry and drama jasmine j jagger
Young investigator travel award from society of  john a lees

molecular biology and evolution
rockefeller archive center grant joanie e d meharry
smithsonian institution research grant joanie e d meharry
american institute of  afghanistan studies Fellowship joanie e d meharry
anthony Wilkin grant joanie e d meharry
stapley educational trust grant joanie e d meharry
martin hinds travel grant joanie e d meharry
andrew e rice award (formerly truman award) evelyn m mwangi
best oral presentation, 1st prize, (the gordon research arthur neuberger

seminar on multi-drug efflux systems, galveston, tX)
grant from mrc5 Flexible supplement Fund for six month guy j pearson

placement at janelia research centre, Va
best contribution of  a young scientist to the field, Velislava petrova

systems biology of  adaptive immunity, ascona, switzerland
thomas mann prize (2016) from english goethe society syamala a roberts
oxford german olympiad/Wiener library translation syamala a roberts

competition runner up
tsinghua Financial leadership scholarship sean m seymour-dowd
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best research photo competition category: people and hajime shinohara
skills, 1st place, epsrc

best presenter, jesus college graduate conference hajime shinohara
john templeton Foundation grant for a project on science ralph s Weir

religion and philosophy in central and eastern europe
robert sansom scholarship in conservation leadership Weiling Wu
nick mills scholarship in conservation leadership Weiling Wu
best poster award in the 30th conference of  european Zhongyang Xing

colloid and interface society, rome, italy

University Instrumental Awards
William r c clark-maxwell (cello)
philippa stevens (oboe)

University Tripos Prizes
the h a turner prize (economics) laurence n o’brien
the William Vaughan lewis prize (joint award) jamie r sandall

(geography) rachel Willett
the gareth jones prize for the law of  restitution (llm) stephanie m thompson
the brd clarke prize (llm) stephanie m thompson
the travers smith prize for international commercial stephanie m thompson

law (llm)
the 3 Verulam buildings prize for international stephanie m thompson

commercial litigation (llm)
the Volterra Fietta prize for international investment stephanie m thompson

law (llm)
the central electricity generating board prize for james Kendall

materials science and metallurgy
the richard perham prize First prize (biochemistry) michael jenkyn bedford
the institute of  materials prize (materials science) thomas p mcauliffe
the theological studies prize (joint award) michael h l miller

College Awards, Elections and Prizes
e Gurnee Hart Scholarship 2016-2019
rebecca haboucha studying for the phd degree in archaeology (from october 2016)

e Albert Goh & Elizabeth Coupe Scholarship 2016-2017
syamala ann roberts studying for the mphil degree in european, latin american and
comparative literature and culture (october 2016)

e John Killen Scholarship 2016-2017
samuel rhys sharma studying for the mphil degree in classics (october 2016)

e David and Susan Hibbett Scholarship 2016-2017
mikolaj adam Kowalski studying for the phd degree in engineering (from october 2016)

e Embiricos Trust Scholarship 2016-2019
athanasios ntelezos studying for the phd degree in Zoology (from october 2016)

e Valluri Rao Scholarship 2016-2019
david matthew jarvis studying for the phd degree in physics (from october 2016)
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e Hogwood Scholarship 2016-2019
esther osorio Whewell studying for the phd degree in english (from october 2016)

e Nick Mills Scholarship in Conservation Leadership 2016-2017
Weiling Wu studying for the mphil degree in conservation leadership (from october 2016)

e Schröder Scholarship 2016-2019
nicholas robin courtman studying for the phd degree in german (from october 2016)

Sheldrick Scholarship 2016-2017
anika Krause studying for the phd degree in chemistry (from october 2016)

Maitland Memorial Prize (Mesolithic Studies) 2016-2017
george t brill

Ng Fund 2016-2017
carina chan and rachel preston

Jesuan Welfare Awards 2017
jasmynne d bushrod, sophie o’reilly, beatrice g shepherd

Organ Scholarships
Yuet ming j Wong (2015-2017)
david rees (2016-2018)

Lady Kay Scholarship
timothy hupfield (2015-2017)

Choral Scholarships:
sapphire F armitage, john bazalgette, amy F butterworth, benjamin dennes, 
edward d eburne, anna e harrison, dorothy K hoskins, hamish a j macgregor,
thomas a mciver, elizabeth r a nightingale, george W raikes, rebecca n reiss, 
jacqueline rowe, gary c rushton, serena shah, Victoria taylor, joanna Ward

Rawlinson-Hadfield Graduate Choral Scholarships
charlotte barrett-hague, jake dyble (r), charlotte Fletcher, toby c miller, 
louis F l Wilson

Instrumental Exhibitions:
sarah h bate (bassoon), nikolas cerutti (piano), edward d eburne (clarinet), 
thomas Fisher (clarinet), marnus greyling (organ), oliver hope (clarinet), 
edward j liebrecht (trumpet), sashini m mariathasan (guitar), marina mayer (piano),
thomas a mciver (oboe), elizabeth r a nightingale (French horn), 
rebecca n reiss (flute), serena shah (piano), shamil shah (oboe), philippa stevens (harp)

Edward Daniel Clarke Travel Bursary:
eleanor r prince

James Baddeley Poole Bursaries:
thomas j Y blanchard, thomas p mcauliffe, ellen e miller, nicholas pearson, 
jessica c a slim

Sir Moses and Lady Finley Travel Bursaries:
anna albiero, richard p o assheton, Katie b howard, elka s humphrys, 
daniel g W smith
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Jesus College Cambridge Society Travel Bursaries:
aaron abrams, ali m alam, matthew anderson, sapphire F armitage, arsalan azad, 
jack bradbury, nikolas cerutti, elinor s clark, cormac p devlin, john j dudley, 
surina Fordington Fowkes, ceri o hedderwick turner, dorothy K hoskins, 
amy K hughes, david m jarvis, rebekah h Kerr, matthew a King, jessica s n m Kung,
daniel b o lee, sacha g lee, dixie Y liang, jacob F r osborne, ellen parker, 
daniel j patton, isabelle l piper, cai read, christian repole, holly j scott, 
jonathan shamir, james Walden, joanna Ward, anthony Wheeler, ryan Young

Sir James Knott Bursaries:
alexander j minto and matthew K sample

Rustat Bursaries:
david j c bookless, alexandra m j Forrester, timothy d F gray, eleanor g Kashouris,
luke s r Kirby, michael h l miller, anna K robson, daniel g W smith, 
benedict j l Welch

Sir Robbie Jennings Fund:
richard birkett, natascha j blesing, dominic l browne, marcell r Fekete, eloise harrison,
amy K hughes, chloe jacot, marina mayer, charlotte a mcdonald, henry miller, 
samuel j plummer, rosa price, eleanor r prince, inês teodosio palma Felizardo

Alan Pars eatre Fund:
grainne dromgoole, amelia V oakley, dorothy K hoskins

Alan Burrough Grants for University Rowing:
rebecca abbott and thomas j Wordsworth

Douglas Timmins Grants for Sports:
eduardo p m baptista (basketball), elliot a j ebert (golf), emily K s edwards (football),
danielle Forster (dancesport), petros giannaros (triathlon), ciaran s c hill (boxing), 
jasmine j jagger (golf), nina c luckmann (sailing), samuel j plummer (kayaking), 
paul pruzina (orienteering), david robertson (sailing), hajime shinohara (korfball),
christopher j slim (golf), lara u tritton (waterpolo), maya a Wright (volleyball), 
teng Yi (basketball)

Scholarships for Graduate Students (awarded in Michaelmas 2016 for 2015-2016 results):
ethan bowering, Victoria l coleman, Kathryn dingle, maxwell Fabiszewski, 
jessica F gliserman, leanne c greenfield, jade F leung, theo W morris clarke, 
sarah l nankivell, marina W perkins, simon j pittaway, benjamin ridley-johnson

Scholarships:
lucy adams, Frederick t alford, edward ashcroft, annabelle g Z atkins, alexander ball,
joshua p bambrick, sarah h bate, Kostiantyn bichai, richard birkett, joshua b blake,
Katherine j boucher, george t brill, oliver brown, nikolas cerutti, jennifer e chambers,
aiden c-l chan, digby e chappell, anna l christiansen, emily collinson, 
charlie constable, james W m t coxon, simon davies, Kayleigh n dawson, 
lucie l de cock, cormac p devlin, niall b devlin, edward d eburne, tudor evans, 
daisy e eyre, matthew s g Feuer, chantelle l Foster, james Fuller, miriam Z gauntlett,
Katherine grady, anthony graff, alexandra F gutai, ceri o hedderwick turner,
Francesca m houghton, jack a hoyle, sarah r jacobs, edward jeans, 
michael jenkyn bedford, rajesh b jethwa, anran jin, lucy johnson, luke johnson, 
dominic m jones, benjamin joseph, eleanor g Kashouris, austin Kelly, james Kendall,
rebekah h Kerr, Vanessa o Knight, shoni b lavie-driver, ryan e j law, 
timothy d lennox, jake levi, hin Wing lo, hamish a j macgregor, richard d magrath,
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chloe j merrell, thomas p mcauliffe, oscar melbourne, ellen e miller, 
michael h l miller, alexander j minto, camilla moodie, ron mulvey, poh ni m ng, 
laurence n o’brien, oreoluwa h ogunbiyi, jacob F r osborne, ellen parker, 
alexandre Y j paturel, nicholas pearson, george pitt, rachel pomery, rachel preston, 
rosa price, eleanor r prince, caspar g s ramsay, rachel e rees-middleton, 
natalie F reeve, rebecca n reiss, elizabeth m robson, alexandra rowe, 
alessandro m rubin, jamie r sandall, holly j scott, sonam shah (2016), 
rhiannon e shaw, christopher j slim, mihir sood, jeremy soper, theodore a souris, 
ben stoddart-stones, james swaden, moe takenoshita, Victoria taylor, 
stephanie m thompson, nicholas a tubbs, heval m turel, branislav uhrin, 
benedict j l Welch, sophia Wigg, chun Yui Wong, james m Wood, george a Wort, 
Wenying Wu, tianlin Zhang tian rong Zhu

Exhibitions:
Faheem i bhatti, john j W cai, alicia e cole, ben curnow, gwynfor dafydd, 
grainne dromgoole, james m edgerton, todd m gillespie, benjamin goddard-Fletcher,
omar a helmy, oliver hope, amy K hughes, timur l Kesdogan, edward j liebrecht,
sofia lyall, trina jo r Q mah, adelaide mettrick, henry miller, alexander osborne, 
edward W parker humphreys, oliver b rose, jacqueline rowe, leo salem, shamil shah,
alice d stuart, abigael e Watson, dominic Wheeler, Weiyu Ye, he Zhou

Prizes:
senior Keller michael jenkyn bedford

elizabeth m robson
Keller Frederick t alford

jack a hoyle
benefactor’s (2004) george t brill

daisy e eyre
shoni b lavie-driver
jake levi
oscar melbourne
poh ni m ng
rachel pomery
eleanor r prince

sir leslie martin (architecture) ceri o hedderwick turner
Farrell (greek studies) lavinia c abell and

elizabeth g reeves
brereton (classics part ia) shoni b lavie-driver
carruthers (computer science part ia) oliver hope
carruthers (computer science part ib) joshua b blake
carruthers (computer studies part ii) george a Wort
carruthers (computer studies part iii) joshua p bambrick
malthus (economics) jack a hoyle
malthus (human, social & political sciences) caspar g s ramsay
evans (engineering part ia) poh ni m ng
engineers’ (part ib) jake levi
samuel taylor coleridge (english) rachel pomery
newling (history part i) alexandra rowe
schiff  (history part ii) george pitt
glanville Williams (law part ii) ryan e j law
glanville Williams (ll.m.) stephanie m thompson
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bronowski (mathematics part ia) ben curnow
sir harold spencer jones (mathematics part ii) timothy d lennox
r a Watchman (mathematics part iii) Frederick t alford
eliot (mml part ii) rebekah h Kerr
james perrett (medical sciences part ia) moe takenoshita
hadfield anatomy (medical sciences part ia) omar a helmy
duckworth (parts ia and ib medical sciences) heval m turel
hadfield medical sciences (mVst part ii) elizabeth m robson
Waring (Final mb part iii) trina jo r Q mah and

Weiyu Ye
roberts (pathology) heval m turel
Wellings (natural sciences part ia) anna l christiansen
longden (natural sciences part ib) matthew s g Feuer
john gulland (natural sciences parts ia and ib) lucie l de cock
john gulland (natural sciences part ii) elizabeth m robson
sir alan cottrell (natural sciences (physical) physics: niall b devlin

part ii or part iii) materials: ben stoddart-stones
duncan mcKie (natural sciences part ii or iii) biochemistry part iii: 

michael jenkyn bedford
biochemistry part ii: 
edward d eburne

sheldrick (chemistry part ii or iii) nicholas pearson
rajesh b jethwa

Frank allhusen (chemistry) rajesh b jethwa
corrie and otter (theology and religious studies) michael h l miller
Valérie tyssens (mml part i: French language) alexander j minto
educational board prize eleanor g Kashouris
g F hart (history prelims to part i) abigael e Watson and

bryn s goodman
hamilton prize (social and economic history) Victoria l gray
russell Vick (law) stephanie m thompson
reid-henry (geography) jamie r sandall
sir peter gadsden mitchell j cleaver
crighton (music) William r c clark-maxwell
gray reading prizes chapel: ryan Young

hall: syamala a roberts
james hadfield (for contributing most to medical (pre-clinical medicine):  

and veterinary studies in the college) joseph hamilton
(clinical medicine):  
trina jo r Q mah

margaret mair choral jake dyble (robinson)
Wohl prize (books, travel or study for history) edward ashcroft
morgan (english essay) laurie atkinson
marcus prawer (dramatic criticism essay) benedict j l Welch
edwin stanley roe (charles dickens essay) natalie F reeve
sir denys page award shoni b lavie-driver

(for classics students to travel to greece) Frederick preece
renfrew (for the most significant contribution sapphire F armitage

to the musical life of  the college) gary c rushton
Waring award (for sporting achievement) madeleine eno
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College Prizes:
chemical engineering part iib christopher j slim
economics part i john j W cai
economics part iia laurence n o’brien
education prelims to part i amy K hughes
engineering part iia chun Yui Wong
engineering part iib aiden c-l chan
english prelims to part i grainne dromgoole
english part i benedict j l Welch
geography part ia dominic Wheeler
geography part ib Victoria taylor
history prelims to part i abigael e Watson
history of  art part i alessandro m rubin
history of  art part iia sophia Wigg
human, social & political sciences part i holly j scott
human, social & political sciences part iib emily collinson

(social anthropology)
human, social & political sciences part iib george t brill

(biological anthropology)
human, social & political sciences part iib daisy e eyre

(sociology)
land economy part ia alexander osborne
law part ib cormac p devlin
law part ii rachel preston
linguistics part i oscar melbourne
modern & medieval languages part ia alexander j minto
modern & medieval languages part ib rebecca n reiss
music part ia edward j liebrecht
natural sciences part ia (physical) shamil shah
natural sciences part ii (materialsl) james Kendall
philosophy part ia leo salem
psychological & behavioural sciences part i adelaide mettrick
psychological & behavioural sciences part iia Kayleigh n dawson
psychological & behavioural sciences part iib eleanor r prince
theological & religious studies part iia richard d magrath
Final Veterinary examination part ii henry miller
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Tripos Results
this year the college had over 890 students (no two ways of  counting them gives the same
number). there were approximately 490 undergraduates in residence, 23 of  whom came
from other countries in the european union and 40 from other overseas countries. 
there were around 145 in each of  the first three years and 60 in the fourth. 
nine undergraduates were abroad for the year. there were 424 students in the graduate
community at 1 october 2016 of  whom 32 phd students completed their courses during
the 2016-2017 academic year.

2017 2016 2015

number of  exams taken 522 531 523

number obtaining First class (or stars) 126 138 122

number obtaining second class (upper) 244 244 254

number obtaining second class (lower) 46 38 31

number obtaining second class (undivided) 26 26 26

number obtaining third class 6 7 11



PhDs

s j g aarts, performance of  real estate private equity funds 
a baizan edge, the role of  non-coding transcription and il-7r signalling in lymphocyte

development and function 
e baker, From ‘imagined’ to ‘noperative’ communities: latin american literary

engagements with nazism, the second World War and the holocaust (1996-2014) 
r h m brown, derivation and characterisation of  temperature-sensitive mutants of  swine

influenza a virus 
j chen, polymer waveguide based optical interconnects for high-speed on-board

communications 
m j coak, Quantum tuning and emergent phases in charge and spin ordered materials 
i cooper, the materiality of  domestic devotion in sixteenth century naples 
m j cornwell, small molecule inhibition of  ube2t & the Fanconi anemia pathway 
K e crowcroft, thomas tomkis’ lingua: mendacium, disease, and medicine in early

modern england 
l g t a t d’arsiè, thermally-stable adsorptive doping of  carbon nanomaterials for

electronics 
r dehmel, gyroid structured polymer templates for optical applications 
e a del rio chanona, optimisation of  highly nonlinear chemical processes 
s n diepeveen, re-imagining publics in africa: everyday politics and digital media in

mombasa, Kenya 
a j evans, Flux estimation in porous media flow 
n e Faustin, performance of  circular shafts and ground behaviour during construction 
p r gardner, ethicising ulster’s protestants: tolerance, peoplehood and class in ulster-scots

ethnopedagogy
X he, recycling of  lead acid battery paste for producing nanostructured materials for

energy storage 
X he, sph study of  flow-type landslides and their interaction with rigid barriers 
a i Kan, propagation of  engineered cellular properties to colony scales in bacterial

populations 
i Kerusauskaite, the effectiveness of  multilateral and bilateral approaches in tackling

corruption in developing countries: the case of  the united Kingdom’s overseas
development assistance 

m lu, expression-level dependent effects of  aggregation-prone polyglutamine proteins 
d meng, a study on subjective wellbeing of  chinese rural residents and rural-urban

migrants 
t o’loughlin, identification and characterisation of  mY06-cargo complexes using

functional proteomics 
s orazgaliyev, political economy of  mne-host country bargaining relations in developing

world: a case study of  Kazakhstan’s petroleum industry 
j i perry, the dynamic response of  sand: effects of  moisture and morphology 
h Qi, thermal behaviour of  energy pile and thermal walls: from fluid flow to the

surrounding ground 
Y Qiu, complicit intimacy: a study of  nigerian-chinese intimate/business partnerships in

south china 
X rong, housing the poor in the outskirts of  a city: the case of  beijing 
n seega, strategic practices in the financial services industry 
s j senanayake, holographic enhancement of  fibre optic sensors 
r b sileo, the semantics and pragmatics of  racial and ethnic slurring language: towards a

comprehensive radical contextualist account 
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j sipthorp, novel approaches to study and inhibit the erK1/2 - mnK1/2 - eiF4e
signalling axis in cancer cells 

j a todd, a 3d full stokes calving model for store glacier, West greenland 
g s j tudor, ensuring dosimetric coverage of  radiotherapy treatment volumes 
j b von lindeiner, technologies for single-λ and dwdm broadband data communication

links 
F Wang, the evolutionary genomics of  pathogenic bacteria 
m d Webb, isospectral algorithms, toeplitz matrices and orthogonal polynomials 
a a m Williams, dynamics of  the stellar halo of  the milky Way 
F p h Wragg, online measurement of  particle-bound reactive oxygen species 
X Wu, study on pollutant transport in water bodies using random walk method 
W Xu, design of  constrained peptide inhibitors to target the substrate-recognition 

domain of  tankyrase and antagonise Wnt signalling 
l Zhou, the structural basis for type ii and iii collagen recognition by human 

osteoclast-associated receptor (oscar) 
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jesus college cambridge society

Committee 

as of  1 october 2017

1977 professor i h White (ian)
(President and Chairman)

Officers First Elected
1960 m r hadField (trustee) (max) 2006

1969 d h Wootton (trustee) (david) 2008

1969 c i KirKer (trustee) (christopher) 2012

1970 a d c greenWood (adrian) 1998

(Hon. Secretary)
1971 t slator (Hon. Treasurer) (tom) 2002

1976 m p haYes (mark) 2014

(Hon. Dinner Secretary)
2000 r j p dennis (richard) 2013

(College Council Rep.)
1998 s r l stacpoole (sybil) 2016

(College Council Rep.)

Year Representatives
1986 j m FaireY (jon) 2014-2018
1980 j a haYes (janet) 2014-2018
1982 e s morriss (susanna) 2014-2018

1999 F a r rees (Felicity) 2014-2018
1980 g r W sears (guy) 2015-2019

1988 p e s barber (paul) 2015-2019

1990 j j coX (jo) 2015-2019

1997 j mcgintY (john) 2015-2019

1982 K e ashton (Kay) 2016-2020

1987 h j cordell (heather) 2016-2020

1987 o hiWaiZi (omaid) 2016-2020

2006 c g botham (craig) 2016-2020
1977 j p halseY (john) 2017-2021
1987 c j leWis (clive) 2017-2021
2001 s l gicK (sophie) 2017-2021
2008 d c allan (duncan) 2017-2021
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Annual General Meeting 30 September 2017
the annual general meeting of  the jesus college cambridge society took place on 
saturday 30 september 2017 in the long parlour at the mansion house, london, 
at 6.00pm. the master, professor ian White, was in the chair. some thirty members of  the
society were present. ten existing and proposed members of  the executive committee 
had sent their apologies for absence. the master welcomed everyone to the meeting and
thanked them for their support for the college. 

Minutes: the minutes of  the annual general meeting held on 24 september 2016 were
approved and signed as a correct record.

Matters Arising: none.

Secretary’s Report: the honorary secretary reported that (a) there were 278 jesuans and
guests attending the annual dinner; (b) in 2017 the college had allocated jccs travel
bursaries totalling £4,500 to 32 students, and (c) the 2017 annual report was in the course
of  preparation and should be distributed in november. it would contain the minutes of
this meeting and a report of  the dinner to follow.

Annual Audited Accounts to 31/12/2016 and Treasurer’s Report: the audited
accounts to 31/12/2016 showed a small deficit of  £2,208. this was due to a decision by
the trustees to sell some loss-making equities. income from subscriptions was £4,245
(£4,336 in 2015) and dividend income was £3,790 (£3,731). the accumulated fund stood at
£79,138 at 31/12/2016. investments were shown at cost (£71,302) although their market
value at 31/12/2016 was £90,484. the executive committee had decided to keep the
amounts for travel bursaries and the donation to the jcsu at £4,500 and £4,000
respectively. the master thanked the committee for these donations. he explained that the
travel bursaries had been much appreciated and well used, especially by humanities
undergraduates at the end of  their second year as they started to prepare for the final
dissertation. the meeting agreed to receive the accounts.

Appointment of  Auditor: the meeting agreed to appoint n j mitchell F.c.a. for 2017.

Annual Dinner Arrangements for 2018: the honorary secretary announced that the
2018 annual dinner would take place in college on saturday 22 september 2018 
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(the university alumni weekend). the final details would be circulated in jesuan news in
april 2018 and tickets would go on sale in may 2018. the guest of  honour was
provisionally booked to be peter Frankopan (1990), but he would not be able to confirm
until october.

Election of  Officers: the meeting agreed to elect for one year adrian greenwood as
honorary secretary, tom slator as honorary treasurer and mark hayes as dinner secretary. 

Executive Committee: the meeting agreed to elect the following as members of  the
executive committee to serve for 4 years in succession to those retiring by rotation: john
halsey (1977), clive lewis (1987), sophie gick (2001) and duncan allan (2008). they
would serve until the agm in 2021. the master thanked those who were standing down
after their 4 year term of  office.

Any Other Business: the honorary secretary encouraged those present to attend (a) 
the spring dinner at the oxford and cambridge club on 21 april 2018 and (b) the buffet
lunch to be held in the Fellows’ garden on 16 june 2018. it was well suited to family
parties as there was no limit on the number of  guests. the event also coincides with the last
day of  the may races. 

Date of  next year’s AGM: 22 september in college before the annual dinner. the
university alumni weekend would take place on september 21-23.

Reports of  JCCS Events 2016-2017

JCCS London Dinner 22 April 2017
the jccs london dinner took place in the princess marie louise room at the oxford &
cambridge club and was attended by 54 jesuans and guests.

JCCS Buffet Lunch 17 June 2017
the 2017 buffet lunch was attended by over 86 jesuans and their families. many headed to
the paddock afterwards to watch the last day of  the races.

JCCS Annual Dinner 30 September 2017
Following the society’s agm, the annual dinner took place in the egyptian room,
mansion house where 278 members and their guests were present. the master presided
and the guest of  honour was the rt hon the lord mayor of  the city of  london,
alderman dr andrew parmley (1983).

JCCS Travel Bursaries
in 2017, jccs travel bursaries totalling £4500 were awarded to 32 undergraduates and
graduates, out of  105 applications.

Forthcoming JCCS Events
21 april 2018 jccs spring dinner in the princess marie louise room

at the oxford & cambridge club
16 june 2018 jccs buffet lunch on bumps saturday
22 september 2018 jccs annual dinner and agm at mansion house

guest of  honour professor peter Frankopan (1990)
Final details will be published in the april 2018 edition 
of  jesuan news and tickets will go on sale in may 2018
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College Events

‘50 Years On’ Anniversary Lunch 9 November 2016
the master and Fellows invited those who matriculated in 1966 and their spouses to lunch
in college on 9 november 2016. the following attended this lunch:

r billingham, K e crawford, a W darby, t j duffy, r W evans, e s Funnell, 
p gelling, a b gillham, n e F griffiths, r F W holder, p g Kauders, r d linsell, 
c j m meade, a j parkinson, r h richards, t g d shannon, p s swales, 
m h templeman, d a r Williams, s Wilson

‘60 Years On’ Anniversary Lunch 14 November 2016
the master and Fellows invited those who matriculated in 1956 and their spouses to lunch
in college on 14 november 2016. the following attended this lunch: 

j c beveridge, p t coulton, b golds, d c hamley, n hartley, d m jago, d a jenkins,
b landy, d c mcdouall, r g mclellan, n h payne, m e peach, j m peirce, 
j c a rathmell, j d rimington, j b spooner, j r stanbridge, j p Wall, p j e Woods

Glanville Williams Society Reception 15 March 2017
the sixteenth glanville Williams society reception was held in hogan lovells, london on
15 march 2017. the following jesuans connected with law attended the event:

r g toulson (1964); s a hockman (1966); r m jackson (1967); n p ready (1971); 
s j irwin (1972); a r Kennon, r Y randall, c K roberts (1974); d j moss (1975); 
r j cowper (1978); s s bhakar (1984); d preiskel (1985); r b ulph (1986); 
p e s barber (1988); a Kay (1991); m m lavy (1993); r j m d’arjuzon, 
a j evans (1995); h l d’arjuzon, j j mcnae (1996); m j bullen, o K de groot, 
j e doak, i j martorell (1997); c m byers, a e semprini, K c Wilford (1998); 
F a r barratt, o p markham (1999); i s blaney, r h davis, j g macpherson, 
t e d ogden (2002); m j naylor (2003); K p mawdsley, j p santos (2004); 
j a graetsch, m d grégoire, j W g Ketcheson, j p s newman (2005); 
m a thorne (2006); d c m lafferty, e e mcWilliams, b r h shanks-st john, 
V a Watson, a s Woolnough (2007); j g a martin, a tahsin (2008); Z Ye (2009); 
m i mohamed, j a Van renterghem, K m Wilson, m Wong (2011); j r crawford, 
h jackson (2012); m mayer, m b smyth (2013); e s axelrod, Y c chia, b joseph, 
j s n Kung, r e j law (2014); a burnett, c chan, c p devlin, c a mcdonald, 
h j Whitehouse (2015); l s l culot, l j duggan, e goodhart, r l lee, Y Y m lin, 
l maistriaux, c moran, np scott, e l strand, j Woodhouse, l s a Yeo (2016)

Reunion Dinner 24 March 2017
the master and Fellows invited those who matriculated in 1961, 1962 & 1963 to dine in
college on 24 march 2017. the following attended this dinner:

p l brown, m durrell, m W gardiner,  g d graham, m r hadfield, c g hind, 
g d Kaiser, e a W maunder, s j miller, r j pankhurst, g j a perrott, r m potter, 
b j riley, t m southern, m j stevenson, d r tant, j V terry, e p turney (1961); 
g alderman, d s angadi, j e beeson, F j borchardt, g bowman, b m brown, 
r j christian, j d coates, p e croucher, c davidson, p j a Findlay, r j Frankland, 
n h Freeman, s d gagg, d c george, m j hayhurst, j a hudson, d i nichols, 
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r s parsons, n l pilkington, b a j ponder, m W scott, r V scruton, m a slinn, 
m j snell, g a Wilkinson, j m Wilson (1962); c r baily,  p beasley-murray, 
c g g born, p p d W burr, h s r cohen, t c cox, b a Fireman, K a heffernan, 
r g F hyde, g b johnston, r h leech, d W mann, r W Y martin, r h mayo, 
s d mcdonald, g d neal, W e shackell, d h sherburn, j b spittle, 
nigel Wicks (1963)

MA Dinner 31 March 2017
the master and Fellows invited those who matriculated in 2010 to dine in college on 
31 march prior to their ma ceremony the next day. the following attended this 
dinner:

r a herreros-symons (2008); e F johnston, j m Waller (2009); j a anatole, 
a r andrew, t p arnold-Forster, l m ashforth, d j barker, K e bates, c j belfield, 
c t blucke, n c boekstein, a a bolger, a m r boughton, m r bourne, h d bowers,
c p bradshaw, s K braidley, b h p brooks, o c burke, a e bush, s j butler, 
i s m campion, m a carr, W a chaplin, r l chapman, l c c chartres, j l chen, 
W chen,  m r chetan, d p corr, e e cridland, a F s crocket, s j curry, 
e m W daniell, c r danskin, K l davies, l K n dawes, m j dawes, n e dennehy, 
e j denny, r g dixon, t e j edwards, m n Fromson, s gales, h e s gelbart, 
a s gibb, a p gill, j grant, b j green, s s F green, t j c green, l Q hasenclever, 
c j hellmund, K s hewett, t b g hillman, a c hobbs, K j hu, m a hunt, s hussain,
a e c isger, F r james, c m jones, h o jones, p i jull, c e Kilford, a F Kite, 
i Kuznetsov, j t r lai, j i lane, t l lee, a l h li, a s lubin, j r g maini, 
a d margolin, l c marris, r m matanky-becker, c matthews, l j matthews, 
t r maxey, K l message, h mir, s g more, d e moyles, c t mulderrig, F mulholland,
m r munton, V a neufeld, s r o’Flaherty, e c ogilvie, m j o'Kane, h h patani, 
s m perfect, j phillips, s d j pratt, g c n prichard, K m pucks, s ritchie, c m rogers,
n g roope, a sadik, m a salmon, W m sheldon, t g spielman, l a stokeld, 
F d styles, n tabassum, e b taylor, a s tearle, K thirumalai, s m tong, n j Viljoen,
a j Walker, c t Walker, m j Watson, j b Whyte, h m Williams, a r l Wilson, 
l e Winfield, m c Wnek, t j Wood, t r Worrall, i s Zovich

Anniversary Dinner 1 July 2017
the master and Fellows invited those who matriculated in 1977, 1987, 1997 and 2007 to
dine in college on 1 july 2017 to mark their 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th anniversary. 
the following attended this dinner:

a K arthur, r h s birkett, n r britteon, s coltman, j F dean, h j donaldson, 
m r Fanthorpe, c h gallagher, a t gilchrist, s m d goodfellow, m j hall, 
d g heggie, t W hope, j r hurst, p n johnson, d p maher, c h moore, s j mullock,
j V naunton davies, K j poole, a c rackham, d i rawlinson, r b smith, d n taylor,
m c taylor, c e tuckwell, r l upton, m V Waterman, s i t Waters, a m Wenban, 
j l Whiteman, m j Wilshire (1977); h j cordell, K r j hartwell, o hiwaizi, 
m e hubbard, c j lewis, n c pegge, m j simons, m p Vos, s r Wakefield, 
m r Young (1987); j m adams, s h arif, W m barnes, j j bickerstaffe, m e brock, 
F W bromfield, m j bullen, s a cassidy, F c chambers, a c cotton, s e cruse, 
h djafari marbini, j e doak, t h gallico, V j gee, d j hancock, h m hingley, 
h j jamieson, r landau, c d lund, n j mackay, s b magnus, i j martorell, 
r W l morgan, m plevnik, r h ritzema, c shahrad, p a smith, m a tuckett, 
e j tunnicliffe, r a Van der hoff, t j Veasey, c e Wardle, h j Wenham (1997); 
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s r l stacpoole (1998); d j Wilson (2003); s banner, d p s barrigan, j l brown, 
r b brown, c i W brunner, r m cardy, r m childs, e h christie, j e cross, 
a m dade, K j davidson, e j dodwell, r a duncan, r c Fairless, r a Ferriman, 
t d W Forrester, b V gee, a i gilbert, m j green, t j halstead, r e harrison, 
K j hewitt Khan, V t l ho, b j hosford, m Kennedy, r m Kirsch, p t Knight, 
c r Knott, r a lloyd, m j a lowe, d lowry, e K matthews, c p t matthews, 
e m mclaren, e e mcWilliams, r d meyer, j monaghan, j j moran, r n o'meara, 
j t m ptaszynski, o j reinhold, g n salimbeni, o m seddon-daines, Y shahrad, 
b r h shanks-st john, s shekar, m r sherwood, K sinha, d r skarstam, j K small, 
l sperrin, j u l staniforth, m e stanislawek, r e stratton, l s tarn, r l thomas, 
c m Wallace, e V Walley, K a e Waters, s a Waters, V a Watson, s K Weir, 
s V White (2007)
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Appeal by the Vice-Chancellor
and heads of colleges for 
‘Pecuniary helpes’ for 
‘Mr Eliott, and other 
painful fishers of men’ in 
North America, 1649
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before the great rebellion: 1590-1642
peter glazebrook

the fifty or so years preceding the outbreak of
the great rebellion – as royalists called the

civil War – was a far from uneventful half-century
for the college.1 they saw the number of  students
admitted reach heights that were not to be
matched again until the 1860s, and its character as
a place for the education of  undergraduates
(rather than postgraduates) fixed for the next
three and a half  centuries. there were, too,
significant changes in the nature of  fellowships,
making it feasible for Fellows, if  they remained
unmarried, to spend much, sometimes all, of  their
working lives in the college. and there were three
masters with some claim to fame – or notoriety –
that extended beyond cambridge. one was the
first master of  jesus to be married, prompting the
emergence of  a master’s lodge and its
concomitants: a separate parlour (or combination
room) and garden for the Fellows. another’s
gross neglect of  his responsibilities led to his
forced resignation. a third was to be arrested in
chapel by parliamentary soldiers and carted off
to the tower of  london before being consigned
to lengthy confinement on an insalubrious prison
hulk at Wapping from which he emerged to attend
archbishop laud on the scaffold. and there were
several other notable developments. a regular
supply of  fresh water was secured freeing the
enlarged community from reliance on the well it
had inherited from the nuns. an altar and organ
returned to the chapel after absences of,
respectively, seventy and fifty years. and there was
the first major building project since the erection
of  the hall more than a century earlier: a dozen
sets of  rooms on the north side of  the outer
court to meet the needs and expectations of  both
Fellows and their better-off  pupils.

*     *     *

during these fifty years a little more than 900
students were admitted, two-thirds (565) of
whom took a degree, and just under half  (386) are
known to have been ordained, proportions similar
to those in most colleges. there were, as
elsewhere in cambridge, troughs and peaks. all
colleges were affected by changes in the national
economy and by fluctuations in the number of
job opportunities in the church. the deepest
trough occurred in the 1590s (when there were

only 115 admissions at jesus, down from 191 in
the previous decade), the highest peak in the
1620s (270 admissions) with numbers in the other
decades ranging between 165 (the 1600s) and 199
(the 1630s).

What, however, was striking about jesus (and
also st john’s) was the high proportion of
students coming as sizars rather than as
pensioners (or Fellow-commoners). the latter
paid full- (or more than full-) cost fees and
charges: £8 p.a. (or c. £20 p.a.) in 1600, while the
sizars coming from less well-off  families (a
category that included those of  many of  the
parochial clergy) were usually bright lads,
nominated by a Fellow (or the master), who paid
only token fees and slept in a truckle bed in a
corner of  his room. by the 1610s they also had
the use during the day of  a “sizars’ hall”, probably
the area beneath the hall or some other ground
floor room elsewhere in the cloisters.2 in return,
they performed domestic chores, ran errands and
waited at table, hoping soon to obtain a
scholarship and then a degree and, thereafter,
employment as a clergyman or schoolmaster (or
both). 382 students entered as sizars, 341 as
pensioners and 129 as Fellow-commoners (94
between 1610 and 1646). but if  to the sizars are
added many of  those who migrated to jesus from
other colleges in order to improve their chances
of  obtaining a scholarship, degree and
employment, who may reasonably be assumed
also to have been among the less well-off, more
than half  of  the students admitted can be
categorised as “poor lads”. ninety per cent
graduated and more than sixty per cent were
ordained. it was these students who formed the
solid core of  the college and were, especially after
the university’s abandonment in 1608 of  the
residence requirement for the ma, to play an ever
more dominant role in its life. many of  the better-
off  pensioners and Fellow-commoners stayed
only a year or two before leaving to begin careers
in which they might play a part in public life, often
in their own counties, sometimes on the national
stage. 

*     *     *

seventy-seven men held jesus fellowships during
this half-century. thirty-seven had been students



in the college which, given the statute requiring
that its own scholars should, if  sufficiently well
qualified, be prefered in elections, may suggest
that vacancies were usually conscientiously filled
with able men. Fewer of  the college’s own
students secured fellowships in later decades than
in the 1590s and 1600s, but whether this was a
reflection of  a more diligent pursuit of  merit or
of  the larger intakes of  students to cambridge as
a whole is impossible to say.

but given the high proportion of  students
entering the college as sizars who gained degrees
and were ordained, it is a little puzzling that only
9 of  the 37 jesuan students elected to fellowships
are recorded as having been sizars, the remaining
28 being pensioners (including two Fellow-
commoners). part, at least, of  the explanation
may be that few of  the erstwhile sizars could
afford to remain in cambridge waiting for a
fellowship vacancy to occur, even though their
scholarships were tenable until they were eligible
for the ma. they needed to find a job – as curate
or schoolmaster – as quickly as, and wherever,
they could. it may also have been that colleges,
such as jesus, that were seeking to attract
pensioner and Fellow-commoner students may,
when choosing Fellows, have looked not only to
candidates’ academic achievement but to their
potential as tutors, believing that the parents of
well-born students would seek out well-born
tutors for their sons. as one parent had said, he
was looking for a tutor “of  your rank, i mean
gentlemen of  good quality” and “of  good fashion
and demeanour”, since it was with their tutors that
students “most converse”.3 the emergence of  the
“sizars’ hall” may also be an indication of  a
growing class-consciousness within the college as
well as of  the marked increase in student
numbers.

there are, however, signs that in the 1590s
other factors may have come into play. When in
1590 andrew bendish who had been a Fellow
since 1583 resigned he was replaced by his
younger brother William; while in 1592, when
leonard ithell (nephew of  the former master)
resigned in favour of  george deering, he received
£15 from his successor.4 and then in 1597 when
george best, a Fellow since 1568 and now one of
archbishops Whitgift’s secretaries, resigned he
stipulated that he should be succeeded by William
hill5 – a precedent followed in 1600 by another
of  the archbishop’s secretaries, michael
murgatroyd, a Fellow since 1577, when he
resigned in favour of  john blague.6 and there was
another case of  a fellowship passing from an

older to a younger brother – from boniface to
geoffrey Watts in 1606/7. more striking still, one
fellowship passed between four members of  the
dod family who held it for a total of  54 years.
When john, the famous puritan, resigned he was
succeeded by his brother edward (F. 1585-97),
who was followed by their nephew thomas 
(F. 1597-1603), who was succeeded by his brother,
another john (F. 1603-32). corrupt fellowship
elections were not confined to jesus: they were
believed to be widespread, and had been
prohibited under penalty by parliament in 1589.7

but making a law is one thing, enforcing it
another, and bills to strengthen the prohibition
were introduced in 1621, 1624 and 1626. and for
the dod’s family’s fellowship (it probably came to
be seen as that) there may have been another
explanation – or excuse. the dods came from
cheshire; the college statutes required it to
maintain equal numbers of  Fellows from counties
north and south of  the trent; and its difficulty in
finding suitable candidates from the north was
frequently lamented. by 1610, when lancelot
andrews, recently appointed bishop of  ely, was
casting a critical eye over the college he noted that
11 of  the 16 Fellows came from the south.8

Without a dod from cheshire the imbalance
might have been even worse.

all but two of  these exchanges of  fellowships
occurred between 1581 and 1600 when the
bishopric of  ely was kept vacant so that the
Queen and her courtiers might loot the episcopal
estates – the cecils got their hands on the manor
at hatfield and the hattons theirs on most of  the
bishops’ london house off  holborn (hence
hatton garden). the palace at ely and the castle
at Wisbech were used as prisons for obstinate
papist recusants: lay people at the palace, priests in
the castle. during the vacancy the bishops’
ecclesiastical responsibilities were undertaken by
the archbishop of  canterbury’s commissioners,
who required the master and Fellows to make
only one nomination for each fellowship rather
than the two prescribed by the college’s statutes.
richard bancroft, the future bishop of  london
and archbishop of  canterbury, who had for many
years (1568-85) lived in jesus and been an
influential tutor, served continuously as one of
these commissioners and so the Fellows probably
had good reason for believing that nominations
of  a sort that they might later find advantageous
to themselves and/or their relatives would be
endorsed.

bancroft’s hand can certainly be detected
behind the fellowships of  the Watt’s brothers,
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sons of  a lord mayor of  london, and of  edward
loftus, a nephew of  the archbishop of  armagh,
six of  whose relations came to the college
between 1586 and 1602. the elder Watts,
boniface, came in 1582 as a pensioner when
bancroft was a tutor, and was appointed a Fellow
nine years’ later by the archbishop’s
commissioners, the master and Fellows having
been too dilatory in making their own
nomination. he soon succeeded bancroft as
rector of  the local parish of  teversham,
presentation to which had also fallen to the
commissioners, later holding it with the nearby
parish of  Whittlesford which was in the college’s
gift until, in 1606, he forfeited his fellowship by
accepting two more lucrative benefices: one in
london, the other in the northern Fens (where
no doubt a curate was employed to do the work).
bancroft, on the point of  leaving london for
canterbury, now had a chance to look after the
lord mayor’s younger son, geoffrey. a royal
mandate commanded his admission to his
brother’s fellowship which he held until 1619
when his father presented him to a benefice good
enough for him to retain until his death forty-four
years later. edward loftus’ fellowship (1591) had
also been obtained by means of  a royal mandate.

royal mandates did not, however, cease on
bancroft’s death. james i constantly grumbled
that his fellow scots, not being natives of  any
english or Welsh diocese, were ineligible for most
oxbridge fellowships, and many colleges,
including jesus, were to give way to royal pressure.
in 1619 the president and Fellows assured the
King that they would, at the next vacancy, elect
his nominee, john humes, a st andrew’s
graduate, and explain to the bishop why they were
sending him only one name. another royal
mandate came in 1629, in favour of  john Vossius,
son of  the great scholar and a graduate of  leiden. 

*     *     *

the background to these dubious fellowship
elections was the profound change in the nature
of  college fellowships taking place during these
years. originally fellowships had been, in essence,
graduate studentships for poor scholars. the
college’s founders had therefore never imagined
that they would be retained for very long. cash
stipends were small (26s 8d p.a. in 1516, raised to
£2 in 1559),9 and Fellows would naturally hope
that they would soon find a respectable, properly
paid, job – usually a church benefice of  some sort
– their fitness for which would be attested by their
cambridge degrees. so dr ecclestone in his draft

statutes for the new college, and bishop West in
those he gave it, had been concerned only to
specify what jobs (or other sources of  income)
were incompatible with election to, or the
retention of, a fellowship – in effect, and subject
to special exceptions, a benefice worth more than
£5 p.a. or the holding of  other offices or property
producing an income of  more than £6 p.a.

by the end of  the sixteeth century, however,
several features of  the new protestant college
together with other legal developments had
combined to make fellowships at jesus something
rather different, resulting in an academic
community which included men who remained
Fellows throughout much, if  not all, of  their
working lives. twenty-nine of  the seventy-seven
in this half-century held their fellowships for
between 10 and 18 years, and ten for twenty or
more. in sixteen cases the fellowship was ended
only by death, though too much should not be
made of  this statistic since eight of  the sixteen
were victims of  the severe attack of  the plague
which hit the college in 1637-38: a shattering
blow. but john randall and roger landesdale,
survivors from mary’s reign, who died in 1599 and
1606 respectively, had been Fellows for forty-five
and fifty years.

among the causes of  this problematic
development were the changes made by the royal
Visitors of  1559: their provisions that four jesus
fellowships might be held along with the
incumbency of  a parish within twenty miles of
cambridge worth less than £20 p.a. and that
another four (out of  the total of  sixteen
fellowships) should be held by lawyers. the
diocesan and university courts sitting in
cambridge provided plenty of  work for the latter,
at least until the end of  the century, though this
had probably changed by 1614 when bishop
andrewes reduced the number of  law fellowships
from four to one.10 at least equally important was
the arrival in the college since the 1560s of  large
numbers of  fee-paying undergraduate students
(pensioners) whose studies needed directing, and
whose behaviour and finances needed, as we have
already seen, overseeing. landesdale, the lawyer,
was active as a tutor too.

to these internal factors an external one was
added: the development of  the legal doctrine that,
in the absence of  express provision to the
contrary, appointments to both secular offices and
ecclesiastical benefices were for life.11 so college
fellowships, however they might be categorized,
were caught by it. this legal development had 
not been anticipated by the 1559 Visitors, but in
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1584-5, emmanuel’s founder (sir Walter mildway)
was aware of  it. Keen to preserve his college’s
fellowships as graduate studentships, he provided
that they should normally be tenable for a
maximum of  seven years: the time needed to
qualify for the b.d. degree, though ultimately this
restriction was to be abandoned.12 to him, as to
the founders of  jesus, the election to a fellowship
of  a Fellow-commoner (which happened at jesus
three times during our period)13 would have
seemed bizarre. if  a man could afford to pay for
the best board and lodging the college could
offer, what need had he of  a fellowship in order to
pursue his studies?

all these factors were reinforced by the
emergence in the first decade of  the new century
of  the fellowship dividend. copied from the
practices of  cathedral chapters, it was a response
to the hyper-inflation of  the later sixteenth
century that had rendered the stipends and other
payments prescribed by college statutes almost
worthless. colleges therefore developed the
practice of  dividing each year’s surplus income,
after all their statutory responsibilities were judged
to have been met, among their Fellows.14 these
cash sums varied greatly from year to year,
depending, on the one hand, on expenditure on
building repairs, and, on the other, receipts from
the payments (fines) made by tenants for the
renewal of  their leases and from felling timber on
college estates. at jesus they were £11.10s in
1626/7 and £19 the following year, and were
undoubtedly a further reason for retaining a
fellowship for as long as possible, especially when
leave of  absence from cambridge came to be
readily given.15 this latter development had been
encouraged by the university’s decision in 1608
that the ma might be obtained without the
further twelve terms residence since the ba that
had previously been required.16 so dividends
supplemented an absentee Fellow’s earnings from
a curacy, parochial lectureship, schoolmastership,
chaplaincy in a noble or gentry household, or a
private tutorship, employments that were not
benefices since there was no security of  tenure,
and so did not forfeit fellowships. dividends
similarly supplemented the incomes of  those
resident Fellows who were, as was often the case,
both incumbents of  local parishes and tutors of
substantial numbers of  pensioner student. no
longer graduate studentships, fellowships were
now sources of  income, and status symbols which
improved their holders chances of  getting better
jobs, as we shall shortly see.

the retention of  fellowships for lengthy
periods, sometimes even for life, though a benefit
to these Fellows who were neither tempted into
marriage nor lucky enough to obtain a well-
endowed benefice, had distinct drawbacks for
their colleges. For, as vacant fellowships became
fewer and rarer, opportunities for encouraging and
rewarding a college’s brightest and most
industrious students, and of  supplying the church
with learned and energetic ministers of  god’s
Word, were correspondingly reduced. by the end
of  our period a partial remedy had emerged. this
was to increase (by bequest or purchase) the
number of  parishes where the college owned the
advowson and so appointed the incumbent –
preferably one more than twenty miles from
cambridge – though even one within that radius
might enable a Fellow to marry and so for this
reason to vacate his fellowship. in 1613 a bequest
from the great elizabethan financier, thomas
sutton, enabled the college to buy the advowson
of  elmstead, near colchester, and in 1626 it
received that of  harlton (four miles from
cambridge) under the will of  john duport, the
former Fellow and master. 

*     *     *

ten of  our seventy-seven Fellows became church
lawyers. of  the rest, the theologians, two thirds
(43) fulfilled the purpose of  their fellowships by
obtaining a bd (or, even better, a dd) seven (or
twelve) years after their ma. all of  them remained
within the bounds of  orthodoxy: no Fellow of
jesus was hauled before the Vice-chancellor and
heads (of  colleges) for offending “in some point
of  doctrine contrary to the expresse and literal
sense of  the articles of  religion”.17 one became
master (briefly) before being sent to st john’s.18

seven went on to be archdeacons, two to be
cathedral deans, and two to be bishops, albeit of
impoverished sees (st asaph and bristol). more
than a dozen obtained cathedral appointments, or
royal, noble or episcopal chaplaincies, good routes
to the better livings. and, as has been seen, two
became secretaries to archbishop Whitgift,
placing them at the centre of  national church
affairs.19 but most of  the rest, more than forty, had
to be content with life as a parish minister, though
some were in london or important market towns.
and there were those who, with the help of
younger Fellows, had, until they married,
combined the roles of  parson of  a cambridge or
cambridgeshire parish and tutor to substantial
numbers of  undergraduates. the leading tutors in



the 1590s were lionell duckett, who was also
Vicar of  all saints, cambridge, and roger
landesdale. both remembered pupils in their
wills. duckett made bequests to ten pupils and
instructed his executors to divide his books
among them once jesus and st john’s libraries had
taken what they wanted. in 1618, when
comprehensive student records begin, there were
three Fellows20 with substantial tutorial sides each
taking four, five or sometimes more new pupils a
year though, as we have seen, by no means all of
them would stay long enough to take a degree.
this pattern continued until the outbreak of  the
civil War, and, indeed, though with fewer tutors,
until the 19th century.21 (We shall, of  course, never
know how the careers of  the fifteen who were
evicted from their fellowships on parliament’s
order in 1643 might, but for this rude disruption,
have progressed. at least two of  them turned, as
had several of  their predecessors in the similarly
uncertain 1560s, to the practice of  medicine22).  

only two of  the Fellows from these years
made any mark in the secular world, both of  them
after acting for some years as tutors. William
boswell, from a family of  well-heeled suffolk
gentry, came to the college as a pensioner in 1599:
poorer students were later to tell of  his generosity
to them. appointed by royal mandate to one of
the law fellowships in 1606, he had several sons
of  his parents’ neighbours as pupils.23 he spent
some time at oxford, living at Wadham and
making life-long friends there. he had leave of
absence, initially to travel abroad, but from 1614-
29 his leave became almost continuous. he
entered government service in london, and
enjoyed a successful career, first as secretary to
lord Keeper Williams, and then to the privy
council, becoming an mp, before being sent as a
member of  embassies to France and savoy, and
afterwards, in 1632, to the hague as the english
resident, remaining in this post until his death in
1650. he gained a notable reputation as a scholar,
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Duckett (F. 1585-1603),
tutor and benefactor, in the
south transcept of the Chapel



manuscript collector, bibliophile and connoisseur.
his advice was widely sought by, among others,
the King, and he maintained an extensive
correspondence with other scholars and
scientists.24 his widow was later to endow
scholarships at the college.

the other, William petty, an adventurous
searcher after antiquities – many of  his finds
(splendidly illustrated in a huge folio volume)25 are
now in the ashmolean museum in oxford – also
became a connoisseur of  repute. he went as a
sizar to christ’s in 1603 and left soon after his ba
to be master of  beverley grammar school from
which he was soon (1612) recalled to cambridge
to be a Fellow and tutor at jesus (bringing several
of  his Yorkshire pupils with him). having taken
his bd (1618) he was appointed chaplain to the
earl of  arundel, and had lengthy leaves of
absence to act as tutor to his children,
accompanying them (and sometimes their father
too) on extensive continental tours.26 he resigned
his fellowship in 1629 having been commissioned
by the earl to continue searching for “antiquities,
either of  books, medals, or stone” for him. soon
(1626), the english ambassador in constantinople
was telling the earl, “there was never a man so
fitted to an employment, that encounters all
accidents with so unwearied patience, eates with

greekes on their worst days, lies with fishermen
on planks at the best, is all things to all men, that
he may obtain his ends, which are your lordship’s
service”.27 he had divers recover classical statuary
from the sea-bed. returning to england in 1629,
he was travelling again in 1630, 1631 and 1633, to
italy to acquire antiquities, drawings and paintings
for the earl. by 1637 he was receiving
commissions from the King to buy paintings,
which he brought back to england in 1638, dying
the following year. neither the King’s nor the
earl’s collections were to survive the civil War and
commonwealth unscathed, but the arundel
marbles in oxford are testimony to both petty’s
judgment and his resourcefulness. 

*     *     *

the members of  the college during our half-
century best known to posterity were not Fellows,
but two pensioners and a Fellow-commoner, each
of  whom appears to have retained fond memories
of  his time as a student. like so many of  their
contemporaries these pensioners had come to the
college planning to become ministers of  the
Word and both had been deeply influenced by
puritan thought and practices to which they
remained faithful throughout their lives. they
were, as they had hoped, ordained, but not finding
it easy to obtain a parish each spent some years as
a schoolmaster and temporary curate.

john eliot (1619), “the century’s best known
protestant missionary”,28 never did find an
english parish of  his own, joining his fellow
puritans in massachusetts in 1631. he spent the
rest of  his life there, founding both a grammar
school – the roxbury latin school which still
flourishes – and another – jamaica plains – where
english, indian and african children were
educated together. after some while, and for
reasons which were partly political and partly
religious, he became a pioneering and
indefatigable missionary to the colony’s native
indians, the already disease-ravaged algonquins,
whom he thought were descendants of  the ten
lost tribes of  israel.29 he established thirteen
reservation and numerous “praying towns” where
they could live under the missionaries’ protection.
taught their language by his servants, eliot
constructed a grammar for it and wrote a score
of  religious tracts in it. eventually, he translated
the entire bible – new testament (1661), old
testament (1663) – into algonquin. printed at
harvard with type, and on a press, sent from
england for the purpose, it was both the first
complete bible to be printed in north america
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“Mr Petty’s needle” – an obelisk from the Circus Maxentius
in Rome acquired by William Petty for the earl of 
Arundel, but its export was prohibited. It now crowns
Bernini’s Fountain of the Four Rivers in the Piazza
Navona (1648-51)



and the first in any of  its native languages. the
latin inscription on the copy he sent the college
asks it, as his “mother” to accept “what a most
humble student offers” and “as a son” he begs “to
be always in your prayers”.

richard Fanshawe (1623), the Fellow-
commoner, who was 15 when he entered the
college, became, like eliot, a pioneering
translator, most notably of  the portuguese
national epic, Camoens’ The Lusiad, his english
version (london 1655) itself  becoming a classic,
but also of  latin, italian and spanish poetry.30

and, like boswell, he had a long diplomatic career,
principally in spain and portugal. having
negotiated the terms of  charles ii’s marriage to
catherine of  braganza, he had a part in the
formation of  england’s longest continuing
continental alliance, that with portugal. his tutor,
William beale, with whom he remained in contact
– they were together in spain in 1650 working for
the exiled King – had encouraged his early efforts
at verse. his first dateable piece is a latin ode to
the university: it was thus only fitting that he
should have been chosen as one of  its two
members in the restoration parliament in 1660.

the fame of  ralph josselin (1632) is more
recent, stemming from the publication in 1976 of
the complete text31 of  the Diary he had kept for
forty years. “one of  the richest and most
important to survive from the seventeenth

century”,32 it has fuelled a substantial academic
industry. it records his activities as parson, farmer
and book-collector; his health, physical and
spiritual, and his friendship with his parish’s
patron and the patron’s family. he recalled that
“in cambridge in my studies i was close and
diligent: my fault was to omitt [i.e. waste] too
many mornings by reason of  my tenderness,
either in bed or by the fire” and he remembered
how his “tutor had dealt lovingly with mee”,33

though he had not found the college’s laudian
atmosphere to his taste: “the supersticions of  the
church were a perplexity unto me”.33 ba in 1636,
ma in 1639, in 1641 he was given the living of
earls colne in essex, a cloth-making and farming
township on the main road from colchester (8
miles away) to cambridge (40 miles) with about a
thousand inhabitants and its own school. the
patron was the fervently puritan lord of  the
manor with whom josselin worked (with only
limited success) to ensure the godliness of  the
place: they might not unfairly be accused of  being
two kill-joys. like many country clergy josselin
combined farming with his parochial duties and
his patron, anxious that he should stay and not
move to a better living, facilitated his becoming
the parish’s largest landowner. he persuaded his
patron to send his eldest son to the college as a
Fellow-commoner and he accompanied them to
cambridge in june 1649, where he “viewed with
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delight my old colledge, the master and Fellows,
very good men, hope of  their good”. they were,
by then, of  course, all presbyterians. Within a year
he was writing to the young man to say that his
father was “troubled at the greatness of  his son’s
expenses at cambridge”, urging him “to be frugall
of  his father’s purse, and to improve his time for
learning and pietie, god bless my advice to him”.
josselin’s biggest adventure was in 1645 when he
joined – apparently as their chaplain – the group
of  parliamentary soldiers recruited by his patron
which ranged through east anglia and as far as
derbyshire in pursuit of  royalist troops. his
strong sympathy for the commonwealth
notwithstanding, and to his own surprise, he
survived, somewhat uneasily, the restoration and
the act of  uniformity at earls colne, dying there
in 1683. but it would seem to be only his diary
which distinguishes him from so many of  his
student contemporaries who, like him, spent their
lives as country parsons. 

*     *     *

of  the four masters who presided over the
college during these years, one, William beale,
though a Fellow for fourteen years (1611-1625)
and for the last six a popular tutor, need not detain
us much longer. only twenty months after his
return to cambridge in 1632 he was sent to pacify
a troubled st john’s, so it is to the history of  that
college that the rest of  his eventful life belongs:34

like his successor he was arrested in 1642 and
imprisoned in the tower. the other three had
much longer tenures: john duport of  twenty-
eight years (1590-1618), the longest until the
eighteenth century. he had been an undergraduate
in the college – one of  that first large bunch of
pensioners that arrived in 1564 – and been known
by richard bancroft in the years when the future
archbishop had been an active and influential
tutor. becoming a Fellow in 1574, his marriage to
bishop coxe’s daughter, rachel, two of  whose
brothers were Fellow-commoners,35 got his career
off  to a good start: the bishop appointed him
rector of  harlton, near cambridge (1580), and
bequeathed him its advowson,36 but it was to
bancroft that he was primarily indebted for all his
subsequent preferments. by 1584 he was rector
not only of  two leicestershire parishes but also
of  Fulham, the bishop of  london’s parish church,
and of  bishop’s stortford in hertfordshire, all
made legally permissible by his appointment as
one of  the bishop’s domestic chaplains. he was
also precentor of  st paul’s. so when he became
master of  jesus in 1590 he was already a shameful

pluralist with five preferments which he continued
to hold until his death, as he did the mastership
and, from 1609, a prebend (canonry), in ely too.
but he could plead that he had a wife accustomed
to an episcopal standard of  living and seven
children to provide for.

the ely diocese’s ecclesiastical administration
being in the hands of  the archbishop of
canterbury’s commissioners, and bancroft, now
a close confident of  both the archbishop and the
bishop of  london, there was no one better placed
than he to advise on the appointment of  the new
master jesus needed when in 1589 john bell
resigned on becoming dean of  ely.37 and later it
was to bancroft, as the organiser of  King james’
favourite project, a revised english translation of
the bible, that duport owed his appointment as
convenor of  the second of  two cambridge
committees of  revisers, those responsible for the
apocrypha. surprisingly little is known about the
working methods of  these committees (six in all)
among whom the task was divided, but duport’s
was, in the nature of  the case, the least important
of  them.

during his long mastership duport was Vice-
chancellor four times, and served as deputy on
several occasions. he did not always have an easy
ride in what was then as much a judicial as an
academic office. in 1594 he was faced by a riot in
the regent house led by young mas from
King’s,38 and the following summer his handling
of  the trial for heresy of  a Fellow of  caius who,
in a university sermon, had dared to find fault with
the theological teachings of  William Whitaker,
master of  st john’s and a leading calvinist,
incurred the wrath of  archbishop Whitgift.
duport and his fellow heads, all moderate
calvinists, sought to settle the controversy that
ensued by requiring both the accused and his
prosecutors to give their consent to a short
statement – five principles – “of  the truthes of
religion publicly and generally received” in the
church of  england, which they had drafted. they
were rewarded for their pains by a stinging rebuke
from the archbishop: “it is a most vain conceit
that you [the Vice-chancellor and heads] have
authority in matters of  controversy to judge what
is agreeable to the doctrines of  the church of
england and what not. the law expressly laying
that upon her majesty and upon such as she shall
by commission appoint to that purpose”. he
hoped, he said, they would not give him occasion
to test the scope of  his authority as metropolitan
over the university.39
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six years later it was the university’s
chancellor, sir robert cecil, who was cross with
him. he had again been serving as Vice-
chancellor, and cecil had written to him much
concerned at complaints he had received about
the laxity of  student discipline, and the freedom
with which theological matters were being
debated in cambridge. duport and his fellow
heads had, however, apparently done nothing and
were once again threatened with external
intervention if  they did not put their house in
order.40 the chancellor was no better pleased
with duport’s handling of  the election in april
1614 of  two mps, a novel proceeding the
university having only recently been granted
representation in parliament, a privilege it had
long sought. anticipating trouble duport, acting
as the Vice-chancellor’s deputy, ruled that only
candidates nominated by the caput, the body
dominated by the heads of  colleges, rather than
by the electors, members of  the senate, would be
eligible. nomination by the caput had, since 1570,
been the rule for elections of  Vice-chancellors,
but not for those of  chancellors where any
electors could nominate as, crucially, they could in
any borough or county constituency. duport’s
ruling was, as the chancellor saw, indefensible and
he overruled it. duport then sought, equally
unjustifiably, to restrict candidature to members
of  the university and, despite the vociferous
protests of  his supporters, declared null all votes
– the overwhelming majority – cast for the
candidate who was not a cambridge man.41

duport may, of  course, just have been unlucky
in having to preside over the university at times
when controversies with more than merely local
ramifications arose. but even within the college
his high-handed behavour created tensions with
the Fellows. 

in the same year as the troublesome
parliamentary election two fellowships fell vacant,
one in april, another in july, but he did not declare
either vacancy or summon a meeting to fill them
until the beginning of  october. Failing to secure
majorities for his own candidates, he adjourned
four successive meetings, each time for ten days,
until on 22 november he eventually gained his
way. but by then the bishop had become – or
been made – aware of  the college’s failure to
nominate within the time-limits set by its statutes,
thereby giving him an unfettered right to appoint
whom he wished. this he proceeded to do,
instructing the master to admit the men he had
chosen as Fellows, only to be met by duport’s
refusal. so the men chosen by the bishop

appealed to the King “to direct such course as to
your majestie’s royal Wisdom shall seem
convenient”. their case was referred to the court
of  high commission which on 23 February 1615
gave judgment in their favour, declaring that
duport’s conduct was “a dangerous precedent in
such a place as the university is, where young
gentlemen are nurtured, to suffer inferiours to
contemn those which are in authority”, and
ordering him to obey its judgment immediately,
and to certify to the bishop within a week that he
had done so.42 it is difficult to imagine a more
humiliating outcome. 

the Fellows’ mistrust of  duport seems to
have continued. on his death they made detailed
plans for a college register of  admissions,
elections and appointments to be kept by a clerk
paid with a fee for each entry.43 duport was
approaching seventy and had been master for too
long at a time when the Fellows were becoming
an increasingly senior and less biddable body, as
his successors were also to discover. he may, too,
have been a disappointed man: other cambridge
heads had become bishops or deans of
cathedrals. under his successor matters were to
go from bad to worse. but before turning to him
and them two other significant developments
deserve attention: the emergence of  the master’s
lodge and garden, and the arrival of  a new water
supply. 

to be continued . . .
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cooper, Annals c.h. cooper (ed) Annals of Cambridge
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marmaduke thompson (previous note); and then
john boylston (parishes in derbyshire), george
stearne (guilden morden and st clement’s); and
edward lincolne (no record of  ordination).

22 richard mason (F. 1638-44); gregory Walker 
(F. 1642-44).

23 not a light responsibility: see boswell’s letter to a
concerned (and angry) grandfather of  a pupil:
simonds d’ewes, Autobiography, (ed j.o. halliwell)
(london 1845) appendix.
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20 october 1617.

37 it is not known whether it was a condition of  bell’s
appointment to the deanery that he should resign the
mastership. such deals were common.
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Jesus College Records Update

name: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

matriculation year:    ——––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) address: ——––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) telephone no: ——––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) mobile no: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) e-mail address: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

news: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

please return to:

the development office
jesus college
cambridge
cb5 8bl

e-mail: development@jesus.cam.ac.uk



Calendar of  College Events 2017-2018

12 january 2018 reunion dinner (1982, 1983, 1984, 1985)
31 january 2018 glanville Williams society reception
6 april 2018 ma dinner (2011)
20 april 2018 reunion dinner (1972, 1973, 1974, 1975)
21 april 2018 jccs spring dinner
16 june 2018 marquee at the paddock, Fen ditton
25 june 2018 society of  st radegund dinner
30 june 2018 annual donors’ garden party
30 june 2018 anniversary dinner (1978, 1988, 1998, 2008)

invitations to all the above events will be emailed or posted to those concerned. 
if, however, you wish to attend any of  these events but do not receive an email or postal 
notification, please contact the development office (tel: 01223 339301) or visit the alumni
events section of  the college’s website (www.jesus.cam.ac.uk) where details are also posted.

MA Dining

members of  ma or similar status (graduate students who have finished their graduate course
and are no longer in statu pupillari) are invited to dine at high table free of  charge twice a year.

because of  staffing arrangements there is no dining on saturdays but it is usually possible to 
accommodate visitors on sundays during term. the other available days are tuesday, 
Wednesdays, thursdays and Fridays. it is always advisable to book in good time by phoning the
manciple’s office on 01223 339485.

Paper from

responsible sources













Data Protection Statement

this statement explains how jesus college (“we” and “our”) handles and uses data we collect about our alumni, our past,

current and future supporters, and others connected with the college (“you” and “your”). in broad terms, we use your

data to keep in touch with you as alumni (and life-long members of  the college), as supporters and as friends, in order to

keep you appraised of  our activities and developments, to provide services to you, and to identify ways in which you can

support the college, through donations and other forms of  financial and non-financial support.

How your data is used by the College

Your data is used by the college for a number of  interdependent purposes, including alumni, supporter and friend

relations, communications and fundraising. these include:

• sending you copies of  college publications including the annual report, jesuan news and e-newsletters, 

• sending you invitations to college events including reunions, anniversary lunches and dinners, receptions, talks,

concerts, cultural activities, sporting and jccs events, 

• appeals and requests for donations, including assessments of  your ability to donate and research on when and

whether particular  fundraising appeals may be of  interest to you,

• processing of  donations and stewardship of  donors,

• the promotion of  other services open to you as alumni, supporters and friends, and surveys.

communications to you may be sent by post, telephone or electronic means, depending on the contact details we hold

and the preferences expressed by you about the types of  communications you wish to receive.

if  you have concerns or queries about any of  these purposes, or how we communicate with you, please contact us:

the development office, jesus college, cambridge cb5 8bl. email: development@jesus.cam.ac.uk

What data is held by the College

We work closely with the university in order to promote a coordinated approach to you. We have a separate database

from the university, but we also have access to the university’s database: additionally, we maintain other electronic and

paper records. any transmission of  data to or from the university is managed through agreed processes which comply

with uK data protection legislation. the university has its own data protection statement and procedures.

Where provided by you, or provided by the university or obtained from reputable sources, most records contain:

• details of  your school, college and university education, 

• unique personal identifiers (e.g. student number, date of  birth), 

• your current and past contact details, 

• your membership of  clubs, societies and other alumni groups,

• your attendance at college or university events,

• other contact with the college or the university since graduation, 

• benefits and services provided to you,

• your relationships with other alumni or supporters of  the college, the university and other colleges within

cambridge,

• your career history and other life achievements,

• financial information relating to you and your relationships (including but not necessarily limited to income,

philanthropy and other giving),

• donations and other support given by you, 

• information about your areas of  interest,

• personal data provided by you for specific purposes (for example, disability, dietary preferences or lifestyle status for

event management), and

• your communication preferences. 



Where data is included from sources external to the university and the college, we only use data from our partners (as

outlined below) or other reputable sources. We may use automated or manual analyses to link data together to help us

identify your interest and potential for supporting the college and the university.

before seeking or accepting donations we may conduct due diligence, including reviewing publicly available

personal data relating to criminal convictions and offences.

When the College shares your data with others

depending on constraints set by you, and which you may change at any time, we may share any of  the above

categories of  data with the university.  

additionally, we share data on a considered and confidential basis, where appropriate, with:

• cambridge in america (the university’s affiliate alumni and supporters office in the us),

• volunteer partners closely related to the college (e.g. alumni and year group representatives, development board

members), and

• contractors providing services to you on our behalf  or services to the college (our “data processors”) such as the

telephone campaign coordinator.

We do not sell your personal data to third parties under any circumstances, or permit third parties to sell on the data

we have shared with them.

We do not use third party wealth screening companies.

We also facilitate communication between individual alumni (of  the college or the university), but in doing so we

do not release personal contact details without prior permission.

any transfers of  your data overseas or to international organisations, as set out above, are protected either by an

adequacy decision by the european commission or by standard data protection clauses adopted by the european

commission (which are available from our data protection officer) or, before 25th may 2018, by a self-assessment of

adequacy. 

Your rights

the legal basis for processing your personal data is your consent, where you have provided this, and otherwise our

legitimate interest.   

You have the right to withdraw your consent at any time. there is no statutory or contractual requirement for you

to provide us with any personal data. 

in addition to the rights outlined above, you have the right: to ask us for access to, rectification or erasure of  your

data; to restrict processing (pending correction or deletion); to object to communications or direct marketing; and to

ask for the transfer of  your data electronically to a third party (data portability). 

We will retain your data indefinitely or until you request us to do otherwise. We will publish on our website any

changes we make to this data protection statement and notify you by other communication channels where

appropriate. 

You have the right to lodge a complaint with the information commissioner’s office at: https://ico.org.uk/concerns

Questions and further statutory information

the controller for your personal data is jesus college cambridge and we can be contacted at: data-

protection@jesus.cam.ac.uk 

the college’s data protection officer is responsible for monitoring compliance with relevant legislation in relation

to the protection of  personal data, and can be contacted at data-protection@jesus.cam.ac.uk

please contact us through the address given above if  you have any concerns or questions about the above

information. Where you have specific requests relating to how we manage your data, we will endeavour to resolve

these, but please note that there may be circumstances where we cannot comply with your specific request.

Where you exercise your right to erasure, we will continue to maintain a core set of  personal data (name, subject(s),

matriculation and graduation details, unique university identification number and date of  birth) to ensure we do not

contact you inadvertently in future, while still maintaining our record of  your academic achievements. We may also

need to retain some financial records about you for statutory purposes (e.g. gift aid, anti-fraud and accounting

matters).

if  you have any concerns about your personal data held by the university, you will need to contact the university

separately.



jesus college’s hospitality goes from strength to strength and the college 
regularly hosts both residential and non-residential functions of  all sizes, 

from private celebrations to club meetings to major corporate and international events.

the new West court development has enhanced the facilities available 
offering a state of  the art lecture theatre, traditional and executive meeting spaces, 

and luxury accommodation available all year round.

old members are warmly encouraged to discuss any such 
requirements with a member of  the conference and events team, 

by post, email (conference@jesus.cam.ac.uk) or telephone (01223 760143).

Further information on the facilities available is obtainable 
on the college conference & events website: 

www.jesus.cam.ac.uk/conferences
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